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A bstract
This thesis explores the contributions of informal learning to the 
professional development of secondary school leaders in Cyprus. The 
research questions focus on the ways school leaders learn to lead, the 
contributions of informal learning to their professional development and 
the ways informal learning could be incorporated into a holistic professional 
development programme for school leaders.
The study uses an expanded Exploratory Sequential Mixed Methods Design, 
in which priority is given to the qualitative aspect of the study (Creswell and 
Plano Clark, 2011). First, interviews with educators with multiple 
leadership roles were implemented, followed by a survey using a 
questionnaire developed from the qualitative phase. After this, a new 
qualitative phase employing interviews with experienced headteachers was 
used as an evaluation stage, to confirm or not the findings from the previous 
phases.
The main findings reveal the ways in which secondary school leaders in 
Cyprus learn how to lead, namely through reflection, through a socialisation 
process, by sharing examples of good practice, by using informal 
apprenticeships, through incidental learning and through self-directed 
learning. Informal learning seems to facilitate the development of 
professional identity and school leaders’ qualities/characteristics to address 
successfully the complexities of headship.
Moreover, this research study provides a discussion regarding the 
importance of the degree of formality in structuring learning processes, 
employing The Formality-Informality Model, and proposes a Blended- 
Leaming Model for the Professional Development o f School Leaders, which 
can guide the construction of a relevant professional development 
programme. This study further suggests that fostering a school leaders’ 
community of practice (Wenger, 1998) ^ould be a starting point for 
enhancing a leadership culture throughout the Cyprus Educational System. 
Finally, a New Leadership Professional Development Framework for  
School Leaders in Cyprus is proposed, which can facilitate the holistic 
professional development of secondary school leaders in Cyprus.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Introduction
This thesis presents a research project aimed to enhance knowledge 
and understanding in relation to the professional development of 
secondary school leaders in the Cyprus Educational System. More 
particularly, the present study aims to investigate how these school 
leaders learn to lead by exploring the possible contributions of 
informal learning which is stemming from the field. Consequently, 
this study intends to inform policy makers of the potential of informal 
learning in supporting secondary education school leaders’ learning 
how to lead. The impetus for this investigation emerged from the 
emphasis given by the Cyprus government to deliver professional 
development programmes dominated by formal learning activities. 
Criticisms at a local level (Michaelidou and Pashiardis, 2009) seem to 
indicate that such efforts might have paid insufficient attention to the 
contributions of informal learning to a holistic professional 
development for school leaders.
For the purposes of this study the term ‘school leader’ is used to mean 
both ‘headteacher’ and ‘principal’. Furthermore, in this study ‘novice’ 
headteachers are defined as those who are in their first year in 
headship, whereas from the second year and thereafter they are 
considered as experienced headteachers. This is done in parallel to
the Cyprus Educational System, which provides an induction 
programme to headteachers only during their first year in post.
This chapter begins by presenting a brief background to the present 
research study. These discussions form the basis for identifying the 
outlined research problem. Then, two sections are introduced setting 
the scene for: (i) an overview of the Cyprus Educational System and,
(ii) an overview of the mandatory professional development 
programme offered to the secondary education school leaders in 
Cyprus. This is followed by a section introducing the research 
approach employed and the research questions. The personal 
perspective of the researcher is presented next. Finally, an outline of 
the thesis structure describing the contents of the remaining chapters 
is given.
Background to the study
There is an agreement between educational reformers and 
researchers on the significant role of school leaders as the key agents 
of change and improvement (Retallick and Fink, 2002). Gunter 
(2001) argues that this has strengthened school leadership’s profile in 
changing education.
Although there is not a widely accepted single definition of leadership 
(Hoy and Miskel, 2001), researchers tend to agree that “leadership in 
an organization is one of the few ideas in the literature on change
about which there is consistent agreement” (Fink, 2005, p. 3) in 
relation to its significance. Despite the variety of definitions on 
leadership, the agreement on its importance has led practitioners and 
policy makers in raising expectations of school leaders’ role in driving 
forward school reforms. Also, school leaders are expected to lead 
their schools to success and, simultaneously, to promote pupils’ and 
teachers’ learning (Dempster, 2009). If school leaders are successful 
in what they do then they will achieve in “creating schools of 
tomorrow” (Southworth, 2005, p. 158). As the school leaders’ role 
seems to be particularly significant, promoting them to lifelong- 
learners is too important to be left to chance. In realising the above, 
school leaders’ professional development has been a priority for 
educational systems internationally, but “leadership preparation and 
development is by no means uniform in definition or practice 
throughout the world” (Lumby et al., 2008, p. 3).
Internationally, different structural and contextual elements are used 
for the professional development of school leaders (Lumby et al., 
2008; Weindling and Dimmock, 2006). Most of these approaches 
involve the completion of university courses, academic degrees, 
governmental licensure and training programmes in formal settings, 
many times before applying for a leadership position (Gronn, 1999; 
Gunter, 2001; Lumby et al., 2008). However, at the heart of these 
professional programmes is “the purpose of learning [itself] and 
whether it is instrumental or technical” (Gunter, 2001, p. 88). This 
realisation has led professional development providers to develop a
number of training activities and programmes addressed to school 
leaders at various career stages. The way school leaders learn impacts 
the development of these programmes. Since learning is not an 
individualistic act, it also seems to influence school leaders’ 
professional development activities (Beatty, 2008).
According to Eraut (2000, p. 130) “learning is always situated in a 
particular context which comprises not only a location and a set of 
activities in which knowledge either contributes or is embedded, but 
also a set of social relations which give rise to those activities”. 
Schools and leaders are “embedded in the particular society [they] 
have to cope with, to support or to react to the social, economic and 
cultural changes” (Huber and Pashiardis, 2008, p. 176). Therefore, 
there is a need “for strategies [...] and tactics which help leaders 
become informed readers of their schools’ macro- and micro­
contexts” (Dempster, 2009, p. 30). School leaders are both agents of 
learning and agents of leadership; therefore, they “need to learn and 
[they] learn as they lead” (Swaffield and Macbeath, 2013, p. 9). 
Wenger (1998) argues that learning is a process of social participation 
in communities of practice, in which participation refers to an 
“encompassing process of being active participants in the practices of 
social communities and constructing identities in relation to these 
communities” (Wenger, 1998, p. 4, emphasis in original). 
Furthermore, participation “is both a kind of action and a form of 
belonging” which “shapes not only what we do, but also who we are 
and how we interpret what we do” (Wenger, 1998, p. 4).
Learning is a contextually bound process which does not occur in 
isolation. Gunter (2001, p. 88) stresses that issues like “what is to be 
learned and how adults in professional roles learn” need to be 
addressed. She further stresses that this is set within a time when 
formal learning processes have been subject to criticism across the 
educational systems regarding the type, the quality and the 
effectiveness of leadership preparation courses (Gunter, 2001). 
Importantly, school leaders’ learning activities have been criticised for 
an over-reliance on formal learning rather than searching for a 
balance between formal and informal formats of learning (Coffield, 
2000). When school leaders practice leadership, they form new 
understandings of the work and create new knowledge (Dempster, 
2009). Interaction with colleagues, students, parents and other 
stakeholders in school events support the way school leaders learn to 
lead. The learning acquired by doing, can be defined as “informal 
learning”. Informal learning is explored in detail in Chapter Two.
As MacBeath (2009, p. 13) argues “the stimulus to move beyond what 
we currently know, or think we know, may come from the scaffolding 
of teachers, but also from peers, parents or from our own 
psychological need to achieve, to know more, to do it better”. 
Apparently, emphasising formal approaches for school leaders’ 
development outside the school environment does not seem to 
acknowledge the dynamics of informal learning. Coffield (2000, p. 8) 
suggests that “informal learning should no longer be regarded as an
inferior form of learning whose main purpose is to act as the 
precursor of formal learning; it needs to be seen as fundamental, 
necessary and valuable in its own right”. Consequently, those 
engaged in developing professional development programmes should 
consider both disciplines as equally important.
Setting the context: The Cyprus Educational 
System
This study is set in Cyprus and it researches secondary education 
school leaders’ professional development. The role of school leaders 
in the Cyprus Educational System has become more complex and 
demanding over the past few years (Pashiardis et al., 2012; 
Nicolaidou et al., 2013). This is mostly because of demands arising as 
a consequence of an ongoing educational reform dated back to 2004 
and new curricula partially introduced in the school year 2010 -  2011 
(Ministry of Education and Culture, 2010). The changing 
demographics of the school population because of increased 
economic and political immigration levels, the increase of parental 
and government expectations for increased performance levels and 
accountability (Pashiardis et al., 2012), make the headteacher’s role, 
particularly demanding (Weindling and Dimmock, 2006).
Currently, the main structural characteristics that underpin the 
education system in Cyprus are (i) the centralisation of powers, and
(ii) the seniority found within the system (Pashiardis, 2004b). 
Pashiardis et al. (2011, p. 537) state that “educational administration
in the Cypriot educational system is highly centralized and 
bureaucratic”. Nicolaidou and Petridou (2011a, p. 723) stress that 
“since its foundation in i960, the Cypriot state has kept control of the 
National Curriculum, guided educational policy and rested all powers 
in the hands of the Ministry”. Everything is decided centrally and 
power has a top-down direction. Headteachers are required to 
implement all directives sent by the Ministry of Education and 
Culture. Furthermore, the headteachers are not responsible for the 
school budget (except in vocational education), for curriculum 
decisions, initiatives or resources. Staff appointments are also 
decided centrally.
Pashiardis (2004b) claims there is no selection process and no 
professional selection criteria for school leaders in Cyprus. He argues 
that selection in leadership positions is based on seniority and years 
in post. Decisions on promotion to headteachers are made by the 
Educational Service Commission which takes into consideration the 
years of service, the evaluation grades, and the grades the candidates 
are granted in a personal interview (Nicolaidou and Petridou, 2011b). 
Diplomas and degrees or other academic credentials (Thody et al., 
2007) are also considered. The primary source, however, is their 
years of service (Michaelidou and Pashiardis, 2009). There is a 
paradox here. Teachers’ evaluation grades most of the time ascend in 
a parallel line with the years of service; as a result, those teachers who 
have served the Cyprus Educational System for more years than 
others are expected to be the ones to be promoted first (Sophocleous,
2014). Thus, seniority promotion comes as a reward of the “loyalty of 
the people to the system” (Michaelidou and Pashiardis, 2009, p. 404).
There are three tiers of leadership posts in secondary schools in 
Cyprus. School headteachers are on tier one. Headteachers in 
Cypriot schools rise to the post following a promotion after having 
served in middle leadership posts for a set number of years. On tier 
two, immediately below the headteacher, one can find the deputy- 
alpha-heads. These are aspiring headteachers who need to serve as 
deputy-alpha-heads for a minimum of one year before becoming 
eligible to apply for headship. They serve for a minimum of three 
years as deputy-heads on tier three before becoming eligible to apply 
for deputy-alpha-head’s position. One may apply to become a 
deputy-head once s/he has served for a minimum of eleven years as a 
teacher.
Deputy-alpha-heads are assigned by their headteacher in charge of 
one or more of the following three domains: (a) as ‘Pedagogical 
Counsellor’, (b) as manager of the ‘Sector of Education’, and (c) as 
manager of the programme called ‘Action-Creativity-Social 
Contribution’. Deputy-heads during their service are assigned by 
their headteacher a number of administrative and discipline duties, 
such as coordinating a programme or an initiative, checking for the 
implementation of the school regulations and informing parents of 
discipline issues.
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Eventually, in most of the cases teachers are promoted to a leadership 
position -  as deputy-heads or deputy-alpha-heads or headteachers -  
with only a few years ahead of them before retirement, which is at the 
age of sixty three. This was particularly prominent with headteachers 
who were promoted in 2012 (in 2013 there were no promotions due to 
the economic crisis) having only three years of service left, since the 
oldest person promoted was at the age of sixty (Educational Service 
Commission, Annual Report, 2012). Gronn and Ribbins (2003, 
p. 85) state that:
“Cyprus has opted for gerontocratic formation 
arrangements. That is, the most significant cultural 
answer it provides to the problem of how to form 
educational leaders is to reward very long 
apprenticeships, patience, queuing and turn-taking.
There is, of course, ample historical precedent in 
various locations around the globe for relying on the 
good sense, wisdom and sagacious leadership of the 
elderly.”
Despite the positive “wisdom and sagacious leadership” (Gronn and 
Ribbins, 2003) mentioned above, gerontocracy generates a debate on 
the short period left for service, which is considered as an im portant 
limitation for lengthy improvement initiatives (Pashiardis, 2004a; 
Nicolaidou and Georgiou, 2009). Moreover, disagreements rise in 
regards to what kind of school leaders the society would like to have
in charge of leading public schools (Nicolaidou and Petridou, 2011a). 
Another critique concerns the current evaluation system, which is 
based on legislation introduced in 1976. Nicolaidou and Petridou 
(2011b, p. 724) claim that the “anachronistic policy of the evaluation 
procedures has led to a dysfunctioning of the whole educational 
system”. There is an agreement from almost everyone in education in 
Cyprus that the evaluation system is dysfunctional (Sophocleous, 
2013; Nicolaidou and Petridou, 2011b). Also, the Athena Consortium, 
an independent organisation, developed a proposal for a new 
evaluation system in 2006. Despite these attempts, the evaluation 
system remains unchanged (Sophocleous, 2013) regardless of the 
continuing dialogue between the interested parties. The reasons 
which have left the evaluation system in its current form without any 
significant change are related to: (i) the inflexibility of the 
bureaucratic educational system, and (ii) the opposition from the 
Teachers’ Union (Pashiardis, 2004a)
Setting the context: The secondary education  
school leaders’ mandatory professional 
developm ent programme
All professional development programmes for school leaders in 
Cyprus are offered by the Cyprus Pedagogical Institute which is the 
governmental training centre for educational staff in general, in the 
absence of a leadership academy. The secondary education 
professional programme is offered to newly appointed headteachers 
and deputy-heads following promotion (Ministry of Education and
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Culture: Pedagogical Institute, 2010), whereas deputy-alpha-heads 
are not offered any training. The programmes are offered once a 
week during working hours for a period of seven -  eight months, for a 
total of twenty-two meetings. These programmes are funded by 25% 
from national funds and by 75% from European funds (Christofidou, 
personal communication, 6 April 2014).
The current form of the secondary education professional 
development programme was introduced in 2007. Before that the 
Cyprus Pedagogical Institute used to organise a few informative 
meetings after promotion (Christofidou, personal communication, 6 
April 2014), but mainly, teachers were trained to become 
headteachers through an informal apprenticeship model (Pashiardis, 
1997). He states that the school leaders possessed “many different 
leadership styles that they learn ‘on the job’ in a rather unofficial, 
unstructured and haphazard ‘apprenticeship’ model” (Pashiardis, 
1997, p. 276). Since 2007 induction programmes for deputy-heads 
and for headteachers are offered after promotion. Sophocleous 
(2014) argues that the deputy-heads’ programme could not be 
perceived as a preparation programme for the aspirant headteachers, 
because this programme seems to have narrow aims focusing mainly 
on the deputy’s role and duties. Moreover, he claims that there is no 
leadership development framework to support the above mentioned 
programmes, so as to enhance the holistic development of the 
headteachers.
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The impact of the secondary school leaders’ mandatory professional 
development programme is highly criticised. Nicolaidou and 
Georgiou (2009, p. 168) argue that the school leaders’ professional 
development programme in Cyprus is still in an “embryonic stage”; 
this translates in the continuous changes of its content between 2009 
and 2013 (these are presented in detail below). Pashiardis (2004b) is 
also critical of the lack of leadership culture throughout the 
educational system; this impacts the delivered training, and 
consequently, the development of successful school leaders. He 
argues that there is a “non-existing system of leaders’ selection and 
preparation [which] can be seen as the black hole of the Cyprus 
education system” (Pashiardis, 2004b, p. 664). Furthermore, 
Nicolaidou and Petridou (2011a, p. 75) in their evaluation of the 
programmes argue that there is “absence of specific competences and 
skills that the training programmes should be aiming to develop” 
which is considered as a barrier. Moreover, they claim that the 
effectiveness of the training programmes has not been evaluated 
(Nicolaidou and Petridou, 2011b). The focus of the scarce evaluation 
conducted is on the participants’ satisfaction and to collect 
suggestions for improvement of the training (Christofidou, personal 
communication, 6 April 2014).
Between 2009 and 2013 there have been some significant changes in 
the headteachers’ programme as far as the topics of each module and 
the delivery format are concerned. In 2009 four modules were 
taught, namely:
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(i) Introduction to educational management and organisation;
(ii) School leadership;
(iii) Evaluation and development for school improvement; and
(iv) Administration and best practices.
(Ministry of Education and Culture: Pedagogical Institute, 2009)
In 2010 the modules were increased to six including:
(i) Introductory meetings prior to the start of the new school year;
(ii) The yearly school calendar;
(iii) Instructional leadership;
(iv) Designing improvement and evaluation for school development;
(v) Educational Reform Act; and
(vi) General pedagogy and school organisation.
(Ministry of Education and Culture: Pedagogical Institute, 2010)
The duration of the programme remained the same. It is important 
to note that the modules had a different duration depending on the 
estimated significance of each module. More changes were 
introduced in 2010 with the addition of meetings with inspectors 
from the Ministry of Education and Culture prior to being allocated to 
a particular school. These meetings take place at the end of each 
school year. The focus of these meetings is on procedural issues 
allowing thus for the focus of the formal training to be placed on 
instructional leadership, school self-evaluation and action planning 
for improvement. These initiatives could eventually move schools to 
more decentralised practices (Pashiardis, 2004a). Moreover,
curriculum reform changes stressed the need to offer a module to 
inform the headteachers of these changes.
In 2011 the programme was redesigned. Although the modules 
remained six, their titles changed to:
(i) Beginning of the new school year: a smooth start;
(ii) School improvement;
(iii) School organisation and administration;
(iv) Development of school culture and climate;
(v) Professional development of human resources; and
(vi) Promotion of teaching and learning.
(Ministry of Education and Culture: Pedagogical Institute, 2011)
The most significant change observed in 2011 is the recognition of the 
need for a more practical nature of the training: lectures are now 
supported by school visits, on site observations, a leader’s portfolio of 
achievements from their induction phase and by sharing examples of 
good practice from experienced headteachers. These changes were 
adopted as a result of suggestions from the participants in the 
training (Christofidou, personal communication, 6 April 2014) and 
following a programme evaluation by Nicolaidou and Petridou 
(2011a).
In the years 2012 and 2013 (Ministry of Education and Culture: 
Pedagogical Institute, 2012; 2013) significant changes were made 
only in relation to: (i) the introduction in 2012 of an online platform,
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used mostly as an uploading webpage of instructional material 
despite the original supposition for the development of an online 
community of practice (Nicolaidou et al., 2013), and (ii) the 
introduction in 2013 of a mentoring scheme grouping 4-5 novice 
headteachers with an experienced headteacher, which is seen as a 
chance for the novice headteachers to spend a whole day at the 
mentor’s school in order to discuss the daily leadership practice of the 
headteacher. Ten experienced headteachers were assigned as 
mentors by the Ministry of Education and Culture. Novice 
headteachers were grouped with mentors under two criteria: (i) 
geographical position of their school and the mentor’s school, and (ii) 
the type of school they serve: middle or high school (Christofidou, 
personal communication, 6 April 2014).
Mentors received half-a-day training from the Cyprus Pedagogical 
Institute on mentoring strategies and they were given an agenda with 
the subjects to discuss during the sessions as a starting point. They 
were also told to feel free to move away from the agenda listening to 
their mentees’ needs (Christofidou, personal communication, 6 April 
2014). Four visits to the mentors’ schools were planned out of a total 
of twenty-two compulsory meetings for the completion of the 
programme (Nicolaidou et al., 2013).
Nevertheless, a main criticism rises in relation to the design of the 
programmes irrespective of the needs of either the individuals or the 
system. As Nicolaidou and Petridou claim, the training programmes
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“offer what is available rather than what they should be focusing on” 
(Nicolaidou and Petridou, 2011b, p. 736). In parallel, Michaelidou 
and Pashiardis (2009) highlight the importance of a needs analysis 
when designing in-service training programmes, which as they argue, 
is not the case currently in Cyprus. Participants in previous 
evaluations expressed that they would like to participate in the 
designing of the programme and argue that they would have 
preferred this training to involve their schools avoiding overreliance 
on theoretical approaches (Michaelidou and Pashiardis, 2009; 
Nicolaidou and Petridou, 2011a; Nicolaidou et al., 2013).
The above seem to reinforce the view that the provision of 
professional development for school leaders in Cyprus lacks a holistic 
approach. Currently, the training offered is based on formal activities 
held outside schools irrespective of their needs; the group mentoring 
scheme was only recently introduced (2013-2014). Furthermore, 
there are a number of criticisms as indicated previously including the 
fact that there are no formal apprenticeship models developed and 
that the training programme seems to be under a continuous re­
construction for no obvious reason; one can argue that this is due to 
the lack of a holistic approach to leadership development as discussed 
above. Moreover, the training is offered after appointment, with no 
significant pre-post preparation. In addition, there is no continuous 
professional development for the experienced leaders after the 
induction programme. These are just a few of the issues arising from 
the field regarding the development of Cypriot school leaders.
Outline o f research problem  and research  
questions
In light of the absence of a holistic professional development 
framework for school leaders in Cyprus, the question arises on the 
way school leaders in Cyprus might benefit from a holistic approach 
to leadership development with a focus on the practice of leadership 
in schools.
There is a considerable gap in leadership development in Cyprus 
stemming from the lack of leadership culture all the way throughout 
the system. Previous criticisms seem to suggest that formal training 
alone is inadequate to provide sufficient learning if the aim is to 
develop leaders holistically, not only in technical issues and 
strategies, but to have an impact on their personality, their beliefs and 
values, their inner self (Zimmerman, 2011; Tornsen, 2010; Pashiardis 
et al., 2012).
If the intention remains on how best to develop school leaders in 
Cyprus, then there is a need to build a holistic professional 
development programme, which will include every aspect of learning 
activity and learning event appropriate to develop individuals, which 
will acknowledge the importance of developing leadership at all 
stages of a professional’s career. Therefore, the need arises to re­
consider the design of the professional development programme for
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secondary education school leaders; steps forward should consider 
focusing on the school leader not just as an individual but as a 
participant in a community of practice (Wenger, 1998).
In light of the above, the key research questions that this thesis sets 
out to investigate are the following:
■ In what ways do school leaders learn how to lead?
■ In what ways can informal learning contribute to the professional 
development of school leaders?
■ In what ways could informal learning be incorporated into a 
holistic model of school leaders’ professional development 
programme?
Research design
In order to address the outlined research questions, this thesis is 
located within the humanistic approach (Gunter and Ribbins, 2003). 
The humanistic province in the field of school leadership is 
“concerned with gathering and theorising from the experiences and 
biographies of those who are leaders” (Gunter and Ribbins, 2003, 
p. 133). Therefore, this study investigates secondary education school 
leaders’ learning to lead in Cyprus by drawing on their learning 
experiences, on how they understand their professional role and how 
they view the social context they work in. The study also reports on
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the ways they learn how to lead and in what ways this learning could 
facilitate the learning of others in the same field.
Moreover, this study is premised in Habermas’s (1971) practical 
interest. It is embedded in an interpretive viewpoint since its aim is 
to understand the perceptions and experiences of Cypriot secondary 
education school leaders on the way they learn how to lead. 
Furthermore, the notion of learning as a situated activity through 
legitimate peripheral participation  processes draws the attention to 
the active participation of learners in communities of practice (Lave 
and Wenger, 1991) recognising the social and cultural role of existing 
practitioners in supporting new practitioners to grow into a 
community of practice and develop from novices to competent 
leaders.
This research study used an Exploratory Sequential Mixed Methods 
Design (Creswell and Plano Clark, 2011) in which the priority is given 
to the qualitative aspect of the study (Creswell, 2003). Teddlie and 
Tashakkori (2006, p. 21) argue that “Sequential Mixed Designs are 
designs in which there are at least two strands that occur 
chronologically (QUAN-QUAL or QUAL- QUAN)”. Creswell and 
Plano Clark (2011, p. 187) argue that “in some exploratory designs, a 
three-phase model is in use when the initial, exploratory phase is 
followed by an instrument design phase, and then a phase testing and 
administering the instrument” (see Figure 1.1).
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Phase One Phase Two Phase Three
Initial Study Instrum ent Design Testing/A dm inistering
Exploratory Instrum ent£... .
QUAL QUAN
Figure l . i :  A three-phase Exploratory Sequential Mixed Methods Design
Abbreviations: ‘QUAL’ stands for Qualitative and ‘QUAN’ stands for Quantitative. 
(Adapted from Creswell and Plano Clark, 2011)
For the purposes of this study a fourth phase was added (see Figure 
1.2) developing the Creswell and Plano Clark model (2011). The 
fourth phase included further qualitative data collection and was 
employed to give the researcher the opportunity to address findings 
and results from the previous phases. Furthermore, the purpose was 
to check for consistency of tentative conclusions and to locate what 
the missing element in school leaders’ holistic development in Cyprus 
could possibly be.
Phase One Phase Two Phase Three Phase Four
Initial Study 
Exploratory
QUAL
Instrum ent
Design
QUAL
Adm inistering
Instrum ent
=> *= 
quan
Finalising
QUAL
Figure 1.2: A four-phase Exploratory Sequential Mixed Methods Design
Abbreviations: ‘QUAL’ stands for Qualitative and ‘quan’ stands for Quantitative. 
Capitals are used to denote the more dominant method.
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The researcher: A personal perspective
My aspiration as a practitioner is to extend my knowledge and 
understanding of the field of the professional development of 
secondary school leaders in Cyprus. Working within the system for 
twenty-one years I have gained significant experience on how the 
system works and how things are done in schools in Cyprus. My 
teaching journey began in 1993 at a small primary school with twenty 
pupils, where I taught for two years. Since I was the only teacher I 
was, consequently, in charge of the management of the school. Too 
small as a school, but still too big for my experiences at that time; the 
challenge was high. This was the first shock in my professional life, 
and there were more to come. A significant curve in my leadership 
journey was the year 2009 when I was proposed by my school 
inspector to take over the position of the subject leader at my school, 
in the absence of a deputy-head. Of course, as an aspirant leader 
myself, I accepted the challenge.
Moreover I was engaged in numerous projects as a coordinator, I was
involved in almost every improvement initiative that my schools
undertook, including advancing reading and writing skills, promoting
the socialisation of special needs students, and in several European
programmes, including Socrates/Comenius projects either for
environmental issues or for students’ democratic citizenship issues.
These shifted my role from being a classroom teacher into the broader
role of a teacher leader. This stance led me to build trusting
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relationships with most of my headteachers (fifteen headteachers in 
twenty-one years of professional life), which allowed honest 
discussions and sharing. The complexity of the role and the 
demanding issues these headteachers faced was what triggered me to 
apply in 2003 for a Master of Arts in Educational Leadership at the 
University of Cyprus. I thought at that time that studying formally 
would solve all my concerns in the field of school management. On 
the contrary, this experience created new insights which led me to 
decide to engage myself into more research in the field of leadership 
and eventually apply for the Educational Doctorate from The Open 
University.
I believe that formal professional development is valuable for the 
individual and, at best, leads to successful schools and improved 
student outcomes, or, at worst, it minimises the negative impact of 
the school leader. The debate moves to which type of professional 
development should be employed if the aim is to build the most 
successful professional development programme for school leaders in 
Cyprus. I believe that the missing link lies in the field where leaders 
exercise leadership. Moreover, it is my view that context and culture 
m atter and it is worth to explore how leaders and leadership practice 
are influenced by the centralisation of the educational system and the 
current provision of the programme. With these in mind, I set out to 
enhance understanding of how leaders learn how to lead and in what 
ways informal learning can contribute to their development.
Thesis structure
This thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter One, Introduction, 
introduces the subject area, sets the scene in the Cyprus Educational 
System, summarises the literature which has influenced this study 
and the chosen research methodology, and presents the personal 
perspectives of the researcher. Chapter Two, Literature Review, 
discusses the literature focusing on leadership and on the successful 
leader, formal and informal learning and professional development of 
school leaders. Chapter Three, Research Design, explains the 
research design of the study to locate and justify the research 
approach taken. It includes the wider framework, the paradigm 
worldview, the research methodology and design, the methods of data 
collection, the sampling strategy, the ethical issues, and discussion 
about validity and reliability. Chapter Four, Research Process, 
considers the research process through the four phases of the 
exploratory sequential design. It consists also of the sampling and 
qualitative and quantitative procedures. Chapter Five, Presentation 
o f  Findings, presents the findings of this research study. In Chapter 
Six, Discussion o f  the Findings, the discussion of the findings and 
results from this mixed method study are presented. Finally, 
Conclusions come in Chapter Seven. Also, implications of the 
findings are discussed and suggestions for further research are put 
forward.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
In an era of continuous change and high levels of expectations from 
the society (Pashiardis and Brauckmann, 2008) school leaders are 
struggling to lead successfully. For such a task to be accomplished an 
emphasis on learning to lead becomes imperative. School leaders 
should have the potential not only to manage change, but also to 
create change (Fullan, 2005). Learning how to best approach change 
is thus of great importance. School leaders as lifelong-learners should 
lead others into becoming learners (West-Burnham, 2009); they 
should be highly committed and share commitment with teachers, 
students and parents; they have to be highly passionate and share 
their passion; they have to be visionaries and share their vision 
creating capacity for sustainable change and progress (Fullan, 2005). 
Consequently, they have to be exceptional leaders and distribute 
leadership through-out the school and the society so as to create and 
develop communities of leaders (Wenger, 2009).
These leaders are developed through a socialisation process of 
different roles throughout their personal and professional lives 
(Gronn, 1999). Wenger (1998, p. 229) points out that “one can design 
roles, but one cannot design the identities that will be constructed 
through these roles. One can design visions, but one cannot design
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the allegiance necessary to align energies behind those visions”. 
Subsequently, designing leadership programmes to correspond to 
leaders’ roles will support the development of successful leaders in 
schools. It needs more than just training to develop leaders’ 
identities, to construct beliefs, values and assumptions.
Therefore, in this chapter the complex terrain of school leadership, 
the crucial role of the school leaders and what a successful school 
leader is are presented first. Next, formal and informal learning are 
presented to situate both terms in the field and between them, with 
emphasis in learning theories and community of practice, and finally, 
professional development and the importance of the development of 
school leaders to succeed are presented.
Leaders and Leadership
It is well accepted that leadership is one of the determinant factors of 
successful organisations (Fullan, 2005; Retallick and Fink, 2002). 
Dinham (2005, p. 340) points out that “there can be little doubt [...] 
that leadership is important in developing effective, innovative 
schools and in facilitating quality teaching and learning”. 
Nevertheless, despite the fact that they support the greatness of the 
field, Allix and Gronn (2005) discuss the elusiveness of leadership, 
which remains notoriously perplexing. They argue that “despite a 
long histoiy of interest and fascination, and a relatively shorter 
histoiy of systematic investigation, the phenomenon that is referred
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to as ‘leadership’ remains in large part a theoretical enigma and 
paradox” (Allix and Gronn, 2005, p. 181).
Administration, management and leadership
A  debate is supported by the perplexity created by the use of the 
different terms to describe school headship: administration, 
management and leadership. Bush (2008, p. 272) argues that “the 
concepts of management and leadership overlap each other and with 
the related notion of administration”. However, despite this, and as 
Hoy and Miskel (2001, p. 393) argue, “no one suggests that 
administering or managing and leading schools are equivalent”. In 
addition, Gronn (1999, p. 4) argues that “leadership, by contrast, is a 
qualitatively different function from both management and 
administration”. Cuban (1988) gave a great distinction between 
leadership and management, arguing that leadership links with 
change while management is seen as a maintenance act. Hoy and 
Miskel (2001) agree with Cuban, stating that “administrators 
emphasize stability and efficiency, whereas leaders stress adaptive 
change and getting people to agree about what needs to be 
accomplished” (Hoy and Miskel, 2001, p. 393).
Defining leadership
Defining leadership is a complex act. Different scholars give different 
definitions to conceptualise the phenomenon. Cuban (1988, p. xx) 
states that, “by leadership, I mean influencing others’ action in
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achieving desirable ends”. Influence is also mentioned by Hoy and 
Miskel (2001, p. 394):
“Leadership is a social process in which a member of 
a group or organization influences the interpretation 
of internal and external events, the choice of goals or 
desired outcomes, organization of work activities, 
individual motivation and abilities, power relations, 
and shared orientations.”
Likewise, Bush (2011) refers to leadership as a process of influence 
giving emphasis to ‘values’ and ‘vision’. He argues that:
“Leadership can be understood as a process of 
influence based on clear values and beliefs and 
leading to a ‘vision’ for the school. The vision is 
articulated by leaders who seek to gain the 
commitment of staff and stakeholders to the ideal of a 
better future for the school, its students and 
stakeholders.” (Bush, 2011, p. 198)
What could be an addition to the above is “the variability and 
uniqueness of the context in which leadership is exercised” (Gronn, 
1999> P- 3)- It is what Dimmock and Walker (2005, p. 3) argue about 
stating that “leadership is a culturally and contextually bounded 
process [...] it is inextricably intertwined with its larger environment
at levels ranging from the organizational, to local community through 
to larger society”. Allix and Gronn (2005, p. 188) support further that 
“theoiy building should be contextualized, because much in the way 
of human knowledge that is of interest to leadership research is 
implicit knowledge”.
Leadership models: influence, values and vision 
Following the discussion above regarding what is ‘leadership’ in 
education, scholars tried to come closer to an understanding of the 
phenomenon through the categorisation of different leadership 
models (Leithwood et al., 1999; Bush and Glover, 2003; 2014). Bush 
and Glover (2014) argue that even if the described models are ‘ideal 
types’ and each of them is ‘partial’ in unfolding what actually is 
happening in the leadership practice, leadership theory is of great 
importance for two reasons: “it provides a way of understanding and 
interpreting the actions of leaders”, and second, because 
“understanding theory provides a guide to leadership practice for 
principals and other leaders” (Bush and Glover, 2014, p. 565).
Bush and Glover (2014), building on the work of Leithwood et al. 
(1999) and Bush (2011), propose nine leadership models, which are 
considered explanatory, even though there are alternative and 
competing models of school leadership elsewhere. These models are: 
instructional leadership, managerial leadership, transformational 
leadership, moral and authentic leadership, distributed leadership,
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teacher leadership, system leadership and contingent leadership. 
These nine leadership models are presented briefly below.
Instructional leadership presupposes a focus on teaching in order to 
enhance the effectiveness of teachers’ classroom practices. It differs 
from other models in focusing on the direction than the process of 
leadership. This model was “modified and rebadged as ‘leadership for 
learning’” (Bush and Glover, 2014, p. 566). Managerial leadership 
places the emphasis on functions, tasks and behaviours so as to 
ensure efficient completion of specific tasks by employees and 
transformational leadership features building commitments and 
capacities of organisational members, elevating members’ self- 
centered attitudes, values and beliefs. M oral leadership and 
authentic leadership place the emphasis on integrity, and assume 
that the critical focus of leadership should be on the values, beliefs 
and ethics of leaders themselves (Leithwood et al., 1999; Beatty, 
2008; Bush and Glover, 2003; 2014; Gunter, 2001).
All above models are essentially about individual leadership, usually 
headteachers’ leadership. Several other approaches focus on 
collective, rather than singular leadership. Distributed leadership, as 
a shared approach to leadership, involves a focus on the ways 
decisions are made (Bush, 2011). It “highlights leadership as an 
emergent property o f  a group or network o f  interacting 
individuals”, “suggests openness o f  the boundaries o f  leadership” 
(Bennett et al., 2003, p. 7, emphasis in original) and “concentrates on
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engaging expertise wherever it exists within the organization rather 
than seeking this only through formal position or role” (Harris, 2004, 
p. 13). Teacher leadership involves “people who have a major part of 
their work based in the classroom but seek to work collectively with 
their colleagues outside it to shape school policy” (Busher, 2006, p. 
48). There are clear links between teacher leadership and distributed 
leadership since “it is difficult to imagine distributed leadership 
becoming embedded in schools without teacher leaders” (Bush, 2014, 
p. 562). System leadership is another shared leadership approach. It 
involves school leaders in networks or clusters with other school 
leaders beyond their own school, closely connected with them, so as 
to provide solutions for underperforming schools or work together to 
support reform initiatives for improvement through collaborative 
leadership. Lastly, contingent leadership emphasizes context, 
recognising the need of adapting different leadership styles to 
particular situations (Bush, 2011).
In an endeavour to come closer to a better understanding of 
leadership, Bush (2011) suggests to incorporate in the discussion the 
following leadership dimensions: influence, values and vision. 
Therefore, these dimensions are discussed below through the 
different leadership models, so as to investigate in depth the issue of 
leadership.
Many leadership definitions include the social process of influence as 
one of the core aspects (see pp. 26-27). Influence is a dimension of
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power, which stems from personal qualities, professional knowledge 
and the nature of the interpersonal relationships constructed in 
schools; the other form of power is authority, which arises from 
formal status of senior leadership staff (Busher, 2006). Busher 
(2006) claims that:
“power is the means not only by which people assert 
their preferred values and choices over those of other 
people, but also the means by which they prevent 
other people making choices or, indeed, challenge the 
choices that have already been implemented”.
(Busher, 2006, p. 34)
Anderson (2004) reports that in a distributed leadership perspective 
when the formal leader decides to exclude some individuals from 
leadership roles, reducing the distribution of decision-making and of 
teacher leadership in their schools, then the remaining formal teacher 
leaders might “tend to reflect administrative leadership biases and 
managerial roles rather than instructional or transformational” 
(Anderson, 2004, p. 111). Therefore, the school leader’s influence 
might create hierarchies between teachers, which will have a negative 
effect in the school’s life.
Furthermore, Bush and Glover (2014, p. 558) argue that despite the 
fact that the transformational model is comprehensive providing a 
normative approach to school leadership, it can be criticised “as being
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a vehicle for control over teachers, through requiring adherence to the 
leader’s values”. Criticism to singular leadership models, such as the 
instructional and the managerial, argues that since the formal leader 
is the centre of power and authority in the school it is more likely to 
intend to pass her/his own values to the rest of the school staff or/and 
the values which come directly from the government (Bush, 2011; 
Bush and Glover, 2014), especially in a conservative and centralised 
system, such as the Cyprus Educational System (Pashiardis, 2004a). 
Consequently, Busher (2006, p. 35) argues that leaders should “be 
aware of and negotiate with the expectations held of them by their 
colleagues and students, as well as of those held by senior staff in a 
school, if they are to gain and retain the consent of the people with 
whom they are working”.
In a shared leadership culture, such as in a distributed leadership 
perspective, there is a negotiation between collective values of all the 
members of the school community, leading to shared and acceptable 
values, which help to construct the culture of the organisation. In 
such a perspective “influence is distributed widely within the 
institution and the leader is one participant in a collegial style of 
decision-making” (Bush, 2011, p. 197). Bennett (2003, p. 52) stresses 
that “it is through the day-to-day working out of [...] ‘minute and 
diffuse power relations’ that [...] organizational members’ assumptive 
worlds are formed and influenced”. Then, the development of 
supportive and collaborative relationships in a distributed 
environment is crucial for the success of the school goals.
Lumby (2013) is critical of the model of distributed leadership 
claiming that the opportunities to contribute to leadership are not 
equal for every one; she stresses issues of gender and ethnicity to 
support her view. Moreover, she argues that the effect of distributed 
leadership is just “to maintain the status quo of power” (Lumby, 2013, 
p. 2). Therefore, for organisational relationships to blossom in shared 
leadership environments there is definitely a need to establish the 
notion of trust (Busher, 2006) between the school members. 
Waterhouse and Moller (2009, p. 125) argue that “trust and power 
[...] are closely interrelated. Trust creates the conditions and 
mobilises people to action and collaboration. Trust and power both 
threaten and presuppose each other. [...] Headteachers [should] 
develop trust through trustworthy uses of power”. Hallam et al. 
(2013, p. 63) claim that “developing trust is a critical strategy for 
improving organizational performance”. Therefore, they argue that “a 
critical role and responsibility of the educational leader is to create 
and facilitate high-quality relationships that generate conditions of 
trust that enhance the school culture to support and sustain improved 
school performance”.
The role of the school leaders to develop a professional learning 
community, in which colleagues work together productively through 
positive relationships and collegiality, is stressed by Stoll (2013, p. 
232): “Trust building starts with those in senior leadership positions 
inviting others to share in the leadership of the school and engaging
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them in collective learning which is meaningful to them”. Giancola 
and Hutchison (2005, P- 21) argue that “to trust a leader is to rely on 
the leader and to accept risks along with the leader. One relies on 
another because he or she respects the other’s justice and integrity”. 
Trust is also applied to the teachers. If the teachers are trusted by the 
headteacher that they can make decisions in the best interest of the 
school, then participation in decision-making should be extensive 
(Hoy and Miskel, 2001).
Trust is also important in the system leadership perspective. If there 
is trust between the headteachers and other staff participating in 
networks of schools, then partnerships are more likely to be 
successful. Bush and Glover (2014, p. 567) stress that school 
networking “raises issues about accountability, but has the advantage 
of bringing a wider range of leadership experience and expertise to 
help in addressing educational challenges and problems”. On the 
same path, Coleman (2011, p. 299) claims that in networks between 
headteachers issues of power are evident because “partnership 
working can also be viewed as a mechanism for increased 
surveillance, as partners act as a check for other’s activity and further 
scrutinize their actions”. He also admits that the issue of power is 
“fundamental to the relative success or failure of partnershipfs]”.
Another important element of educational leadership is vision. Bush 
and Glover (2014, p. 555) argue that “vision has been regarded as an 
essential component of effective leadership for more than 20 years”.
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Kurland et al. (2010) argue that some researchers emphasise vision as 
an image of the future of the school organisation, which has the 
power to inspire, motivate, and engage people. They stress that 
“vision rallies people for a joint effort, motivates them to become 
involved and committed [...] causing them to exert additional efforts” 
(Kurland et al., 2010, p. 13).
Bush and Glover (2014, p. 555) suggest that “the articulation of a clear 
vision has the potential to develop schools but the empirical evidence 
of its effectiveness remains mixed”. Likewise, Busher (2006, p. 55) 
points out that teachers’ and leaders’ visions derive from their 
personal and work-related values, their self-identity, but he claims 
that their conceptualisation of visions for success are “utopian”, 
representing an “ideal state” which “is unlikely ever to be fully 
implemented”. Moreover, he claims that the values, perceptions and 
identities of marginalized students and parents from disadvantaged 
social backgrounds are not taken into consideration from educators, 
turning back the discussion to power issues. Against this, in the 
transformational leadership perspective, research conducted in Israel 
revealed that “vision is significantly predicted by principals’ 
transformational leadership style and is also a significant predictor of 
school organizational learning”. This confirms that “vision is 
considered to be the impetus for school transformational processes 
and a crucial element of effective leadership of learning 
organizations” (Kurland et al., 2010, p. 13).
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The above discussion reveals that there is no easy way to understand 
leadership and to describe it in absolute terms, since concepts of 
school leadership are complex and diverse. Nevertheless, 
conceptualising theoretical models to describe leadership practice 
gives school leaders the appropriate ground to reflect upon their 
actions taking important feedback so as to change to the better. Bush 
(2011) argues that “theory is valuable and significant if it serves to 
explain practice and provide [...] a guide to action” (p. 24) and that 
“the relevance of theory should be judged by the extent to which it 
informs leadership action and contributes to the resolution of 
practical problems in schools” (p. 26).
Leaders and leadership
Debate also arises on the distinction between school leadership and 
leaders. School leaders remain in most educational systems the 
centre of focus as agents of change. Thus, most of the development 
programmes worldwide provide for the growth of school leaders 
(Bush, 2012; Dinham, 2005; Su et al. 2003). However, school leaders 
do not act alone in the school; they interact with other stakeholders 
such as teachers to indirectly impact on students’ achievements (Bell 
et al., 2003; Sanzo et al., 2011; Crevani et al., 2010). This is why Bush 
(2008, p. 282) argues that “a stronger focus on school-wide 
leadership development appears to be timely” when at the same time 
he criticises the National College of School Leadership in the UK that 
“most of its provisions remain focused on individuals”. As Fullan
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(2005, P- Xi, parenthesis in original) claims “leadership (not ‘leaders’) 
is the key to the new revolution”.
The complexity o f  the school leader's role
The leaders’ role is becoming more complex through the years. As 
Shields (2004, p. 109) argues:
“Educational leaders are expected to develop learning 
communities, build the professional capacity of 
teachers, take advice from parents, engage in 
collaborative and consultative decision making, 
resolve conflicts, engage in effective instructional 
leadership, and attend respectfully, immediately, and 
appropriately to the needs and requests of families 
with diverse cultural, ethnic and socioeconomic 
backgrounds.”
Dempster (2009, P- 25) in agreement with Shields (2004) also states 
that “being a leader [...] necessitates different ‘readings’ in different 
contexts”. Additionally, Weindling and Dimmock (2006, p. 329) 
based on novice school leaders’ views, identify main problems to be 
related with their first years in post: “difficulties caused by the style 
and practice of the previous head; the school buildings; 
communication and consultation with staff; creating a better public 
image of the school; coping with a weak member of the senior team; 
dealing with incompetent staff; and low staff morale”. Therefore,
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headteachers should recognise that leading a school is not an easy job 
and should seek for professional development.
The purpose o f  leadership
Eventually, in such a confusing and demanding era school leaders 
should concentrate on “the purpose of leadership [which] should be 
to enhance the opportunities for all to learn to the best of their talents 
and capacities” (Dempster, 2009, P- 23)- This argument points out 
that the centre of schooling is learning; it should not only involve 
students’ learning, but also teachers’ learning, leadership team s’ 
learning and school leaders’ learning. The importance of learning to 
lead is also supported by Hargreaves (2003, p. 30) saying that 
everyone should develop:
“The ability to learn how to learn and other meta- 
cognitive or ‘thinking’ skills; the ability to learn on the 
job and in teams; the ability to cope with ambiguous 
situations and unpredictable problems; the ability to 
communicate well verbally, not just in writing; and 
the ability to be creative, innovative, and 
entrepreneurial.”
Therefore, the ultimate task would be to learn how to lead and at the 
same time to lead learning for others. Ultimately, this drives 
sustainability forward (Fullan, 2005).
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Successful school leaders
In the same way that school leaders are expected to support learning 
for everyone in schools, they are also expected to manage national 
expectations and local demands successfully to ensure a smooth 
running of their school. Therefore, discussion of what we know about 
the ways through which school leaders lead successfully has grown 
rapidly. Day (2007) distinguishes success from effectiveness saying 
that “effectiveness is associated with instrumental outcomes of 
students (tests, examination results), whereas success is associated 
with these in addition to positive personal and social outcomes, well­
being, and equity” (Day, 2007, p. 15), thereby success is a broader 
term.
In search of an answer to the question: “Why do some people seem to 
develop leadership capacities to higher levels and more quickly than 
others?” Leithwood et al. (2008, p. 36) argue that research evidence 
revealed that “the most successful leaders are open minded and ready 
to learn from others. They are also flexible rather than dogmatic in 
their thinking within a system of core values, persistent (for example 
in pursuit of high expectations of staff motivation, commitment, 
learning and achievement for all), resilient and optimistic”. Likewise, 
Ellison (2005) argues that successful are leaders who:
“Are aware of their own knowledge and personal 
qualities (sometimes referred to as skills, attributes 
and attitudes) and who are able to carry out their
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current leadership roles successfully through 
demonstrating appropriate actions. They must be 
also able to continue to be affective in a changing 
world and to help other people to develop.”
(Ellison, 2005, p. 32, emphasis in original)
Leithwood et al. (2008) organised core leadership practices into four 
categories under the claim that almost all successful leaders draw on 
the same repertoire. These categories are: (i) Building vision and 
setting directions; (ii) Understanding and developing people; 
(iii) Redesigning the organisation; and (iv) Managing the teaching 
and learning programme. Likewise, Tornsen’s (2010, pp. 95-96) 
findings after interviewing twenty-four secondary school principals in 
Sweden, identify a number of factors which help to promote 
principals’ success. These factors seem to include personal qualities 
i.e. confidence, self-awareness, and motivation, as well as physical 
qualities i.e. physical traits of energy, and professional traits i.e. 
understanding of governance, risk taking, and handling critique.
Additionally to the above, a United States research study (Sanzo et al., 
2011) indicated that successful school leaders are those who seem to 
place a strong emphasis on staff collaboration and staff support. 
School leaders argued on the importance of being open and honest 
with their staff members and “worked side-by-side with teachers to 
create a warm and caring learning environment” (Sanzo et al., 2011, 
p. 41). Common themes of practices emerged from the conversations
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with the school leaders, and these were grouped into the following 
categories: (i) Sharing leadership; (ii) Facilitating professional 
development; (iii) Leading with an instructional orientation; and (iv) 
Acting openly and honestly (Sanzo et al., 2011, pp. 35-36). Another 
study in Virginia (Crum and Sherman, 2008, p. 576) presented as a 
virtue for success the humble, person-centered school leaders who 
“placed the credit for success on the shoulders of their staff and 
students, rather than taking credit for the accomplishment 
themselves”.
Furthermore, Merchant et al. (2012, p. 439) in a cross-cultural study 
with school leaders from Sweden and Texas USA, pointed out that for 
the creation of successful schools “principals’ work requires 
continuous readjustment and improvement to meet the many and 
varied external demands [...] They must be resilient in creating and 
sustaining learning environments in which all students can be 
successful”. Moreover, focus on learning, strong career orientation 
and personal motivation was evident in Drysdale and Gurr’s (2011, p. 
366) study in Australia. Aspects for successful leaders’ leadership in 
these schools revealed that these school leaders: (i) had a love for 
learning and participated in formal and informal programmes; (ii) 
had a strong career orientation and accepted personal responsibility 
for their own development participating in formal and informal 
professional learning, reflecting on their practice and learning 
through experience; (iii) had strong personal motivations to create 
excellent schools and to be excellent leaders establishing a set of
values and beliefs which guided their actions; and (iv) were fully 
engaged in professional networks, including regional and state 
committees, to offer their expertise and to gain from the experience 
both personally and for their schools.
In a recent multi-case study in Cyprus in which data were gathered 
from a wide range of stakeholders (headteachers, teachers, students 
and parents) from two secondary schools, Pashiardis et al. (2012) 
investigated the actions and behaviours of successful secondary 
school principals. They reported that “both principals exhibit a 
continuous humane approach all over the school” and that “they 
exhibit a passion and commitment” (Pashiardis et al., 2012, p. 490). 
Furthermore, they argue that the criteria which both headteachers 
used to define successful school leaders in secondary education in 
Cyprus are (i) professional characteristics: setting high goals and 
expectations; managing strategically financial issues and available 
resources; organizing, coordinating and evaluating the teaching and 
learning process and the curriculum; supporting teachers’ personal 
and professional development and growth as well as their own 
professional growth; encouraging teachers’ participation in decision 
making (collegial cultures); cooperating with the parents and the 
community; active involvement in problem solving regarding 
teachers’ problems related to problems within the profession and 
students’ problems related to problems within the school setting, and 
(ii) personal characteristics: honesty; trust; passion; decisiveness; 
adhesion; vision; beliefs; risk taking.
What the above studies show is that: (i) there are
qualities/characteristics of school leaders which are common between 
the studies in different educational systems, which might suggest that 
their results may have a wider applicability in other educational 
settings, (ii) the school leaders’ role is very demanding, requiring 
them to be ‘equipped’ with many personal and professional 
qualities/characteristics to lead their schools successfully, and (iii) 
there is an apparent need to have selection strategies and 
developmental processes which will assist the selection of the most 
suitable people for leadership posts. What is important to point out 
here is that there is a need to address and negotiate the meaning of 
the terms (qualities/characteristics) used in the international 
research literature with what is meant by headteachers in Cyprus for 
each of these terms, in a cross-cultural perspective, so as to come into 
an understanding contextually appropriate to Cyprus: for example, 
the term  ‘democratic leadership’ (see Appendix I) which is discussed 
in many countries of the western world, has a unique perspective in 
the Cyprus Educational System, affecting the practice of leadership, 
which might suggests a more radical leadership model.
Having explored the terrain of school leaders and leadership, the 
section that follows presents the concepts of formal and informal 
learning.
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Learning: Formal and Informal
“Since the last decades of the nineteenth century, many theories and 
understandings of learning have been launched” (Illeris, 2009, p .7). 
Each of them gave emphasis to different aspects of learning and each 
is consequently useful for different purposes (Wenger, 2009). The 
major concepts and theories of learning include behaviourist 
theories, cognitive theories, constructivism  and social 
constructivism , and situated learning theory and community o f  
practice. All were developed to explain the multi-dimensional issue 
of learning and can all be considered significant from their own 
perspective in any learning activity.
The landscape o f  learning theories
“Behavioral theories of learning stress observable changes in
behaviors, skills, and habits. [...] Learning is defined as a change in
behavior brought about by experience with virtually no concern for
the mental or internal processes of thinking” (Hoy and Miskel, 2001,
p. 433). Knowing, in this approach, could be characterised as
observable connections between stimuli and responses, and learning
is about how positive or negative reinforcement can change - forming
and strengthening or weakening and extinguishing - behaviour
(Greeno et al., 1996; Beatty, 2008). Then, “learning is the process in
which associations and skills are acquired, and transfer occurs to the
extent that behaviors learned in one situation are utilised in another
situation” (Greeno et al., 1996, p. 16). Because these theories ignore
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issues of social meaning, their usefulness lies on automatisms, severe 
social dysfunctionality or animal training (Wenger, 1998).
Researchers went beyond behaviourism exploring mental processes 
and knowledge structures using more complex assignments. Their 
experiments led to the idea that “learners are not passive recipients of 
information; rather, they actively construct their knowledge and skills 
through interaction with the environment and through reorganisation 
of their own mental structures” (Dumont et al., 2010, p. 39). 
Therefore, the emphasis of the cognitive approach is on what is 
happening ‘inside the head’ of the learner, and “they are useful for 
designing sequences of conceptual material that build upon existing 
information structures” (Wenger, 2009, p. 217). Cognitive theories of 
learning focus on reasoning, thinking, remembering, creating, 
planning, problem solving and comprehending language and 
preferred methods of instruction are lecturing and reading books 
(Hoy and Miskel, 2001; Greeno et al., 1996).
Constructivism emerged as a move from knowledge acquisition to 
knowledge construction (Hoy and Miskel, 2001). Beatty (2008, p. 
147) argues that constructivism is a theory of learning “which 
advocates that learning occurs through connections that individuals 
construct between themselves and their existing inner knowledge and 
new understandings”. Therefore, constructivist theories of learning 
are concerned with how learners make meaning of events and 
activities they experience. The essence of the constructivist approach
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is that it places the learners’ own efforts at the centre of the 
educational process through hands-on, self-directed activities, 
problem-based learning and discovery, simulations and cognitive 
apprenticeships (Hoy and Miskel, 2001; Wenger, 1998).
Some constructivist views emphasise the shared and social 
construction of knowledge, whereas others see social forces as less 
important. “Whereas ‘cognitive constructivism’ recognizes that 
individual learners construct ideas based on their personal 
experiences, ‘social constructivism’ expands the construction process 
to include interaction with others as another means of making sense 
of new information” (Shapira-Lishchinsky, 2014, p. 2). Along the 
same lines, Eraut (2004) stress that knowledge and learning can be 
examined from two perspectives: (i) the individual, and (ii) the social. 
The individual perspective is used “to explore both differences in 
what and how people learn and differences in how they interpret what 
they learn”. The social perspective enables us to draw “attention to 
the social construction of knowledge and of contexts for learning, and 
to the wide range of cultural practices and products that provide 
knowledge resources for learning” (Eraut, 2004, p. 263).
The above two perspectives on learning seem to strengthen the 
appreciation that learning does not occur in a vacuum. Social 
learning theories evolved suggesting that people learn within a social 
context by placing the emphasis “on interpersonal relations involving 
imitation and modelling, and thus focus on the study of cognitive
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processes by which observation can become a source of learning” 
(Wenger, 2009, p. 217). A person’s behaviour, environment and 
personal qualities all reciprocally influence each other, and positive 
role modelling is an essential tool for learning (Hoy and Miskel, 
2001).
Moreover, the rise of the perspective of ‘situated cognition and 
learning’ that emphasised the significant role of context, particularly 
social interaction, changed the constructivist view of learning. In 
social constructivism, knowledge is considered as situated and is a 
product of the activity, context and culture in which it is formed and 
utilised (Lave, 2009). Lave (2009, p. 201) further stress that learning 
should be viewed as “changing participation in the culturally designed 
settings of eveiyday life [...] as a process of changing understanding in 
practice”. Along the same path, Beatty (2008, p. 139) argues that “all 
learning, even learning about learning, is contextual, shaped and 
reflected in cultural factors”.
Situated learning theory recognises that there is no learning which is 
not situated and emphasises the relational and negotiated character 
of knowledge and learning (Lave, 2009). The theory focuses 
attention upon learning as a “pervasive, embodied activity involving 
the acquisition, maintenance, and transformation of knowledge 
through processes of social interaction” (Contu and Willmott, 2003, 
p. 285). Learning could be the pursuit of formal activities and/or 
informal events and could result from social interactions or even the
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conscious attempts of people attending formal activities within their 
communities in schools and beyond. Contu and Willmott (2003, p. 
292) stress that through the above everyday practices “processes of 
knowledge formation and sharing [...] coincident with processes of 
identity formation”. According to the situated learning theory, it is 
within communities that learning occurs most effectively. Then, 
social interactions taking place within a community o f  practice have 
the potential to foster learning through participation.
Community o f  Practice
Wenger (1998) stresses the concept of the community o f practice as a 
social group with a shared history, mutually engaged in a practice on 
an ongoing basis to advance the goals of shared enterprise and can be 
viewed as a social learning system. Arising out of learning, it exhibits 
characteristics of systems, such as: emergent structure, complex 
relationships, self-organisation, dynamic boundaries, and ongoing 
negotiation of identity and cultural meaning (Wenger, 2009).
Learning is seen as a process of social participation in a community of 
practice, which “is a complex process that combines doing, talking, 
feeling, and belonging [...] involves our whole person, including our 
bodies, minds, emotions, and social relations” (Wenger, 1998, p. 56). 
Lave and Wenger (1991, p. 35) propose Legitimate Peripheral 
Participation “as a descriptor of engagement in social practice that 
entails learning as an internal constituent”. They argue that “the form 
that the legitimacy of participation takes is a defining characteristic of
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ways of belonging [which is] a constitutive element of its content”. 
Moreover, legitimate peripheral participation “refers both to the 
development of knowledgeably skilled identities in practice and to the 
reproduction and transformation of communities of practice” (Lave 
and Wenger, 1991, p. 55). Additionally, they claim that participation 
is always based on situated negotiation and renegotiation of meaning 
(Lave and Wenger, 1991). They stress that peripheral participation 
provides the way for participants to locate themselves in the social 
world. Then, “changing locations and perspectives are part of actors’ 
learning trajectories, developing identities, and forms of 
membership” (Lave and Wenger, 1991, p. 36, emphasis in original).
Wenger (2009, p. 210, emphasis in original) claims that participation 
refers “not just to local events of engagement in certain activities with 
certain people, but to a more encompassing process of being active 
participants in the practices of social communities and constructing 
identities in relation to these communities”. Additionally, Lave and 
Wenger (1999, p. 30) argue that “learning and a sense of identity are 
inseparable: They are aspects of the same phenomenon”. Because 
learning transforms who we are and what we can do, it is an 
experience of identity. Then, during participation in a community of 
practice educational leaders will have the chance to engage in 
conversations with other educational leaders recognising the 
importance to “negotiate meaning” (Wenger, 1998, p. 56) and 
through these conversations to build their identities “as a very 
complex interweaving of participative experience and reificative
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projections” (Wenger, 1998, p. 151). These conversations focus on 
requesting information, on sharing problems and solutions, in 
discussing new developments, in asking for opinion and advice, in 
identifying gaps in knowledge, in sharing new knowledge, which is 
mostly tacit knowledge. Tacit is the kind of knowledge that is difficult 
to transfer to another person by means of writing it down or 
verbalizing it. Rather, it requires “interaction and informal learning 
processes such as stoiytelling, conversation, coaching, and 
apprenticeship of the kind that communities of practice provide” 
(Wenger et al., 2002, p. 9). Through these conversations informal 
learning episodes and shared histories of learning (Merriam, 2004) 
are produced between the members of the community, which will 
gradually turn  into collective knowledge.
For communities of practice to flourish the relations and interactions 
between newcomers and full members are important gears. 
McGregor (2003) stresses that trust, mutuality and respect are major 
components of ‘social capital’ in communities of practice in order for 
members to share and participate. “Trusting relationships” as a 
characteristic of professional learning communities are also 
mentioned by Stoll (2013, p. 228): they include “respect, belief in 
colleagues’ competence, a personal regard for others -  caring about 
each other -  and knowing that people will do what they say; 
integrity”.
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Then, novice school leaders will gradually move from the periphery to 
the centre, from peripheral participation to full participation, which 
will lead them to become full participants in a sociocultural practice 
of leaders (Lave and Wenger, 1991; Merriam, 2004). Lave and 
Wenger (1999, p. 30, emphasis in original) stress that for newcomers 
“the purpose is not to learn fro m  talk as a substitute for legitimate 
peripheral participation; it is to learn to talk as a key to legitimate 
peripheral participation”. Athanassiou and Nigh (2000, p. 482) 
report that “members need to develop their own tacit knowledge 
stocks [...] through personal presence, which they then have to share 
through face-to-face interactions with one another in order to arrive 
at common interpretations of explicit knowledge”. They also argue 
that “this sharing of knowledge, tacit and explicit, is needed to arrive 
at strategic decisions”. In the community, the experienced school 
leaders will act as facilitators “in facilitating engagement, imagination 
and alignment [...] and facilitate active boundary processes to extend 
collaboration to collegiality” (McGregor, 2003, P -126-127) providing: 
goals, structure, meaning, values, rules and tools for those engaging 
in the activities (Van Vlaenderen, 2004).
Mittendorff et al. (2006, p. 299) inform us of a paradox. They argue 
that despite Lave and Wenger’s original idea that communities of 
practice emerge naturally, there is a growing interest from a lot of 
organisations to create communities of practice “as a knowledge 
management tool to support or stimulate learning in the 
organisation”. They stress the question whether these intentionally
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created learning groups actually are communities of practice. 
Therefore, they propose a diagnostic instrument to help identify 
communities of practice based on three elements: (i) the group 
characteristics (communities of practice), (ii) the extemalisation  
process, which is knowledge conversion from tacit to explicit 
(collective learning), and (iii) the collective learning outcomes. They 
used their instrument to evaluate three organisations: a teaching 
department of a college for agricultural higher education; an expert 
group from the Dutch Government Service for land and water use; 
and, a nature conservation team from the Dutch Forestry Service; 
only the latter represented a community of practice with a strong 
culture (Mittendorff et al., 2006), which might imply that not every 
learning group is a community of practice.
Moreover, Busher et al. (2014) draw a distinction between learning 
communities which are set up intentionally and those which are 
emergent or naturally occurring communities of practice. They 
identify not only important similarities, but also they recognise 
important differences between ‘intentional learning communities’ and 
‘emergent communities of practice’. The similarities draw on issues 
such as that they both emphasise collaborative cultures, they 
differentiate core and peripheral members, they recognise the 
importance of boundaries and they recognise that communities often 
have overlapping membership. They stress that the most important 
difference between them lies in power issues (Busher et al., 2014). 
Moreover, they argue that in intentional learning communities
“hierarchically appointed leaders are viewed as essential in 
constructing cultures and practices of working and acting as 
gatekeepers. They exert control over new members [...] by expecting 
them to conform to codes of practice and language or to learn these, 
before they are permitted full membership” (Busher et al., 2014, p. 
805). Furthermore, intentional learning communities have a top- 
down direction, they work under a mission statement, and resources 
are provided to the participants. Therefore, intentional learning 
communities have a formal structure. As against this, “in emergent 
communities of practice the role of formal leaders is vague, although 
informal leadership is said to be exercised by existing core members 
of communities, the old lags [...], who teach new entrants the ropes” 
(Busher et al., 2014, p. 805). In emergent communities of practice an 
informal structure is evident. Participants decide to connect among 
themselves driven by a problem they face, which is of common 
interest to the community. Moreover, participants in informal 
communities of practice have conversations, not meetings. Also, there 
is no agenda, and the conversations are evolving naturally.
The above does not imply that there is harmony and homogeneity in a 
community of practice in all cases. Research findings from a study by 
James et al. (2015) who investigated groups of students who 
participated in the ‘Access to Higher Education’ programme revealed 
“inequalities of power, sustained by the institutional structures and 
professional discourses within which the AHE [Access to Higher 
Education] were located” (James et al., 2015, p. 1). Moreover, conflict
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can be a central part of the practice even in horizontal hierarchies 
where there is no visible form of power. For example, conflicts 
between novice and experience school leaders can be identified in the 
course of everyday participation since “granting legitimate 
participation to newcomers with their own view-points introduces 
into any community of practice all the tensions of the continuity -  
displacement contradiction” (Lave and Wenger, 1999, p. 31). 
Obviously, power relations might make it impossible for a newcomer 
to learn a practice and to become a full member of a community of 
practice when they are denied access to learning practices (Contu and 
Willmott, 2003). As Lave and Wenger (1991, p. 42) argue “hegemony 
over resources for learning and alienation from full participation are 
inherent in the shaping of the legitimacy and peripherality of 
participation in its historical realizations”. Furthermore, the 
emphasis on learning as negotiation of meaning has not only to do 
with the participants’ beliefs and values, which they communicate as 
they strive to identify themselves in the community, but also with the 
reproduction of institutional structure through axes of power such as 
class, gender, race, institutional roles and government systems 
(Wenger, 1998).
Conceptualising form al and informal learning 
The distinction between form al and informal learning has 
preoccupied scholars in the field widely, because of the necessity to 
conceptualise the terms and find distinct boundaries between them. 
Eraut (2000) gave emphasis to what ‘formal learning’ is in order to
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distinguish it from non-formal learning (he eventually abandoned the 
term  ‘non-formal learning’ using ‘informal learning’ instead, see 
Eraut, 2004). According to Eraut (2004) formal learning consists of:
(i) a prescribed learning framework; (ii) an organised learning event 
or package; (iii) the presence of a designated teacher or trainer; (iv) 
the award of a qualification or credit; and (v) the external 
specification of outcomes. Likewise, Schugurensky (2000) states that 
formal learning is: (i) highly institutionalised; (ii) compulsory; (iii) it 
implements a prescribed curriculum with explicit goals and 
evaluation mechanisms; (iv) it hires certified teachers; and, (v) its 
graduates are granted a diploma or certificate. Furthermore, Colley et 
al. (2003, p. 5) suggest that “formal learning combines high-status 
propositional knowledge with learning processes centered upon 
teaching or instruction, and is located within specialist educational 
institutions, such as schools, colleges or universities”.
Consequently, informal learning is “any activity involving the pursuit 
of understanding, knowledge or skill which occurs without the 
presence of externally imposed curricular criteria” (Livingstone, 
2001, p. 4). It also includes tacit knowledge which is “knowledge that 
we cannot tell” (Polanyi, 1966, p. 5). Tacit knowledge is unwritten, 
unspoken and hidden based on emotions, experiences, insights, 
intuition and observations (Eraut, 2000).
Informal learning is considered to be important because it is the 
knowledge body which helps the learner to develop capabilities from
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the early stages of life: starting from the basic ones of literacy and 
numeracy extending into the capability to take initiatives, to work 
collaboratively with others, to be able to learn continuously 
(Schugurensky, 2000; Livingstone, 2001). Coffield (2000, p. 1) 
argues about the importance of informal learning using a metaphor. 
He states:
“If all learning were to be represented by an iceberg, 
then the section above the surface of the water would 
be sufficient to cover formal learning, but the 
submerged two thirds of the structure would be 
needed to convey the much greater importance of 
informal learning”.
Scholars tried to set the boundaries between formal and informal 
learning and to propose a typology of informal learning. Eraut 
(2000) constructed his typology combining two dimensions: (i) the 
time o f  local event, and (ii) the level o f  intention fo r  learning. In the 
former he asked whether the action was a past episode, a current 
experience or a future behaviour; whereas in relation to the latter he 
made the connection with learning modes such as implicit, reactive 
(or opportunistic) and deliberative. Eraut (2004) explains that: (i) 
implicit learning, is considered the acquisition of knowledge without 
explicit knowledge of what was learned, which also stands 
independently of conscious attempts to learn, (ii) reactive learning, is 
“near-spontaneous” and “intentional”, which occurs in the middle of
an action, when there is limited time to think, and (iii) deliberative 
learning, “where there is a definite learning goal and time is set aside 
for acquiring new knowledge, and engagement in deliberative 
activities such as planning and problem solving, for which there is a 
clear work-based goal with learning as a probable by-product” (Eraut, 
2004, p. 250).
Likewise, Schugurensky (2000) suggests (i) intentionality, and (ii) 
consciousness as the two main dimensions by which three types of 
informal learning were identified: self-directed learning, incidental 
learning and socialisation. Self-directed learning, is both intentional 
and conscious and refers to learning projects undertaken by an 
individual without the assistance of an educator; incidental, is 
learning which is unintentional but conscious, where a learning 
experience occurs even though the learner has no previous intention 
to learn anything; and, socialisation, which is the internalisation of 
values, attitudes, behaviours and skills that occur during everyday life 
where there is no intention nor awareness of learning.
Bennett (2012) proposed an extension on Schugurensky’s conceptual 
model adding integrative learning as another type of informal 
learning. Bennett (2012, p. 28, emphasis in original) defined 
Integrative learning as “a learning process that combines 
intentional nonconscious processing o f  tacit knowledge with 
conscious access to learning products and mental images”. She 
explains further that integrative learning “may be responsible for
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creative insight, intuitive leaps, and moments of sudden 
understanding” and she argues that it “may help explain some of the 
mystery behind sudden leaps of understanding and creativity” 
(Bennett, 2012, p. 28). For example, she argues that when individuals 
are working to solve a problem and realise that they have “an 
important learning gap they intend to fill, but have gone as far as they 
can with conscious thought -  may find the solution when they turn 
their attention away from the problem so that integrative learning 
takes over” (Bennett, 2012, p. 28).
Despite the above attempts and efforts to distinguish between formal 
and informal learning, and at the same time to differentiate between 
the various types of informal learning, Malcom et al. (2003, p. 313) 
stress that there is “a complete lack of agreement in the literature 
about what informal, non-formal and formal learning are, or what the 
boundaries between them might be”. This lack of agreement may well 
be the missing link which creates the need to investigate the nature of 
learning further. Colley et al. (2003, p. 69) argue for the need for a 
greater conceptual clarification of the terms ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ so 
as “to specify the meanings, the purposes and the contexts” when 
using them.
Even though Malcom et al. (2003) conclude that it is difficult to 
define separately the ideal types of formal and informal learning, they 
suggest that “attributes of formality/informality are present in all 
learning situations, but that the inter-relationships between such
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informal/formal attributes vary from situation to situation” (Malcom 
et al., 2003, p. 315). They also claim that there is no profound reason 
to keep trying to distinguish formal from informal learning and then 
to integrate them to produce a learning episode. Instead, they 
recommend identifying the attributes of formality/informality which 
are found in varying degrees, and constitute a specific learning 
situation for particular learners. Eraut (2004, p. 250) agrees saying 
that informal learning is the learning which “comes closer to the 
informal end than the formal end of a continuum”.
Eraut (2004) supports further that informal learning characteristics 
include learning which is implicit, unintended, opportunistic and 
unstructured and in the absence of an instructor. This does not 
imply, however, that informal learning cannot occur within a formally 
structured learning activity. In a formal setting where a structured 
activity is taking place with an instructor present, there maybe times 
during teaching in which the participants are encouraged to draw on 
their experiences, engaging in a process of reflection-on-action, to use 
Schon’s (1983) term. There is obviously a move of power from the 
instructor to the participants. The participants control the discussion 
in the team and they may even control the outcome of this discussion, 
if they are left without interruption or quidance from the instructor. 
What is apparent from Malcom et al.’s (2003) and Eraut’s (2004) 
contributions is the agreement that a learning episode can consist of 
both formal and informal learning and that this occurs in a 
continuum of formality regardless of the place this takes place.
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Malcom et al. (2003, pp. 315-316) propose a way to analyse learning 
in any context investigating the attributes of formality/informality 
which constitute the particular learning situation by using the 
following four aspects, each of which can range along a continuum 
from formal to informal in any particular situation: (i) process, (ii) 
location and setting, (iii) purposes, and (iv) content. These four 
aspects are described briefly below:
i. Process, is concerned with the control of the learning 
activity/event, the provision of pedagogic support, and assessment. 
In a formal learning activity an instructor controls the learning 
process, provides pedagogic support and conducts summative 
assessment of learning acquisition. On the contrary, in an informal 
learning event the learners control the learning, receive support from 
peers and engage in self-assessment.
ii. Location and setting, address the physical location of the learning 
process, in which, for example, a classroom is considered being more 
formal than a hallway of a university.
iii. Purposes, relate to whether learning is the primary focus of the 
activity/event, thus more formal or whether learning is an unintended 
outcome, thus more informal. It also introduces power relations, in 
which a learning situation set by an external authority, such as the 
Ministry of Education, is seen as more formal.
iv. Content, focuses on what is being learned and the expected results 
of learning. Acquisition of a theoretical knowledge or a high level of
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technical skill would be considered more formal, whereas acquisition 
of knowledge through everyday practices would be considered more 
informal.
This continuum of formality must be conceptualised so as to lead to a 
better understanding of how school leaders learn informally and what 
its added value is. This is important because the usefulness of 
learning which occurs in formal training programmes is being 
challenged. The “honeymoon effect” (Goleman et al., 2008, p. 124) of 
most training lasts for just some months; enthusiasm and 
commitment for improvement retreats in the face of the demanding 
reality of everyday school life. As a result, Zhang and Brundrett 
(2010, p. 155) argue about the need to contextualise learning because 
“no external training programme will, on its own, prepare and 
develop effective leaders without internal and contextual support 
from within the school”.
Implications fo r  school leaders
We can see this in a variety of ways. For example, when educational 
leaders are engaged in practice, they form a new understanding of 
their work every day, every hour and every minute through reflection 
on practices and interactions (Schon, 1983; Zimmerman, 2011; 
Crevani et al., 2010) and making “practice ‘present’ through 
representation and reconstruction of past events, actions and 
emotions” (Dohn, 2011, p. 675): walking down the hall of the school 
talking with colleagues, exchanging information and ideas, asking for
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an opinion, solving a misunderstanding, observing students’ actions 
and attitudes, talking with parents, managing formal activities and 
informal events; all these lead through reflection to new learning each 
time. Schon (1983) distinguishes between reflection-in-action and 
reflection-on-action. The former is reflection during an action 
sometimes described as “thinking on our feet” and the latter is 
reflection after an action has ended. Reflection-on-action involves 
testing our “theories” and through one’s experiences and feelings 
build a new understanding and develop further responses and actions 
in the situation that is unfolding. Schon (1983, p. 68) stresses that:
“The practitioner allows himself to experience 
surprise, puzzlement, or confusion in a situation 
which he finds uncertain or unique. He reflects on the 
phenomena before him, and on the prior 
understandings which have been implicit in his 
behaviour. He carries out an experiment which serves 
to generate both a new understanding of the 
phenomena and a change in the situation.”
Then, new knowledge is created forming new meanings. New 
meanings create new challenges and it all goes round forming a 
never-ending cycle. It is what Crevani et al. (2010, p. 84) argue about 
when stating that “there is a clear need for a deeper empirical 
understanding of everyday leadership practices and interactions”. 
These opportunities for learning must be introduced to other aspiring
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or/and novice leaders so as to deepen and sustain learning (Zhang 
and Brundrett, 2010). What can be concluded from the above is that 
studying about leadership solely in formal settings away from the 
school context is insufficient. Most learning is not explicit, but it is 
rather informal (Eraut, 2011). Marsick et al. (2013) inform us of the 
tensions for the providers of leadership professional development 
programmes, first, in how they “can best design and support informal 
and incidental learning in ways that make it easier to carry out and 
relevant to their agendas” and second, to deal with the challenge 
which “involve shifting control of the experience to the learner” 
(Marsick et al., 2013, p. 223).
Experienced school leaders have great stories to tell, best practices 
and many ‘what to avoid’ to share; they have practised much of their 
own trial and error; they have managed complex problems and 
dilemma situations throughout the years. Hence, it is important to 
identify what sort of knowledge is transferable and in what ways this 
may occur. As Polanyi (1966, p. 4) said, “we can know more than we 
can tell” introducing the notion of tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge 
is hidden waiting for the right situation to reveal. Schon (1983) 
agrees with Polanyi stating that:
“Often we cannot say what it is that we know. When 
we try to describe it we find ourselves at a loss [...].
Our knowing is ordinarily tacit, implicit in our 
patterns of action and in our feel for the stuff with
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which we are dealing. It seems right to say that our 
knowing is in our action.”
(Schon, 1983, p. 49, emphasis in original)
Eraut (2000, p. 133) argues that tacit knowledge can inform 
practitioners so as to: “(i) improve the quality of a person’s or a team ’s 
performance, (ii) help to communicate knowledge to another person, 
(iii) keep one’s actions under critical control by linking aspects of 
performance with more and less desirable outcomes, and (iv) 
construct artifacts that can assist decision-making or reasoning”. 
Therefore, school leaders need to be given opportunities to retrieve 
past episodes, conceptualise new meanings and knowledge, and share 
these through discussions with others as critical friends in a
dialectical relationship “involving the exchange of ideas and the 
search for shared meaning and common understanding” (Swaffield, 
2008, p. 328). Zhang and Brundrett (2010) argue that:
“Two of the most important factors in leadership 
learning should be the contextualization of learning 
development and the need to ensure that
headteachers take a leading role in the development 
of future school leaders since it is clear that
headteachers themselves are a key catalyst for
organisational learning.”
(Zhang and Brundrett, 2010, p. 154)
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Novice school leaders also have a great role to play in the designing of 
a leadership programme. They are those who will identify their own 
gaps asking for support; who will accumulate experience and use this 
shared knowledge from experienced headteachers to lead better; who 
will do their own trial and error attempts to form their identity as 
leaders (Gronn, 1999); who will expand to new meanings and new 
knowledge. As Zhang and Brundrett (2010, p. 155) argue, the “system 
witnesses an informal learning process in the growth of headteachers 
through their professional lives as qualified teachers, senior teachers, 
curriculum leaders, deputy-heads and eventually as headteachers”. 
The need for dissemination of this knowledge from this learning 
process is apparent and Fullan (2005) recognises the importance of 
knowledge dissemination by saying that “there is a great deal of tacit 
and in-depth contextual knowledge that would be required to 
understand the lessons at work” (Fullan, 2005, p. 10).
Scholars support introducing informal learning not as a replacement 
for formal activities, but as a complement to them (Coffield, 2000; 
Malcom et al., 2003). Consequently, Dennen and Wang (2002, p. 
443) argue that the two elements support one another because “a 
formal learning experience can help focus an employee and provide 
them with a goal leading to greater informal learning, or an informal 
learning experience may help generate a reflective process that 
prompts an employee to seek a particular type of formal learning 
experience”.
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Furthermore, what Eraut (2000) argues is that professionals “talking 
more explicitly about their knowledge at work was more likely to 
occur when there was: (i) some mediating object, (ii) a climate of 
regular mutual consultation, (iii) a training or mentoring 
relationship, (iv) an informal relationship, (v) a crisis, review or 
radical change in practice” (Eraut, 2000, p. 120). Policy makers 
involved with the professional development of school leaders should 
take the above into consideration.
As it can be concluded, what is suggested from the literature is that 
the training should be located more in the school premises, moving 
on from lectures and simulations to complex interactions and events 
within the real field in which a school leader can deal directly with 
complexity and uncertainty and learn to lead.
Professional developm ent o f school leaders
Educating school leaders is high in the agenda for educational
systems in many parts of the world in their efforts to enhance the
school’s capacity for sustainable development and reform (Fullan,
2005; Lumby et al., 2008; Bush, 2012). As Leithwood et al. (2008)
claim, there is strong emphasis on leadership development because
“school leadership is second only to classroom teaching as an
influence on pupil learning” (Leithwood et al., 2008, p. 27).
Moreover, they argue that leadership development is crucial because
“leadership serves as a catalyst for unleashing the potential capacities
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that already exist in the organisation” (Leithwood et al., 2008, p. 28). 
Additionally, Bush (2012, p. 665) states that:
“In the twenty-first century there is a growing 
realisation that headship is a specialist occupation 
which requires specific preparation. The reasons for 
this paradigm shift include the expansion of the role 
of school principal, the increasing complexity of 
school contexts, recognition that preparation is a 
moral obligation, and acknowledgement that effective 
preparation and development make a difference.”
Furthermore, educating new leaders for headship is vital because it is 
well accepted that “beginning a headship or school principalship for 
the first time is an exciting, exhilarating, but complex and difficult 
experience” (Weindling and Dimmock, 2006, p. 326). Hopson et al. 
(2003, p. 15) identify a number of problems for early year headship, 
which make the transition more demanding and tough: “(i) Feelings 
of professional isolation and loneliness; (ii) Dealing with the legacy, 
practice and style of the previous headteacher; (iii) Dealing with 
multiple tasks, managing time and priorities; (iv) Dealing with the 
school budget; (v) Dealing with (supporting, warning, dismissing) 
ineffective staff; (vi) Implementing new government initiatives, 
notably new curricula or school improvement projects; and (vii) 
Problems with school buildings and site management.” It is obvious 
that to address all these complex environmental, societal and
educational issues and lead successfully, school leaders have to be 
well prepared and their professional development should be 
continuous from thereafter to ensure the quality and development of 
schools (Cowie and Crawford, 2007).
The construction o f  identity
Additionally, Gronn (1999, p. 173) argues that the newcomers face 
“the construction of a new identity” which is something crucial both 
for the individuals, and for their schools. In the same line, Grint 
(2003, p. 93) supports that “identity is constructed not discovered”. 
Therefore, identity is not a “stable entity -  something that people 
have” (MacLure, 1993, p. 312); instead, identity in certain life and/or 
career phases is rather “discontinuous, fragmented, and subject to 
turbulence and change” (Day et al., 2006, p. 613). Bauman (2000, p. 
83) uses the ‘volcanic lava metaphor’ to support the above claim 
saying: “identities are more like the spots of crust hardening time and 
again on the top of volcanic lava which melt and dissolve again before 
they have time to cool and set”. Therefore, multiple identities are 
created, which are “tested by the self to assess the phychological 
support they offer and projected to others as a means of protection 
and aggrandisement” (Lumby and English, 2013, p. 200).
Consequently, headteachers (like other school members) “bring with 
themselves [...] their own sense of self-identity constructed from 
various different elements -  who they are, what point they have 
arrived at in their journey towards full adulthood, and how they stand
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within their own society” (Rogers, 2003, p. 54). Knowledge of the 
‘self is a crucial element in the way professionals construe and 
construct the nature of their work. MacLure (1993, p. 312) argues 
that people develop through “personal qualities and values, as well as 
their professional expertise”, and that “professional development [...] 
involves a reflexive search for self-knowledge and self-improvement”. 
Likewise, Day et al. (2006, p. 613) claim that “identities are a shifting 
amalgam of personal biography, culture, social influence and 
institutional values which may change according to role and 
circumstance”. Then, “moulding a new professional identity as a 
head requires the formation of a new sense of status, image and self- 
worth in the role and in the career; it means establishing values, 
priorities and what one stands for” (Weindling and Dimmock, 2006, 
p. 388).
Giddens (1991, p. 79) argues that “negotiating a significant transition 
in life [...] mean[s] running consciously entertained risks to grasp the 
new opportunities which personal crises open up”. Especially, during 
the induction stage the school leaders face challenges within and 
outside the school; challenges also stemming from their inner self, 
which is in a constant dialogue with the assumptions and beliefs they 
had in prior management positions so as to mold the new identity, 
which is not that simple.
The school leaders are not alone in this ‘dialogue’. As Rogers (2003) 
argues: “we are not only constructing ourselves but also constructing
others; and [...] ourselves are being constructed by other people in 
our various identities and the roles that go with those identities” 
(Rogers, 2003, p. 51). He states, further, that “almost all of our 
identities involve relationships” and that “there is a constant dialogue 
going on”. Therefore, “no m atter what any leader does, or fails to do, 
frequently it is how she or he appears or seems to be from the point of 
view of those others” (Gronn, 1999, p. 66).
Leaders’ developmental phases
Educational researchers (Day and Bakioglu, 1996; Gronn, 1999; 
Ribbins, 2003; Huber, 2008; Pont et al., 2008) classify stages and 
phases of leadership careers to identify how leaders progress. Day 
and Bakioglu (1996) in their study of headteachers’ lives and careers 
identify four series of developmental phases: (i) Initiation; (ii) 
Development; (iii) Autonomy; and (iv) Disenchantment. The 
Initiation phase has two key processes: learning on the job and 
working within the existing institution’s framework. The 
Development phase is important because consolidation and extension 
of leadership role take place. School leader’s confidence after 
successful growth leads to the third phase which is called Autonom y. 
If during the third phase the school leader faces threat from external 
or/and internal challenges, which could result in losing control and 
consequently losing confidence, then in the lack of control and in the 
stress from the negative impact the school leader might enter into the 
fourth phase of their model, which is Disenchantment. Gronn (1999) 
outlines in his suggested framework four phases namely: (i)
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Formation, which progresses from infancy to adulthood, (ii) 
Accession, which refers to the preparation for higher roles and future 
headship positions, (iii) Incumbency, which is the headship period, 
and (iv) Divestiture, as retirement approaches. Ribbins (2003) 
diverges from Gronn (1999) and Day and Bakioglu (1996) at the third 
stage, suggesting that leaders can take one of two routes, either 
Disenchantment or Enchantment, depending on whether the leader 
faces negative or positive feelings.
Huber’s (2008) conceptual model consists of six phases: (i) a 
continuous development phase fo r  teachers, to provide development 
in school effectiveness, school improvement and school leadership, 
(ii) an orientation phase, to provide the opportunity for teachers 
interested in leadership position to reflect on their abilities and 
expectations (iii) a preparation phase, to prepare before taking over 
headship, (iv) an induction phase, to support the headteacher in early 
steps in headship, (v) a continuous professional development phase, 
to provide various training and development opportunities for 
established headteachers, tailored to their needs and their schools, 
and (vi) a reflective phase, to provide the opportunity for experienced 
headteachers to grow introspectively by being involved as instructors 
and mentors to novices’ professional development.
Moreover, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development stresses the need to invest in leadership as a continuum 
with three distinct phases: (i) Initial leadership training, as a strong
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asset to practice; (ii) Induction programmes, to prepare and shape 
initiating school leadership practices and provide networks; and (iii) 
In-service training , to cover need and context (Pont et al., 2008).
Leaders’ development in the western world
Pre-service training and in-service training of school leaders are seen 
differently by scholars in different countries of the western world. 
For example, in some countries induction programmes are organised 
by the authorities whereas in others there is lack of them (Bush, 2012; 
Pont et al., 2008).
In the United States there is a tradition of formal programmes of 
school leaders’ preparation prior appointment to a headship (Su et al., 
2003). Administrative internship, as it is called in the United States 
or leadership apprenticeship in England (Earley, 2009), is used in 
many preparation programmes in the United States so as to place the 
aspiring school leaders in an educational setting, which should enable 
them to gain experience in practical roles (Crow, 2006). Wasonga 
and Murphy (2006, p. 162) report positively that apprenticeship 
experiences “enabled students to create their own knowledge (actions, 
decisions, programs) based on the principal’s tacit knowledge. The 
interns were also exposed to the complexities and simplicities of 
school administration (the big picture) that were not explicit in their 
university courses”.
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In England, professional development of school leaders has changed 
considerably since the establishment of the National College of School 
Leadership in 2000 (now National College for Teaching and 
Leadership). Currently, there are numerous professional 
programmes offered by the College not only to headteachers but also 
to middle leaders, senior leaders and aspiring leaders. Since 2001 the 
College has been offering the National Professional Qualification for 
Headship (NPQH), which became compulsory in 2009 (Bush, 2012). 
MacBeath (2011, p. 110) argues that NPQH “experienced a succession 
of changes, bringing it progressively closer to the day-to-day work of 
school leaders, making it more responsive, flexible and personalised 
and able to keep abreast of, and exploit, the emergence of new 
technologies”. Newly appointed headteachers’ support continues 
with the “Development Programme for Consultant Leadership 
[which] encourages headteachers with at least five years of experience 
to take on a role in facilitating the learning of others in school 
leadership positions” (Pont et al., 2008, p. 179). This initiative comes 
across Gronn’s argument that “leaders have to become learners 
themselves and that they have to promote the learning of others” 
(Gronn, 1999, p. viii).
Mentoring, coaching and socialisation
Different approaches have been developed and evaluated through the 
years by educational systems around the globe. Induction resources, 
such as mentoring and coaching (Crow, 2006; Clayton and Myran, 
2013; Duncan and Stock, 2010; Huff et al., 2013) are used
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continuously. Barnett and O’Mahony (2008, p. 233) stress that 
“mentoring and coaching are important peer-support processes for 
assisting administrators to learn new skills, better understand their 
school environments, and clarify their career orientations and 
aspirations”. Even though coaching and mentoring are used 
“interchangeably”, they are “quite different activities [...] varying on 
the length and focus of the relationship” (Barnett and O’Mahony, 
2008, p. 238). They also claim that “successful mentors must posses 
certain types of expertise to pass along to novices whereas coaches 
facilitate learning and do not need to be experts in various aspects of 
leadership” (Barnett and O’Mahony, 2008, p. 245).
Mentoring , as Nir (2009, p. 178) defines it, “refers mainly to 
systematic and long-lasting interactions between veteran and novice 
practitioners, intended to improve the socialization of the novice to 
the profession and to decrease his or her stress”. Thus, connecting 
novices with experienced leaders moves the training into the field, 
where novices could have fruitful interaction with peer headteachers 
on important leadership matters and reflect. Coaching, as Barnett 
and O’Mahony (2008, p. 238) define it, “usually takes place over a 
relatively short time span. For example, a principal or a colleague 
would provide ‘just in time’ coaching assistance to someone who is 
having difficulty getting a power point presentation completed”.
Moreover, mentoring and coaching are suited to address individual 
needs and learning becomes personalised covering the school
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leaders’s needs. Zhang and Brundrett (2010, p. 156) reveal that 
“school leaders felt that as they had come from different backgrounds 
and all had different skills they were in need of training which suited 
their individual needs”.
Even though literature suggests positive outcomes from the use of 
mentoring and coaching in developing school leaders (Duncan and 
Stock, 2010), this is not the case in all situations because of numerous 
parameters which might impact the process. Huff et al. (2013, p. 519) 
evaluating the implementation of their coaching model in the 
southeastern USA with twenty-four school leaders participants, 
realised that the coaches differ in their practical strategies during the 
sessions despite the “uniform and extensive training that all the 
coaches received at the same time”, which raises questions about the 
success of the training. Additionally, Clayton and Myran (2013, pp. 
72-73) reveal that “too many interns are reporting a sense of 
completing the internship with compliance and are focused on simply 
completing time logs and getting in the hours”. They also stress the 
need for consistency across the programmes for meaningful and 
authentic learning in internship experiences. Furthermore, the cost 
for mentoring and coaching is something which might be another 
barrier to using them as developmental strategies. Therefore, Duncan 
and Stock (2010) suggest moving the developmental process in a 
more informal way proposing the formation of informal support 
networks.
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Professional development of school leaders is a developmental 
process which requires long-term investments of time and energy 
(Gronn, 1999; Browne-Ferrigno and Muth, 2006) and which is not 
implemented in a vacuum. Instead, the majority of learning occurs in 
the physical environment of the practitioner, in our case in schools. 
Eraut (2000) points out that knowledge “is often acquired through a 
process of socialisation through observation, induction and increasing 
participation rather than formal inquiry” (Eraut, 2000, p. 122). 
Likewise, Weindling and Dimmock (2006, p. 338) argue that “it is 
through adapting, changing, and often rejecting the status quo, that 
the [...] headteacher is socialized into the role, thereby acquiring 
his/her own distinctive identity”. Fullan (2005, p. 69) supports the 
above saying that “it is not just workshops and professional 
development for all. It is the daily habit of working together, and you 
can’t  learn this at a workshop or course. You need to learn it by doing 
it and having mechanisms for getting better at it on purpose”. 
Athanassiou and Nigh (2000, p. 483) inform us that “a high level of 
sharing of [...] experiences through face-to-face interactions with its 
ensuing creation of tacit knowledge stocks also acts as a socialization 
process [which] may lead to shared values”. Furthermore, it is 
important to seek for “research knowledge which helps us understand 
what leaders in schools can do to maintain their focus on learning, 
not just for their students, but their teachers, parents and themselves” 
(Dempster, 2009, p. 22).
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Final remarks
What is evident from the above international research literature is 
that there are many common features characterising successful school 
leaders. There is also an agreement that these features include not 
only professional, but personal factors as well. It is apparent that 
policy makers should take into consideration research in the field of 
successful school leaders to inform professional development 
programmes. A move from formal activities to informal events in the 
field may offer the missing link towards learning to lead and leading 
learning.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH DESIGN
Introduction
This chapter seeks to explain and justify the research methodology 
which underpins the present study. It begins by locating and 
justifying the study within a wider research framework. It continues 
with further clarifications of the philosophical approach 
underpinning this research, which places it within a specific 
ontological and epistemological context. The research design and 
research methods employed in this study are explained next.
The researcher seeks to answer the following questions:
■ In what ways do school leaders learn how to lead?
■ In what ways can informal learning contribute to the professional 
development of school leaders?
■ In what ways could informal learning be incorporated into a 
holistic model of school leaders’ professional development 
programme?
In doing so the researcher takes an interpretivist viewpoint with the 
aim to understand the perceptions and experiences of school leaders 
in Cyprus on the way they learn to lead through their life stories. The 
researcher takes the view that there is no single objective reality; 
instead ‘multiple realities’ (Creswell, 2003) constitute the social
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world. The ‘images of the world’ are seen through the lenses of both 
the participants and the researcher, which leads to the perception that 
social reality is created through the social interactions of individuals.
Moreover, the researcher does not set aside the reality emerging from 
quantitative findings, which lead to the notion that this is another 
reality worth of consideration in a struggle to understand the social 
world through multiple perspectives of reality (Creswell, 2011). 
Therefore, the researcher adopts a mixed methods research design 
relating multiple paradigms to different phases of this research study 
(Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2009). The overall scope has to do with the 
negotiation of meaning stemming from multiple perspectives 
(Bryman, 2007), so as to capture a more complete picture of the 
phenomenon under study.
W ider research fram ework
The wider framework within which this study rests draws on three 
premises: (i) on Habermas’s (1971) work on knowledge and interests,
(ii) on Gunter and Ribbins’s (2003) work on knowledge provinces, 
and (iii) on Lave and Wenger’s (1991) work on situated learning.
Habermas (1971) provides a typology of three possible types of
research. These may originate from (i) a technical interest, (ii) a
practical interest, and (iii) an emancipatory interest. As he argues,
'th e  “orientation towardfs] technical control, towardfs]
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understanding [...] the conduct of life, and towards emancipation 
from [a] seemingly ‘natural’ constraint [help to] establish the specific 
view-points from which we can apprehend reality” (Habermas, 1971, 
p. 311). Habermas’s notion of the way knowledge is shaped can be 
used to analyse all aspects of human endeavour (Aber, 2010). The 
first type, technical interest, focuses on tasks. The knowledge sought 
here is instrumental in order to generate general theories and laws; 
this is also known as positivism. The second type involves 
researching with a practical interest, which unfolds through the 
“medium of interaction or language, and it has given rise to the 
possibility of what Habermas calls historical-hermeneutics, a way of 
interpreting the meaning systems of peoples and cultures. Its goal is 
to achieve understanding by making explicit the patterns of 
consensus and reciprocity that make human interaction possible” 
(Aber, 2010, p. 127). This mode of inquiiy is referred to as 
interpretivism. The third type is emancipatory, which is concerned 
with the power issues, and is referred to as critical theory. The 
present study is premised in Habermas’s practical interest, which 
favours the interpretive mode of inquiry. It is embedded in an 
interpretivist viewpoint since its aim is to understand the perceptions 
and experiences of school leaders in Cyprus on the way they learn to 
lead.
In addition to Habermas’s typology, this research follows Gunter and 
Ribbins (2003) work. They conceptualised six knowledge provinces 
within which studies may be positioned: conceptual, descriptive,
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humanistic, critical, evaluative and instrumental (see Table 3.1). This 
research study can be located in the humanistic province since it 
draws on stories of school leaders’ lives and experiences. According 
to Gunter and Ribbins (2003, p. 133) “the humanistic province is 
concerned with the subjective construction of experiences through an 
agent’s location in the world, and how the agent engages with 
structures that seek to shape and determine action”. School leaders’ 
learning to lead is understood through the interviewees’ experiences 
and perceptions and so explores how knowledge is produced and used 
(Gunter and Ribbins, 2003).
Table 3.1 Knowledge provinces in the field of school leadership
Conceptual Concerned with issues of ontology and epistemology, and 
with conceptual clarification.
Descriptive Concerned with providing a factual report, often in some 
detail, of one or more aspects of, or factors, relating to 
leaders, leading and leadership.
Humanistic Concerned with gathering and theorising from the 
experiences and biographies of those who are leaders and 
managers and those who are managed and led.
Critical Concerned to reveal and emancipate practitioners from 
injustice and oppression of established power structures.
Evaluative Concerned to measure the impact of leadership and its 
effectiveness at micro, meso, and macro levels of 
interaction.
Instrumental Concerned with providing leaders and others with 
effective strategies and tactics to deliver organisational 
and system level goals.
(Adapted from Gunter and Ribbins, 2003, p. 133)
The third premise on which this study rests follows Lave and
Wenger’s (1991) notion of learning as a situated activity through a
process they call legitimate peripheral participation. In this way
they draw attention to the active participation of learners in
communities of practice (Lave and Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998).
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Lave and Wenger’s (1991) theory recognises the social and cultural 
role of existing practitioners in supporting new practitioners to grow 
into a community of practice and develop from novices to competent 
practitioners. They argue that legitimate peripheral participation:
“Provides a way to speak about the relations between 
newcomers and old-timers, and about activities, 
identities, artifacts and communities of knowledge 
and practice. It concerns the process by which 
newcomers become part of a community of practice.
A person’s intentions to learn are engaged and the 
meaning of learning is configured through the 
process of becoming a full participant in a 
sociocultural practice.”
(Lave and Wenger, 1991, p. 29)
Then, participation,
“Refers not just to local events of engagement in 
certain activities with certain people, but to a more 
encompassing process of being active participants in 
the practices of social communities and constructing 
identities in relation to these communities [...] is both 
a kind of action and a form of belonging [...] shapes 
not only what we do, but also who we are and how we 
interpret what we do.”
(Wenger, 1998, p. 4)
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The philosophical position which underpins this research is based on 
the assumption that knowledge is socially constructed and the focus is 
on “learning as a social participation” (Wenger, 2009, p. 210). As 
stated above, learning is configured through the process of becoming 
a full participant in a sociocultural community of practice. 
Individuals have their personal way of reasoning influenced by both 
the organisational environment in which they act, by their previously 
acquired knowledge from the on-the-job experiences and by the 
values and beliefs they carry. Context and active participation in a 
community of practice influence the way these individuals construe 
concepts such as learning and learning to lead, which will in turn  
influence the ways in which they learn how to lead and the way they 
lead.
Having placed the present research study within a wider 
methodological framework, the next section explores the paradigm 
worldview underpinning this study with emphasis on ontology and 
epistemology.
Paradigm worldview
Guba and Lincoln (1994, p. 107) argue that a paradigm “may be 
viewed as a set of basic beliefs (or metaphysics) that deals with 
‘ultimates’ or ‘first principles’. It represents a worldview that defines, 
for its holder, the nature of the ‘world’, the individual’s place in it, and
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the range of possible relationships to that world and its parts”. 
Creswell and Plano Clark (2011, p. 41) use the term  paradigm  
worldview  to express the same notion. They argue that “worldviews 
differ in the nature of reality (ontology), how we gain knowledge of 
what we know (epistemology), the role values play in research 
(axiology), the process of research (methodology), and the language 
of research (rhetoric)”. In order to understand the chosen design for 
this research in terms of methodology and methods used, it is 
necessaiy to identify its ontological and epistemological positions, 
and the methodological premise from which the study draws on.
Creswell and Plano Clark (2011) present four main worldviews: 
Postpositivism, Constructivism, Participatory, and Pragmatist. 
Constructivism is most closely aligned with the approach of this 
research study. As this study places people and people’s experiences 
in the centre of its focus, it is grounded in the constructivist - 
interpretivist paradigm. Guba and Lincoln (1994, p. 111, emphasis in 
original) define a constructivist epistemology as one in which “the 
investigator and the object of investigation are assumed to be 
interactively linked so that the ‘findings’ are literally created as the 
investigation proceeds”. “As a social practice research is itself a 
meaningful human action constructed through interpretive frames” 
(Scott and Usher, 2011, p. 31). In social research, both researchers 
and subjects are sense makers and knowers, and therefore, research is 
about interpreting the actions of those who are themselves
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interpreters. Research, then, “is an interpretation of interpretations” 
(Scott and Usher, 2011, p. 31).
For interpretivists there is no single objective reality (Hesse-Biber,
2010), but “multiple realities” (Creswell and Plano Clark, 2011, p. 42) 
are constructed “with the images of the world participants carry with 
them ” (Morrison, 2005, p. 19). Creswell and Plano Clark (2011) argue 
that “the constructivist views reality as multiple and actively looks for 
multiple perspectives from participants, such as perspectives 
developed through multiple interviews” (Creswell and Plano Clark, 
2011, p. 41). Hesse-Biber (2010, p. 105) states that “for the 
interpretative researcher, the social reality is created through the 
social interactions of individuals with the world around them ”. 
Therefore, the researcher’s scope is to explore “the ‘meanings’ of 
events and phenomena from the subjects’ perspectives” (Morrison, 
2005, p. 18) constructed in their field of work and social interactions.
In addition, the ontological assumptions of interpretivism are that 
social reality is the result of interactions and knowledge shared 
between multiple actors in real social contexts, who consequently 
interpret events differently creating multiple perspectives of an 
incident. The social world, according to interpretivism, cannot exist 
outside the individual minds of social actors (Grix, 2010; Morrison, 
2005). The role of the researcher in the interpretivist paradigm is to 
“understand, explain and demystify social reality through the eyes of 
different participants” (Cohen et al., 2007, p. 19) even if “interpretive
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researchers recognise that they are part of, rather than separate from, 
the research topics they investigate. Not only does their work impact 
upon research participants, but participant’s impact upon 
researchers” (Morrison, 2005, p. 18). As Hesse-Biber (2010, p. 105) 
informs us, a mixed methods project from an interpretative 
perspective “often uses quantitative research as an auxiliary to the 
primary qualitative methodology as a means of both understanding 
the broader objective context and contextualizing people’s 
experiences”.
The aim of this study is to explore school leaders’ views on the way 
they learn how to lead. Because this study is based on self-reported 
data, which raises issues of subjectivity, it is of paramount importance 
that the research design and application is strong enough to ensure 
that the data collection and analysis is robust enough to support 
claims in relation to meanings, attitudes, beliefs, feelings and 
emotions.
Research m ethodology and design
Morrison (2005, p. 11) maintains that “ontology and epistemology
affects the methodology that underpins researchers’ work; crucially,
methodology provides a rationale for the ways in which researchers
conduct research activities”. Likewise, Mackenzie and Knipe (2006,
online, emphasis in original) argue “that the most common
definitions suggest that methodology is the overall approach to
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research linked to the paradigm or theoretical framework”. As 
previously explained, this research anticipates examining and seeking 
to understand school leaders’ professional development. The purpose 
is to investigate the way school leaders learn how to lead and explore 
the contributions of informal learning to professional development. 
As such, this research lies on the grounds of interpretivism. 
“Researchers in this paradigm tend to place emphasis on meaning in 
the study of social life and emphasise the role language plays in 
constructing ‘reality’” and “in particular, they stress the meanings 
given to the world in which those studied live” (Grix, 2010, p. 84). 
Interpretivists, usually employ qualitative approaches, because they 
can allow a rich and in-depth understanding of a phenomenon. 
Qualitative researchers “agree that the social world can be understood 
only from the standpoint of the individuals who are part of the 
ongoing action being investigated” (Cohen et al., 2007, p. 19). Denzin 
and Lincoln (2011) offer the following definition:
“Qualitative research is a situated activity that locates 
the observer in the world. It consists of a set of 
interpretive, material practices that makes the world 
visible. These practices [...] turn  the world into a 
series of representations [...]. At this level, qualitative 
research involves an interpretive, naturalistic 
approach to the world. [...] qualitative researchers 
study things in their natural settings, attempting to
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make sense of or interpret phenomena in terms of the 
meanings people bring to them.”
(Denzin and Lincoln, 2011, p. 3)
As discussed above, the philosophical assumptions underpinning this 
study acknowledge and accept that social reality as seen and 
interpreted by individuals produces multiple realities. As such, this 
study adopted an exploratory mixed method sequential design (see 
Figures 1.1 and 1.2, p. 20).
The exploratory Phase One of this study included a strategy of 
interviewing secondary education people holding different positions 
in the Cyprus Educational System (experienced and novice 
headteachers, deputy-heads, deputy-alpha-heads and instructors in 
the mandatory professional development programme) in alternating 
sequences in two cycles of four interviews. Phase Two included a 
cycle of four interviews which led to the design of the quantitative 
questionnaire drawing on issues emerged from Phase One. This 
questionnaire was administered during Phase Three. Phase Four was 
a final confirmatory qualitative phase in which the findings from all 
phases of this study were discussed and explored further, so as to help 
interpret better what was actually meant from the findings. Detailed 
description of the four phases of this study can be found in Chapter 
Four.
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In this design, it is apparent that priority is given to the qualitative 
aspect of the research study. Creswell et al. (2008, p. 187) argue that 
“in a sequential exploratory design, with the lead taken by qualitative 
research, the paradigm may be more interpretive”.
Certainly, the researcher is aware of the dichotomy presented 
between qualitative and quantitative research and the paradigm war 
which has dominated for decades the field of social research. The 
researcher is also aware of the “incompatibility thesis, which stated 
that it is inappropriate to mix QUAL and QUAN methods due to 
fundamental differences in the paradigms underlying those methods” 
(Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2009, p. 15). Moreover, the researcher’s 
assumptions are linked with the interpretivist paradigm, which 
contradicts with the ‘single’ reality of the positivist paradigm, which 
favours the notion that human behaviour is rule-bound and that it 
should be investigated by procedures and methods designed to 
produce universal laws to explain the reality being researched (Cohen 
et al., 2007).
Even if there are differences and contradictions between the two 
paradigms, there is a strong argument in favour of using both 
qualitative and quantitative approaches in a single study (Creswell 
and Plano Clark, 2011; Harwell, 2011; Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2009; 
Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2010). The researcher shares Denzin and 
Lincoln’s (2008, p. 31) view that “all research is interpretive; it is 
guided by the researcher’s set of beliefs and feelings about the world
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and how it should be understood and studied”. Therefore, the 
researcher’s assumptions lie on interpretivism i.e. there is no single 
objective truth; different contexts have different realities, which give 
multiple perspectives of reality; reality is constructed; we need to 
start from the participants’ views to build theory through inductive 
logic. At the same time the researcher does not set aside the reality 
which comes frontward from quantitative findings. Stepping from 
the above argument, this is something to be taken into consideration 
in developing reasoning and knowledge of the field under study.
The mixed methods tradition is characterised as the “third research 
community” (Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2009, p. 4), with the other two 
being the quantitative and the qualitative. Johnson et al. (2007) 
analysed nineteen definitions for mixed methods given by highly 
published mixed methods researchers. Similarities and controversies 
were identified. This diversity uncovers the fact that the field of 
mixed methods is still under development; mixed methods research 
“is still in its adolescence” (Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2009, p. 4). 
Specifically, there are unresolved issues mainly related to defining the 
nature of mixed methods research and the philosophical assumptions 
and stances underpinning them (Creswell, 2011; Johnson et al., 2007; 
Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2009). Eventually, Johnson et al. (2007) 
suggested the following definition using an inductive method through 
the analyses of the nineteen definitions in a struggle for consensus:
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“Mixed methods research is the type of research in 
which a researcher or team of researchers combines 
elements of qualitative and quantitative research 
approaches (e.g., use of qualitative and quantitative 
viewpoints, data collection, analysis, inference 
techniques) for the broad purposes of breadth and 
depth of understanding and corroboration.”
(Johnson et al., 2007, p. 123)
However, Creswell (2011) admits that definitions used for mixed 
methods fail to unlock the field. Thus, he suggests using instead the 
following core characteristics to describe mixed methods. 
Subsequently, in mixed methods the researcher:
• “collects and analyzes persuasively and rigorously 
both qualitative and quantitative data (based on 
research questions);
• mixes (or integrates or links) the two forms of data 
concurrently by combining them (or merging them), 
or sequentially by having one build on the other, and 
in a way that gives priority to one or to both;
• uses these procedures in a single study or in 
multiple phases of a program of study;
• frames these procedures within philosophical 
worldviews and a theoretical lens; and
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• combines the procedures into specific research 
designs that direct the plan for conducting the study.”
(Creswell, 2011, p. 271)
A mixed methods approach is not only associated with strengths but 
with weaknesses as well (Creswell, 2011; Harwell, 2011). Bryman 
(2006) argues that there is “a case for encouraging researchers to be 
explicit about the grounds on which multi-strategy research is 
conducted but to recognize that, at the same time, the outcomes may 
not be predictable” (Bryman, 2006, p. 111). Moreover, Harwell (2011, 
p. 153) argues that:
“The separate phases of design, data collection, and 
reporting for qualitative and quantitative data are 
considered strengths... The weaknesses of this 
approach are the time and resources needed for 
separate data collection phases (as opposed to only 
collecting qualitative or quantitative data) and the 
expertise needed to integrate the qualitative and 
quantitative findings.”
Bryman argues that “the fundamental issue of the degree to which 
mixed methods researchers genuinely integrate their findings has not 
been addressed to a significant extent” (Bryman, 2007, p. 8). Yin 
(2006, p. 46) also points to pitfalls and remedies for integrating 
mixed methods throughout the conduct of a single study and he
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concludes that “if each method uses its own isolated procedures, the 
result will be separate studies using different methods. Though the 
studies may be complementary, they will not really represent mixed 
methods research”. This might be the case when researchers decide 
“to ‘pick and choose’ among the axioms of positivist and interpretivist 
models, because the models are contradictory and mutually exclusive” 
(Lincoln and Guba, 2000, p. 174).
Creswell (2011, p. 275) asks: “Can Paradigms (ontologies or realities) 
be mixed? [...] Can we really have one part of the research which takes 
a certain view about reality nested alongside another which takes a 
contradictory view?” He advocates saying: “Relinking paradigms and 
designs makes sense” (Creswell, 2011, p. 275). Also, he recognises 
that different paradigms give rise to contradictory ideas and 
contested arguments, and therefore, he suggests relating multiple 
paradigms to different phases of research design, which leads to his 
notion of using multiple worldviews in a single mixed methods study 
(Creswell, 2011).
This research study, therefore, linked qualitative and quantitative 
approaches to different phases of the research design. Phases One, 
Two and Four were qualitative, whereas Phase Three was 
quantitative. The findings from the qualitative phase and the results 
from the quantitative phase are presented separately and are merged 
in the discussion. This research study supports the argument that 
quantitative methods produce another reality complementing the
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realities revealed through qualitative methods. The combination of 
multiple realities, which were mediated through data collection and 
analysis processes of the data from qualitative and quantitative, 
progresses the study into a coherent new reality which draws on a 
variety of analytical approaches. As Bryman (2007, p. 21) points out:
“In genuinely integrated studies, the quantitative and 
the qualitative findings will be mutually informative.
They will talk to each other, much like a conversation 
or debate, and the idea is then to construct a 
negotiated account of what they mean together. [...]
Mixed methods research is not necessarily just an 
exercise in testing findings against each other.
Instead, it is about forging an overall or negotiated 
account of the findings that brings together both 
components of the conversation or debate.”
Added to the above controversies, Creswell (2011, p. 270) asks a series 
of questions regarding the value of mixed methods: “What value is 
added by mixing methods beyond the value gained through 
quantitative or qualitative research? Do mixed methods provide a 
better understanding of a research problem than either quantitative 
or qualitative research alone?” These questions are considered vital 
in justifying mixed methods. He claims that “unfortunately, [they] 
remain unanswered in the mixed methods community” (Creswell, 
2011, p. 280).
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In contrast, this research study demonstrates that there is added 
value from the use of mixed methods under circumstances, instead of 
using only qualitative or quantitative methods. Complementarity was 
identified between qualitative findings and quantitative results since 
the quantitative results extended the findings from the interviews. 
There is added value from using mixed methods evident in the notion 
that: (i) qualitative findings explained in depth the participants’ 
preference for informal than formal learning, and (ii) quantitative 
results presented the extent of this preference. Moreover, the use of 
mixed methods made it possible to capture a complete and holistic 
portrayal of the phenomenon under study.
M ethods o f data collection
Research methods “can be seen as the techniques or procedures used
to collate and analyse data” (Grix, 2010, p. 30). In this exploratory
sequential mixed methods research, one-to-one, in-depth interviews
and a survey using a questionnaire distributed by mail were employed
as data collection tools. Using these techniques in a sequence QUAL-
quan-QUAL (capitals show the more dominant method) offered the
opportunity to use data from one stage to inform the next stage.
Qualitative findings were crucial for the purpose of developing the
questionnaire for the survey, thus the qualitative findings were
informative and developmental. At the end of this research study the
idea is to construct a negotiated account of what qualitative findings
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and quantitative results represent together, in an effort to fully 
understand the professional development field of school leaders in 
Cyprus, especially in terms of informal learning.
In terv iew s
Given the complexity and sensitivity of this piece of research, which 
includes school leaders’ attitudes, experiences and perceptions of 
leadership and learning to lead, interviewing was an appropriate 
means of gathering rich data enabling participants to recall on their 
memories, discuss their thoughts, reflect on their actions and 
elaborate on them in detail (Cohen et al., 2007; Scott and Usher, 
2011; Denscombe, 2003). Boeije (2010, p. 63) argues that “the goal of 
an interview is to see a slice of the social world from the informant’s 
perspective and the interviewer is merely facilitating the process”.
In this study, semi-structured interview procedures were used which 
“allow respondents to express themselves at length, but offers enough 
shape to prevent aimless rambling” (Wragg, 2002, p. 149). When 
using semi-structured interviews, the emphasis is on collecting 
detailed responses and seeking clarification regarding the basis for 
participants’ answers, ensuring in-depth investigation since direct 
contact at the point of the interview means that information can be 
checked for accuracy and relevance at the same moment this is 
collected (Denscombe, 2003). Moreover, interviews also allow 
interviewees to reveal their own interpretations of the phenomena
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under study as a reflection process and make sense of their social 
world. As Cohen et al. (2007) argue:
“Interviews enable participants -  be they interviewers 
or interviewees -  to discuss their interpretations of 
the world in which they live, and to express how they 
regard situations from their own point of view. In 
these senses the interview is not simply concerned 
with collecting data about life: it is part of life itself, 
its human embeddedness is inescapable.”
(Cohen et al., 2007, p. 349)
Creswell (2008) considers it fundamental for the success of an 
interview to employ certain techniques during the process such as 
probing for clarifying purposes, which means asking the interviewee 
to explain the answer in detail, and probing for elaborating purposes, 
so as to explore in more depth. Scott and Usher (2011, p. 116) state 
that by “the use of hints, prompts and re-phrasing of questions, the 
interviewer can both ensure that respondents interpret the questions 
in the same way and be more certain that participants do in fact 
understand what they are being asked”.
Conducting interviews has disadvantages as well (Creswell, 2008; 
Denscombe, 2003). The researcher had to dismiss, reduce or avoid 
the negative effects deriving from using interviews as a data collection 
method. Some of them are unavoidable; for example that it is a time­
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consuming process (Creswell, 2008). Denscombe (2003, p. 190) 
claims that another disadvantage is that data analysis might produce 
non-standard responses because “semi-structured interviews produce 
data that are not pre-coded and have a relatively open format”. 
Contrary to the above, multiple views and rich data are considered as 
a benefit for this research study, as they allow for more depth and 
richness through interpretation of what is presented. The semi­
structured form of the interviews was used so as to allow flexibility by 
using questions without strictly insisting on the order set in the 
interview schedule, but instead the approach was to follow the 
interviewee’s argument, which in a way could facilitate positively the 
process. Rephrasing was used for some of the questions when needed 
and clarification was given when asked from the interviewees. The 
aim was to keep the interviews in a pleasant and friendly climate in 
order to move the interview from ‘inquisition’ to a dialogue between 
colleagues.
Additionally, Creswell (2008, p. 226) reports the following 
disadvantages: (i) interviews provide only information ‘filtered’ 
through the views of the interviewers [which “has an adverse effect on 
reliability” (Denscombe, 2003, p. 190)] (ii) interview data may be 
deceptive and provide the perspective which the interviewee wants 
the researcher to hear [the interviewer effect mentioned by 
Denscombe, 2003], and (iii) the presence of the researcher may affect 
how the interviewee responds. These disadvantages were dealt with 
by adopting the following strategies: careful and focused listening to
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what the interviewee was communicating; checking for signals 
through body language, which is a very significant tactic (and the 
more experienced interviewer you become the more you develop this 
quality); appropriate preparation regarding content and process; 
excellent knowledge of the context in which the participants work; 
efficiency in probing and/or asking for clarification and/or asking for 
an example or a story from the field; also, what was very important 
for the success of the interviews was the communicational steps and 
how the researcher established interviewees’ trust before the 
interview. For example, the format of the invitations for the 
interviews and the formal way the researcher talked with the 
participants on the phone ensuring anonymity and confidentiality.
Survey: Q uestionn aire
The second data collection tool used was a structured questionnaire. 
A survey “provides a quantitative or numeric description of trends, 
attitudes, or opinions of a population by studying a sample of that 
population. From sample results, the researcher generalizes or makes 
claims about the population” (Creswell, 2003, p.154).
Denscombe (2003) presents four basic criteria for evaluating a 
research questionnaire. The questionnaire should: (i) provide full 
information, (ii) provide accurate information, (iii) achieve a decent 
response rate, and (iv) “adopt an ethical stance, in which recognition 
is given to the respondents’ rights to have the information they supply
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treated according to strict professional standards” and also “moral 
obligation on the researcher to protect the interests of those who 
supply information and to give them sufficient information about the 
nature of the research so that they can make an informed judgment 
about whether they wish to cooperate with the research” (Denscombe, 
2003, p. 159). These basic criteria have guided the development of the 
questionnaire and all required steps were followed and necessary 
arrangements were fulfilled.
Bell (2002, p. 164) draws on the significance of the clarity of the 
instrument when claiming that as a researcher “you want eveiy single 
item to be worded in such a way as to ensure that all items are 
necessary, that respondents understand what you mean, are able to 
provide an answer on the spot and are not offended by the wording or 
assumptions”. The three most important issues in priority by the 
researcher to test the questionnaire were the following: (i) the 
amount of information participants were to be asked, (ii) the time 
participants might need to answer the questionnaire, and (iii) clarity 
of the language used (Denscombe, 2003).
Sam pling strategy
Plano Clark and Creswell (2008, p. 197) argue that “to understand
mixed methods sampling, researchers must first have a solid
understanding of traditional sampling strategies, including
probability, purposive, and convenience sampling”. Traditionally,
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probability sampling techniques were used in quantitative oriented 
studies, whereas purposive sampling techniques were used in 
qualitative studies. Convenience sampling is referred on samples 
which are easily accessible or willing to participate. The latter 
sampling strategy will not be discussed in any detail in this study.
Hesse-Biber (2010) argues that quantitative approaches to sampling 
need to ensure that their findings are representative of the population 
under study; this is in line with the law of probability, which indicates 
that all members of the population have equal probability to be 
selected in a sample. Teddlie and Tashakkori (2009, p. 170) state that 
“probability samples aim to achieve representativeness, which is the 
degree to which the sample accurately represents the entire 
population”. The focus is on achieving greater breath of information 
from a larger number of representative units of the population of 
interest. Purposive sampling techniques are primarily used in 
qualitative research studies and may be defined as selecting units 
based on specific purposes which lead to the answering of the 
research questions (Plano Clark and Creswell, 2008), meaning that 
the participants who have experienced the central phenomenon 
explored in the research study are intentionally selected (Creswell and 
Plano Clark, 2011). The focus is on attaining greater depth of 
information from a smaller number of purposefully selected cases.
Then, “mixed methods sampling techniques involve the selection of 
units or cases for a research study using both probability sampling
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and purposive sampling strategies” (Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2009, p. 
171). This research study employed a mixed methods exploratory 
sequential design, and therefore a sequential mixed methods 
sampling “involvefing] the selection of units of an analysis for a mixed 
methods study through the sequential use of probability and 
purposive sampling strategies (QUAN-QUAL) or vice versa (QUAL- 
QUAN)” (Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2009, p. 186).
A different sampling technique was employed to meet the demands of 
each data collection phase. Each phase was followed by a data 
analysis which informed the next data collection stage. This had 
implications for the sampling technique used as well each time. As 
Hesse-Biber (2010, p. 51) argues “analyses of findings in your current 
analysis of the data and theoretical insights you come up with provide 
new sampling questions: Whom will I talk with next? What additional 
sources of data should I explore? What data will challenge or confirm 
my theoretical understanding of this finding?”
Consequently, Phases One and Two employed a Maximal Variation 
sampling technique, “a purposeful sampling strategy in which the 
researcher samples cases or individuals that differ on some 
characteristic or trait” (Creswell, 2008, p. 214). This was used at the 
beginning of this study during Phases One and Two (see Figure 4.1, 
p. 113) in combination with Snowball Sampling technique, which “is a 
form of purposeful sampling that typically proceeds after a study 
begins and occurs when the researcher asks participants to
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recommend other individuals” (Creswell, 2008, p. 217). During this 
period individuals who differed in terms of leadership position or/and 
status in the System (novice headteachers, experienced headteachers, 
deputy-heads, deputy-alpha-heads and instructors in the professional 
development programme) were interviewed, so as in a short period of 
time to be able to collect the complexity of the field adopting a variety 
of points of view (Creswell, 2008).
For Phase Three, no particular sampling technique was used as the 
structured questionnaire was sent to the population of secondary 
education school leaders, and secondary education deputy-alpha- 
heads. This meant that the questionnaire was sent to 115 
headteachers and 168 deputy-alpha-heads.
For Phase Four, a Confirming and Disconfirming sampling technique 
was used. This purposeful technique was used to “follow up on 
specific cases to test or explore further specific findings” and “to verify 
the accuracy of the findings” (Creswell, 2008, p. 217) throughout the 
study. These participants were chosen under certain criteria: gender; 
years of experience; and, level of education i.e. lower and upper 
secondary education. Each participant in Phase Two was asked to 
propose one male and one female headteacher from the national 
headteachers’ list, one from the lower and one from the upper 
secondary education. If a name was proposed from a previous 
interviewee, then the researcher asked for another proposal. Eight 
headteachers were proposed, four men and four women; two of them
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withdrew due to other commitments. Four school leaders -  two male 
and two female -  accepted to participate in the interviews.
Validity and reliability
Denscombe (2003, P- 273) states the importance of justifying 
methods and conclusions in any kind of research by saying that “such 
justification cannot be an assertion or an act of faith, but must rely on 
demonstrating to the reader the nature of the decisions taken during 
the research and the grounds on which the decisions can be seen as 
‘reasonable’”. It is important to address data and results in terms of 
validity and reliability in a struggle to eliminate threats in the 
justification of the research study, even if “threats to validity and 
reliability can never be erased completely [...] threats can be 
attenuated by attention to validity and reliability throughout a piece 
of research” (Cohen et al., 2007, p. 133).
Reliability
Reliability refers to the extent to which studies can be replicated. 
Hesse-Biber (2010, p. 85) argues: “Reliability asks: If I use the same 
measure today and repeat it again on the same population shortly 
thereafter, will I obtain the same results?” In other words, it requires 
that different researchers or the same researcher on different 
occasions, using the same methods, can obtain the same results as 
those of a prior study (Boeije, 2010).
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Creswell and Plano Clark (2011, p. 211) state that reliability in 
quantitative research “means that scores received from participants 
are consistent and stable over time” and therefore “quantitative 
research assumes the possibility of replication” (Cohen et al., 2007, p. 
148). Moreover, Boeije (2010, p. 169) states that in quantitative 
research “reliability is often determined by calculating internal 
consistency and stability over time. Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient is 
commonly used to measure internal consistency [and that] stability 
over time is normally measured through a test-retest approach”.
However, reliability in qualitative research plays an insignificant role 
(Creswell, 2011). Also, Hesse-Biber (2010, p. 89) argues about the 
oxymoron of the concept of reliability when applied to qualitative 
research since its philosophical assumptions is to get multiple 
understandings. She claims that:
“Even if one replicates this type of design the next 
day and gets a different answer, it does not 
necessarily mean the mixed method study was not 
reliable. Instead, what it may mean is that the 
researcher uncovered a new layer of meaning to the 
problem.”
In order to satisfy the criterion of reliability in this research study, the 
researcher employed transparency (Boeije, 2010) as a quality 
measure by documenting precisely on all stages of this exploratory
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mixed method sequential design. In particular, precise identification 
and systematic description of the strategies used to collect and 
analyse data were used to enhance the possibility of replication 
(Cohen et al., 2007). Furthermore, a positive strategy during the data 
collection was the recording of the interviews. This strategy provided 
the unbiased record of the conversation with the interviewee. At the 
same time it offered the researcher the opportunity to concentrate on 
what the interviewee was saying so as to organise better the follow-up 
and the probing questions, ensuring consistent answers from 
participants, which helped to reduce threats to reliability. The 
recorded interviews were transcribed carefully in order to provide a 
basis for reliable analysis. Moreover, a rigorous and systematic 
coding procedure was employed so as to minimise inaccuracies and 
misleading interpretations.
In addition, Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient was used to measure 
internal consistency of the developed questionnaire. This procedure 
measures how closely related a set of items are as a group. Nine 
scales in the questionnaire had an alpha coefficient higher than 0.7, 
which is considered an accepted reliability coefficient (see Table 5.3, 
p. 179). This indicates that the items in each scale measure the same 
construct. Two of the scales had an alpha coefficient lower than 0.7. 
These are discussed further in Chapter Five.
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Validity
Validity is another important criterion of a good piece of research. 
Validity serves the purpose of checking on the quality of the data and 
the accuracy of the research findings (Creswell and Plano Clark,
2011). Cohen et al. (2007, p.133) argue that “it is impossible for 
research to be 100 per cent valid; that is the optimism of perfection”. 
They also admit -  and the researcher agrees with this position -  that 
“at best we strive to minimize invalidity and maximize validity” 
(Cohen et al., 2007, p. 133).
Creswell and Plano Clark (2011, p. 210) argue that “validity differs in 
quantitative and qualitative research, but in both approaches, it 
serves the purpose of checking on the quality of data, the results, and 
the interpretation”. Cohen et al. (2007, p. 133) define validity in a 
descriptive manner explaining that: “in qualitative data validity might 
be addressed through the honesty, depth, richness and scope of the 
data achieved, the participants approached, the extent of 
triangulation and the disinterestedness”, whereas “in quantitative 
data validity might be improved through careful sampling, 
appropriate instrumentation and appropriate statistical treatm ents of 
the data”.
In mixed methods research, assessing the validity of studies is more 
complicated than in single method studies (Creswell, 2008). Scholars 
argue that in mixed methods it is better to use alternative term s 
instead of the term validity. Onwuegbuzie and Johnson (2006, p. 55)
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argue that the “use of the word validity in mixed research can be 
counterproductive”. Therefore, they suggest the term legitimation, 
which they conceptualise as a process, not just an outcome, with 
presence at each stage of the research process. On the same path, 
Teddlie and Tashakkori (2009) suggest the evaluation of the process 
of inference, in which conclusions and interpretations start during 
data collection and follow data analysis. Looking to unify discussion 
about validity, Dellinger and Leech (2007) put forward a meaningful 
framework which is based on Messick’s (1995) conception of 
construct validity. They argue that their “conceptualization of validity 
depends on the negotiation of data meaning” which is accomplished 
“through argument as dialogue, criticism, and objection”. 
Furthermore, they claim that giving themselves “permission to 
appreciate and use multiple forms of evidence and to integrate others’ 
research and inferences and the varied meanings found in them ” 
allow them “to make judgments about the meaning of data on the 
basis of its usefulness and interpretations and the consequences of 
these uses and interpretations” (Dellinger and Leech, 2007, p. 320). 
Others, such as Cohen et al. (2007) suggest that the validity term  can 
be applied in both strands. Furthermore, Creswell and Plano Clark 
(2011) argue that it is appropriate to use the term  validity in mixed 
methods research, which the researcher adopts. Therefore, external 
validity and internal validity are discussed next.
External validity refers to the generalisation of the results to the 
wider population (Cohen et al., 2007). This is easier to understand in
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a quantitative study. Creswell and Plano Clark (2011, p. 211) argue 
that “correct inferences can only [be] drawn to other persons, settings 
and past and future situations if the investigator has used procedures 
such as selecting a representative sample”. This is not the case in this 
research study since the survey questionnaire was administered to the 
whole population of the Cypriot secondary education headteachers 
and not just to a representative sample, which minimises the threat to 
external validity.
Moreover, the small samples used in qualitative studies are usually 
considered a threat to generalisation (Cohen et al., 2007). They claim 
that in qualitative research it is important to provide “a clear, detailed 
and in-depth description, so that others can decide the extent to which 
findings from one piece of research are generalizable to another 
situation” (Cohen et al., 2007, p. 137).
The external validity of this study was enhanced through the following 
ways. First, throughout the four data collection phases, which provide 
sufficiently rich data and thick description of the subject under study. 
Moreover, the purposive sampling allowed the researcher to select the 
most appropriate participants so as to obtain deep knowledge of the 
field. Additionally, gathering multiple perspectives from individuals 
in different leadership positions and different settings on the same 
concepts can help to eliminate the threats on validity (Creswell and 
Plano Clark, 2011). Furthermore, the combination of the qualitative 
and quantitative strand has the potential to achieve triangulation in
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regards to individuals in different leadership posts, to different types 
of data (for example, statistics and transcripts) and different methods 
of data collection (for example, survey and interviews). In this study 
the qualitative Phase Four was used as an evaluation phase so as to 
confirm or disconfirm findings from previous qualitative and 
quantitative phases. Creswell (2018, p. 266) argues that “this ensures 
that the study will be accurate because the information draws on 
multiple sources of information, individuals, or processes”.
Internal validity is concerned with the causal relationship among 
variables or events (Creswell and Plano Clark, 2011). In qualitative 
research, internal validity refers to the extent to which the findings 
represent the social reality. The researcher in this study examined 
carefully the inferences drawn from the interview’s data and from the 
quantitative results in order to describe accurately the phenomena 
under study. Moreover, by combining quantitative and qualitative 
data this research study assessed findings in order to cross check 
evidence and explore further the possible interpretation for them.
Ethical issues entailed in  the research
Ethical issues are of a great importance in social research and this
research study ensures that appropriate ethical standards were met
and that those were of primary consideration. In the absence of
ethical guidelines for doing research in Cyprus, this research drew on
the British Educational Research Association (2011) guidelines.
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Before the beginning of this study permission to conduct research in 
the Cyprus Educational System was granted from the Centre of 
Educational Research and Evaluation.
Researching school leaders’ beliefs, opinions and actions requires 
access to personal information and the right to report findings to 
inform future practice. Participants in research have rights (British 
Educational Research Association, 2011). This leads to a 
consideration of the ethical issues. First of all, they must be 
volunteers, which is the case in this study. Then, they must be 
informed from the beginning about their rights, about the purposes of 
the study, about the way in which the data will be collected and how 
the generated data will be used. Moreover, they must be informed 
about their role and what is expected from them. Finally, they must 
be informed that they have the right to withdraw at any point of the 
study (Creswell, 2008).
All necessary steps were followed to ensure ethical issues throughout 
the study. Participants in the interviews were sent a letter of 
invitation before the interview in which all necessary information was 
included such as: the research title and aim, the main questions, what 
is expected from their contribution and that these collected data will 
only be used for the purposes of this study, assurance about 
confidentiality and anonymity using pseudonyms and the right to 
withdraw at any time from the research and exclude their statements 
from the data. Before the beginning of the interviews an informed
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consent statement (Appendix A) was given to the participants 
following Oates’ (2006) framework. Approval was also asked from 
participants to record the interviews using a digital recorder, which 
was granted from everyone. The researcher assured that these files 
would be kept in a secure private location without anyone else having 
access to this sensitive material. Furthermore, the data were kept 
using the pseudonyms mentioned in Table 5.1 (p. 136) to secure the 
anonymity of the participants. No one else had access to the 
interviews’ scripts. Moreover, on two occasions the interviewees 
asked the researcher to turn-off the recorder. This confidential 
information was not used by the researcher at any point of this study.
Busher (2002, p. 81) argues that “interviews are intrusive, and their 
questions can be distressing for participants if they are asked to 
confront aspects of their work or their lives which they find 
uncomfortable”. In order to solicit through interviews the kind of 
information needed about school leaders’ practices, their views, 
beliefs, values, life stories and experiences it was ensured from the 
start that trust was established from both sides. Honesty and respect 
ruled the relationship with the participants as an ethical stance from 
the researcher’s side to approach participants as human beings with 
rights and entitled to respect. Furthermore, the writing up of the 
research is done in such a manner so that the interpretation and 
presentation of the data both respects the participants’ right to 
privacy whilst sustaining the right of others to know about the 
research and its outcomes.
CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH PROCESS
Introduction
In this chapter the research process is presented in detail from Phase 
One to Phase Four, including sampling and analysis procedures. This 
study followed an Exploratory Sequential Mixed Methods research 
design in four dinstinctive phases (see Figure 4.2, p. 115).
Phase One: Initial and exploratory inquiry
Phase One consisted of the initial and exploratory data collection 
phase. Two cycles of four one-to-one interviews were implemented 
(see Figure 4.1).
^ •ofjn terv i,
0®®^
Figure 4.1: A Cycle of Interviews
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Four interviews (Appendix B) in each cycle were planned for first 
steps having as criteria: (i) to include people holding different posts in 
the System, and (ii) to include in each cycle at least one novice and one 
experienced headteacher. This strategy offered the researcher the 
opportunity to gather the complexity of the field from an early 
beginning; this procedure may be thought of as a pot with added data 
and knowledge during each individual interview and moreover each 
time a cycle was completed.
Particularly, during Cycle A a novice headteacher, an instructor in the 
mandatory training programme and two experienced headteachers 
were interviewed. Then, during Cycle B a novice and an experienced 
headteacher, a deputy-head and an instructor were interviewed (see 
Figure 4.2, p. 115). Since the mandatory in-service training is 
provided to the headteachers only on their first year in headship, then 
everyone else from the second year onwards are considered as 
experienced headteachers from the System. The researcher regarded 
eveiyone who was on the second year in the post as experienced. 
There are no valid data to ensure that these headteachers were 
experienced or that they were experts. The sample characteristics are 
presented in Table 4.6 (p. 126).
The aim of Phase One was to collect qualitative data regarding school 
leaders’ professional role, their leadership practice, their beliefs and 
values, their professional development including formal and informal 
learning and data regarding the context of their school and the
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Phase One Phase Two Phase Three Phase Four
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Design
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Administering 
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QUAL
Cycle A 
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N ovice Head M 
Instructor F 
Experienced Head M 
Experienced Head M
Cycle B 
of 4 interview s:
N ovice Head M
Deputy Head F 
Instructor M 
Experienced Head F
Cycle C 
of 4 interview s:
Experienced Head M 
Experienced Head M 
Novice Head F 
Deputy-Alpha-Head F
Q uestionnaire
Population:
N atio n a lly
115 H eadteachers  
168 D eputy-Alpha-Heads
Cycle D 
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Experienced Head F 
Experienced Head M 
Experienced Head F 
Experienced Head M
Procedures: Sem i­
structured in terview s with  
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Procedures: Sem i­
structured interview s  
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Procedures: Adm inistering  
questionnaire nationally
Procedures: Sem i­
structured in terv iew s w ith  
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Data Collection
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Data Collection
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Data Collection
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Transcripts
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C ontent
analysis
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C ontent
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Data Analysis
Products: 
C odes and 
th e m es
Interpretation
quan 
Data analysis
Products: 
C odes and 
th e m es
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Interpretation
Builds to
Products: 
Descriptive /  
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(  Interpretation
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Thesis
Figure 4.2: A procedural diagram of the exploratory sequential mixed methods
design used for the study 
Notations: M=Male, F=Female 
Abbreviations: ‘QUAL’ stands for Qualitative and ‘quan’ stands for Quantitative. Capitals 
are used to denote the more dominant method.
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context of the System. The analysis process started right after the end 
of each interview. At the end of the fourth interview’s analysis, which 
completed each Cycle, a between-interviews analysis was 
implemented. Analysis of gathered data was considered rich enough 
to guide the following steps.
Then, the decision was to move on into Phase Two with another cycle 
of four interviews in which the emphasis was on successful school 
leaders’ characteristics and on leadership practice. This decision was 
supported by the idea that the development of a school leader is 
linked in absolute terms with success; no leadership professional 
development programme would claim that success is not a priority.
Phase Two: Designing the questionnaire
The previous phase and in particular Cycle C data was used to inform 
the designing of the research study’s questionnaire. The sample 
consisted of two experienced headteachers, a novice headteacher and 
a deputy-alpha-head. The interview schedule (Appendix B) was 
developed having as a central area of interest the participants’ views 
and perceptions regarding the development of the successful 
headteacher in Cyprus and their leadership practices.
After the ice-breaking part, a list of thirty-one qualities/characteristics
of the successful headteacher in Cyprus (Appendix G) was presented
in a table to the participants. This list was an outcome of Cycles A and
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B. Each of the interviewees was first asked to choose the ten most 
important qualities/characteristics and afterwards to rank them by 
order of their importance starting from the most significant to the 
least, using number one for the most significant and number ten for 
the least significant. Then, they were asked to comment on each one 
of those ten qualities/characteristics they had selected, explaining how 
they understood the certain quality/characteristic and/or sharing a 
story from their experience. The decision to minimize the chosen 
qualities/characteristics down to only ten was made under two 
criteria: (i) for time issues, because the scope was to give the 
interviewees time to reflect on those qualities/characteristics in depth, 
and (ii) to have them think for a while about which of the thirty one 
they considered as the most significant, avoiding the ‘all are 
significant’ answer.
Finally in total, twenty-one qualities/characteristics were chosen from 
the four interviewees during Cycle C (see Table 4.3). Two were chosen 
by all four participants, five were chosen by three participants, three 
were chosen by two participants, and the remaining eleven 
qualities/characteristics were chosen by just one participant.
Then, six short scenarios (Appendix C) -  adapted either from 
newspaper articles or from reflection of the researcher -  were 
presented to the interviewees asking them primarily to define whether 
these scenarios were possible to happen in the Cyprus Educational
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System and whether they have faced such issues in their schools, and 
comment briefly on each.
Table 4.3: Interviewees’ ranking of twenty-one key 
qualities/characteristics of successful school leaders in Cyprus.
3 rd
1st
Cycle participants
«>nd <grd ^ th
Key qualities/characteristics
1 1 5 4 l.take initiatives and risks
9 8 7 1 9.inspire respect
3 1 6 2.have communication skills
9 6 8 4.be efficient with time management
2 2 5 5.have the courage to make difficult decisions
10 1 0 7 6.not getting anxious or nervous
7 6 2 18.be able to delegate responsibilities and
duties effectively
3 3 3.create change for improvement
5 3 10.be fair with people
6 10 13.be enthusiastic
4 7.1isten to followers
7 8.manage public relations successfully
8 n.admit mistakes
4 12.be people-oriented
4 14.be organised
5 15.be committed
8 i6.be able to develop a school improvement plan
9 17.be able to organise a school self-evaluation
9 I9.face challenging circumstances efficiently
2 20.face dilemma situations efficiently
10 21.be democratic
Note. Numbers presented on the left hand side show each participant’s 
categorisation of the ten most important qualities/characteristics. 
Numbers presented before the key qualities/characteristics show the place of the 
qualities/characteristics in the questionnaire.
The main scope of this activity was to provide a ground of reality 
during the interviews presenting important or/and difficult to handle 
issues a headteacher might face in schools, in order to give the 
interviewees the opportunity to express the way they were more likely 
to respond to those, what thoughts, beliefs, actions, decisions or 
solutions were likely to take place, and why these were chosen.
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In fact, this activity gave the opportunity to have data on how a 
headteacher acts in difficult or/and crisis situations, what they take 
into consideration (for example, the involved parties and the 
complexity created, the urgency to respond, information gathering, 
dealing with demanding parents, handling dilemmas) and how the 
headteacher creates understanding before any action to solve the 
problem successfully. Next, they were asked to rank the scenarios in 
order of importance from one to six, using number one for the most 
important and number six for the least important. After that, they 
were asked to choose and comment in depth on one of the scenarios, 
after explaining why they had chosen it. All participants chose to 
comment on the scenario which they had ranked as the most 
important.
During the analysis (Appendix E) an induction process was used 
identifying “quotes or sentences, coding segments of information and 
the grouping of codes into broad themes” (Creswell, 2011, p. 188). 
Consequently, broad themes emerged which were considered the 
scales to be measured. These seven scales are presented below:
1. Professional Development of school leaders.
2. Macro-level politics.
3. Building professional identity.
4. Leading relationships.
5. Leading decisions and crisis situations.
6. Leading the organisation.
7. Leading Knowledge and Understanding.
The questionnaire (Appendix D) aimed to elicit the participants’ views 
on a number of issues. In particular, in part A, data were collected on 
the following themes/scales: professional development o f  school 
leaders (for example, whether the training programme is effective, 
whether the way offered is efficient), macro-level politics (for 
example, what impact political decisions from the Ministry have on 
headteachers’ professional development) and building professional 
identity (for example, whether experience on post and networking is a 
lever in building their professional identity). Part B was related to 
themes four to seven, investigating the degree of formality using 
statements which were produced out of the twenty-one key 
qualities/characteristics of successful headteachers, on the following 
themes/scales: Leading relationships, Leading decisions and crisis 
situations, Leading the organisation and Leading knowledge and  
understanding. Table 4.4 presents the distribution of statements in 
the questionnaire.
Table 4.4: Distribution of statements in the questionnaire
T h em es/S ca les Part S tatem en ts
1. Professional Development of 
school leaders
A #3, #4, #5, #6, #8, #10, #22, 
#23, #24, #25, #30
2. Macro-level politics A #1, #2, #9, #11, #12, #14, #16, 
#17, #21, #26, #27, #28, #32
3. Building professional identity A #7, #13, #15, #18, #19, #20, 
#29, #31
4. Leading relationships B #2, #7, #8, #9, #12
5. Leading decisions and crisis 
situations
B #5, #6, #18, #19, #20
6. Leading the organisation B #1, #3, #4, #14, #16, #17
7. Leading Knowledge and 
Understanding
B #10, #11, #13, #15, #21
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In Part A of the questionnaire a five-level Likert scale was used 
ranging from ‘strongly disagree9 to ‘strongly agree\ In Part B, the 
main objective was to discover whether the qualities/characteristics 
of the successful school leader are developed through formal or/and 
informal ways. For this purpose, two five-level Likert scales were 
used, ranging from ‘not a t alY to ‘absolutely* in each case (see Table
4.5). The participants were asked to fill in both scales stating their 
views regarding the way a particular key quality/characteristic is 
developed: using formal activities or/and informal events? On the 
top of the page, before the presentation of these twenty-one 
statements, explanation was given of what this research study 
considers as formal and what as informal learning and a notice that 
they should rate both formal and informal scales.
Table 4.5: The structure of Part B of the questionnaire
Developed 
through 
Formal Activities
Statements: 
key qualities/characteristics of 
successful school leaders
Developed 
through 
Informal Events
not
 a
t a
ll 
to 
som
e 
ex
ten
t 
so
me
wh
at 
to 
a g
rea
t e
xte
nt 
ab
so
lut
ely
not
 a
t a
ll 
to 
som
e 
ex
ten
t 
so
me
wh
at 
to 
a g
rea
t e
xte
nt 
ab
so
lut
ely
1 2 3 4 5 Statement 1 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 Statement 2 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 Statement 3, etc. up to Statement 21 1 2 3 4 5
Phase Three: Adm inistering the questionnaire
In Phase Three, four meetings were implemented as a means to
improve the questionnaire before administrating it in order to
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improve its clarity (Bell, 2002). The centre of attention of these 
meetings was the structure and the content of the instrument. The 
meetings consisted of a novice headteacher and two deputy-alpha- 
heads, all from the researcher’s school, and a research expert in 
educational research. The decision to ask for help from colleagues 
was made firstly because of convenience, and secondly because this 
particular phase was considered a technical-phase, therefore 
information exchange was not sensitive and bias was not an issue. 
Their contribution was primarily in terms of the content and the 
wording. The research expert’s contribution was on the construction 
of part B (see Table 4.5) of the questionnaire and on shortening the 
questionnaire.
The initial questionnaire was given to the participants on their own 
time with the direction to read it for clarity of the meaning, count the 
time needed to fill it out and write down any comments or/and  
suggestions or/and misunderstandings they faced. Then, meetings 
were arranged after two-three days with each one separately. Probing 
questions were asked in order to clarify some of the suggestions and 
to make some issues of the given feedback clearer. These meetings 
were not recorded due to the nature of the activity. Each time before 
the next meeting the researcher adopted suggestions and developed 
the instrument further. Consequently, a fresh new instrument was 
presented in every following meeting. By the end of this process the 
questionnaire was significantly changed. A major change which was 
adopted was the shortening of the instrument into two parts.
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Moreover, some statements were separated into two and words were 
changed to establish clarity. Then, the final questionnaire was pilot- 
tested by two experienced headteachers and two deputy-alpha-heads. 
After the pilot study some rephrasing occurred and some statements 
were excluded.
The questionnaire was distributed in April of 2013. It was sent by 
regular mail nationally to all secondary headteachers (N = ns) and all 
deputy-alpha-heads (N=i68) in Cyprus, excluding those from the 
cycles of interviews (some of them had retired by then) and the pilot- 
testing. It had been decided to include the deputy-alpha-heads 
because their post is one step prior to promotion to headship. 
Eventually, at the end of the collection stage it was decided not to 
analyse data from deputy-alpha-heads’ questionnaires. This decision 
was only taken after deep reflection. The decision not to include the 
deputy-alpha-heads’ questionnaires was made because the focus of 
this study is on the ‘headteacher’ and the decision to have data from 
the deputy-alpha-heads could have had a meaning only during the 
cycles of interviews, when the focus was on grasping the complexity of 
the field. Furthermore, the poor rate of return of the deputy-alpha- 
heads questionnaire raised issues for the representativeness of the 
results, which led to the final decision not to include them. Moreover, 
these were not included because the comparison between the two 
groups -  headteachers and deputy-alpha-heads -  was not an objective 
of this thesis. Due to the difficulty of contacting the relevant deputy- 
alpha-heads because of the anonymity of the completed
questionnaires, it was decided to send a copy of the final thesis to 
every school with the request that the study is shared with every 
deputy-alpha- head.
The questionnaire was sent a week after the Easter Holidays, towards 
the end of the compulsory programme. A telephone communication 
to every headteacher after the holidays was made, to invite them to 
fill-in the questionnaire in order to ensure a higher response rate. In 
this call I introduced myself stating my teacher status and the school I 
worked at and then I informed them about the purpose of my call 
stating the importance of their response for this study. Furthermore, I 
asked them to send the completed questionnaire back using the pre­
paid envelope which was enclosed with the questionnaire, on which 
my name and address was printed. Some headteachers were difficult 
to reach, so all necessary explanation was given to their secretaries 
who promised to pass my request on. Finally, sixty seven (67) 
questionnaires from headteachers (N =iis) were collected with a 
response rate of 58% (see Quantitative Strand Demographics in this 
chapter), which was considered a satisfactory response rate.
Phase Four: Finalising the study
The purpose of this final phase, which was qualitative, was to reflect
on the overall findings from the previous phases as a confirmatory or
non-confirmatory evaluation stage for the whole study. All interviews
were conducted in December 2013. Phase Four consisted of four
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interviews with experienced school leaders (see Sampling Strategy in 
Chapter Three for extensive explanation).
Sam pling
Q ualitative stran d  sam p le
During Phase One, Cycles A and B, which is the initial exploratory 
phase of this study, maximal variation sampling was used which is a 
purposeful sampling strategy (Creswell, 2008) so as to interview 
individuals who differ in terms of leadership post or status so that in a 
short period of time to be able to collect the complexity of the field. 
The recruited interviewees were five male and three female (see Table
4.6). Two of them were novice headteachers, three were experienced 
headteachers, one was a deputy-head and two were instructors in the 
mandatory professional development programme. Participants for 
Cycles A, B and C were selected employing a M aximal Variation 
(Creswell, 2008) technique in combination with Snowball Sampling  
(Creswell, 2008) technique. A Confirming and Disconfirming 
(Creswell, 2008) sampling technique was used to select participants 
for Cycle D interviews.
In Phase Two, Cycle C, the participants were two male -  surprisingly, 
the first who accepted was retiring a week after the interview, and two 
female experienced headteachers. The female novice headteacher was 
recruited purposefully because she was the successor of the retiring
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headteacher, and presented a unique situation because she had a two- 
month informal apprenticeship with him. The last interviewee was a 
female deputy-alpha-head.
Table 4.6: Sample for qualitative strand
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 
OFSTATUS
GENDER YEARS OF 
SERVICE
YEARS IN 
CURRENT 
POSITION
INTERVIEWS’ 
DURATION 
IN MINUTES
CYCLEA Novice Head Male 34 l 40
Instructor 
Primary Teacher
Female 14 5 30
Experienced Head Male 32 2 40
Experienced Head Male 28 2 25
CYCLEB Novice Head Male 34 1 60
Deputy Head Female 33 1 40
Instructor Primary 
School Inspector
Male 24 5 35
Experienced Head Female 31 5 30
CYCLEC Experienced Head Male 33 5 75
Experienced Head Male 33 4 100
Novice Head Female 22 l 80
Deputy-Alpha-Head Female 2 5 2 30
CYCLED Experienced Head Female 25 2 35
Experienced Head Male 31 5 55
Experienced Head Female 32 3 2 5
Experienced Head Male 32 3 45
Note. Each cycle consisted of four interviews. See also Figure 4.2, p. 115.
The final phase of this study consisted of Cycle D of four interviews 
with headteachers, who were selected purposefully as well. They were 
experienced headteachers, of whom two were male and two were 
female, and two were leading secondary middle schools (pupils aged 
13-15) whereas the other two were leading secondaiy high schools 
(pupils aged 16-18).
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All headteachers in the qualitative strand sample (N=12) had served 
the System for a total of 367 years, from which 34 years as 
headteachers. Three of them were novice headteachers (one female 
and two male), and nine were experienced headteachers (three female 
and six male). Two headteachers had five years of experience. The 
mean in terms of years of experience was 30.6 years and the mean in 
terms of the years in headship was 2.8 years. One of the headteachers 
held a PhD, whereas seven of them held MA/MSc. The total duration 
of the interviews was 745 minutes (mean: 46 minutes).
Q uantitative stran d  dem ographics
Sixty seven (67) questionnaires from headteachers were collected 
with a response rate of 58% (N =iis). From those, 25 were from 
female headteachers, 35 were from male headteachers and 7 did not 
state their gender (see Table 4.7).
Table 4.7: Gender
Male 35 52.2%
Female 25 37-3%
Not stated 7 10.4%
Total 67 100%
Three of the headteachers (5.8%) were between 46-50 years of age, 
fourteen (26.9%) were between 51-55 years of age, thirty three 
(63.5%) were between 56-60 and two of them (3.8%) were older than 
60 years of age. Fifteen did not state their age (see Table 4.8).
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Table 4.8: Age
46-50 3 5-8%
51-55 14 26.9%
56-60 33 63.5%
>60 2 3.8%
Total Valid 52 100%
Not stated 15
Total 67
Sixteen of them (25.8%) were on their first year of headship, whereas 
the experienced headteachers were forty six (74.2%). Five did not 
state their status (see Table 4.9).
Table 4.9: Years as a Headteacher
lyear 16 27%
2 years 18 28.6%
3 years 10 15*9%
4 years 7 11.1%
5 years 7 11.1%
6 years 4 6.3%
Total Valid 62 100%
Not stated 5
Total 67
Note. Headteachers in their first year in post are considered as novice.
The mean for the years in headship is 2.7 years. Comparing this mean 
with the fact that 67.3% of the headteachers participating in the 
survey are over 56 years of age, with the retirement at the age of 63, 
proves that seniority argued by Pashiardis (2004a) was still a fact 
even in 2013, when the data were collected.
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As far as academic qualifications are concerned (see Table 4.10) 
fourteen of them (20.9%) had a Master of Arts in Educational 
Management/Leadership, sixteen of them (23.9%) had a Master’s 
degree in other educational subjects, three of them (4.5%) held a 
PhD/EdD in educational management/leadership, two of them 
(3.0%) held a PhD/EdD in other educational subjects and thirty-two 
of them (47.7%) had no extra qualifications.
Table 4.10: Academic Qualifications
Master: Educational Management/Leadership 14 20.9%
Master: Other educational subjects 16 23.9%
PhD/EdD: Educational Management/Leadership 3 4.5%
PhD/EdD: Other educational subjects 2 3-0%
No extra qualification 32 47.7%
Total 67 100%
In table 4.11 below, the national profile of the Cypriot headteachers in 
2013 is presented. What this data show is that as far as ‘Gender’ is 
concerned the study’s participants are consistent with the whole 
population of headteachers in the Cyprus Educational System. 
Moreover, in terms of the parameter ‘Years as a Headteacher’ what is 
obvious is that there is representativeness of all groups of 
headteachers from those in their first year up to six years of service in 
percentages which match those of the national list; the exception was 
the group of the headteachers who had 7 years of service in the post, 
since there was no one with 7 years of service identified into the 
returned questionnaires.
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Table 4.11: National profile of the Cypriot Headteachers
Gender
Male 56 53.8%
Female 48 46.2%
Total 104 100%
Years as a Headteacher
lyear 31 29.8%
2 years 21 20.2%
3 years 18 17-3%
4 years 12 11.5%
5 years 13 12.5%
6 years 6 5-8%
7 years 3 2.9%
Total 104 100%
Academic Qualifications
Master 34 32.7%
PhD/EdD 12 11.5%
No extra qualification 58 55-8%
Total 104 100%
Note: The reported data were provided by the Educational Service Commission. 
These data report the headteachers’ list on the 31st of August 2013. These show 104 
headteachers. The total number of the headteachers referred in the Government 
Budget is 119. As explained from the Educational Service Commission this 
difference is created because of promotions, retirements or deaths during the school 
year, which are not easily traceable.
A question remains whether these three headteachers were in the list 
of five who didn’t  state their years in the post (see Table 4.9), which 
might be explained as a reasonable attempt from them so as not to 
reveal their identity. As far as the ‘Academic Qualifications’ is 
concerned an important outcome of the comparison between the 
participants’ demographics and the national list is that almost 
everyone who held a master’s degree returned the questionnaires 
participating in the study (30 out of 34). Also, the comparison 
percentage of the other two groups, namely the PhD/EdD holders and 
those who had no extra qualification, showed that the participants in
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this study are representative of the whole population of headteachers 
nationally.
What the above show is that the participants in this study seem to be 
representative of the national population of the headteachers in the 
Cyprus Educational System. Also, due to the fact that the sample was 
quite extensive regarding the national population of headteachers 
(response rate 58%), there is strong evidence in favour of the 
generalisability of the results from the quantitative phase of this 
research study.
Data analysis -  Procedure
The various forms of data in hand helped to identify relevant analytic 
procedures to interrogate the data. These are presented next.
Qualitative data analysis -  Procedure
The data from the interviews were analysed using content analysis 
through which the main categories emerged. Data analysis followed a 
systematic process in accordance to Miles and Huberman’s 
framework (1994) which involves three “concurrent flows of activity: 
data reduction, data display and conclusion drawing/verification” 
(Miles and Huberman, 1994, p. 10). The first activity refers to 
“selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the
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data” (Miles and Huberman, 1994, p. 10). Then, the condensed data 
was displayed into “an organized, compressed assembly of 
information that permits conclusion drawing and action” and can be 
“matrices, graphs, charts, and networks” (Miles and Huberman, 1994, 
p. 11). The third step was to come into conclusions “noting 
regularities, patterns, explanations, configurations, causal flows, and 
propositions” (Miles and Huberman, 1994, p. 11) which were then 
verified through the process. In other words, the task was to identify 
important quotes or sentences, so as to code segments of useful 
information and to group those codes into broader themes (Creswell, 
2011).
The first cycle coding process was followed by a second and a third 
review of the data; the same procedure was used in the analysis of the 
data from Cycle B and Cycle C (Appendix E). This procedure was 
adopted as a secure way to scan data in depth trying to get the 
concepts and grasp meaning from the data corpus. In vivo codes were 
taken from a single word to a longer passage and descriptive codes 
were generated. This procedure also allowed for reconfiguration of 
the codes developed thus far (Saldana, 2013). At the end of this 
process broader themes emerged which were used as scales to guide 
the development of the questionnaire. Seven scales were used at that 
time (see Table 4.4, p. 120).
Before proceeding in Phase Four a new review of the data was 
implemented, in order to take into consideration all findings from
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Phases One, Two and Three. As a result, three major themes were 
revealed (see Table 4.12).
Table 4.12: Themes and categories emerging from data
RQi: In  w h a t w a ys  do school leaders learn how  to lead?
Professional 
development of school 
leaders: Learning to 
lead
Formal learning In-service training
Informal learning Shadowing previous headteachers
Reflection
Socialisation
Sharing examples of good 
practice
Informal apprenticeships
Incidental learning
Self-directed learning
RQ2: In  w h a t w a ys can in form al learning contribute to the  
professional developm ent o f  school leaders?
Building school 
leaders professional 
identity
Leading role
Development of Leaders’ qualities/characteristics
RQ3: In  w h a t w a ys  could in form al learning be incorporated in  a  
holistic m odel o f  school leaders9 pro fessional developm ent 
program m es ?
Macro-level politics The present Criticism: the systemsituation Criticism: the training
Suggestions for the 
future
Building leadership culture
School-based learning
School autonomy
Community of school leaders
These were the following: (i) Professional development of School 
leaders: Learning to lead; (ii) Building School leaders’ professional 
identity; and (iii) Macro-level politics. The four scales of part B of the
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questionnaire, namely Leading relationships, Leading decisions and 
crisis situations, Leading the organisation and Leading Knowledge 
and Understanding, were grouped into the sub-theme Development 
o f Leaders' qualities/characteristics under the major theme Building 
School leaders' professional identity. In Phase Four, Cycle D, which 
was used to evaluate the findings from previous phases, analysis of 
data from the interviews looked for confirmation, contradiction and 
expansion (Appendix E).
Quantitative data analysis - Procedure
The quantitative data resulted from the structured questionnaire were 
transferred first into an Excel spread sheet. Then these were analysed 
using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Both 
descriptive and inferential statistics (means, standard deviation, 
independent samples test and paired samples t-test) were used in 
order to provide answers to the research questions of the study. The 
data was transformed into tables and was displayed in graphic format 
to represent the frequencies and the modes in the clearest and most 
informative way.
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CHAPTER FIVE: PRESENTATION OF 
FINDINGS
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to present the findings of this study 
following data analysis processes. The chapter consists of four 
sections. It starts by presenting qualitative findings answering the 
first research question: In  w hat ways do school leaders learn how to 
lead? This is presented under the heading Professional development 
o f school leaders: Learning to lead. The second section presents 
findings from the qualitative phases and from the quantitative Phase 
Three answering the second research question: In  w hat w ays can 
informal learning contribute to the professional development o f  
school leaders? This section is presented under the heading Building 
School Leaders’Professional Identity. Section three is answering the 
third research question: In  w hat ways could informal learning be 
incorporated into a holistic model o f  school leaders’ professional 
development programme?  The third section is presented under the 
heading Macro-level Politics. Finally, in the fourth section findings 
from the qualitative Phase Four of this research study are presented. 
The data acquired from Phase Four were analysed to explore whether 
this data confirm or disconfirm tentative conclusions reached at 
during the previous data analysis stages.
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In presenting the findings from the qualitative phases, interviewees 
speak for themselves as much as possible, using direct quotations. 
The interviews were given in Greek except of one which was given in 
English. Only selected text was translated into English (Appendix F). 
To safeguard anonymity of the participants pseudonyms (Appendix J) 
are used (see Table 5.1).
TABLE 5.1: Pseudonyms
ACTIVITY STATUS GENDER PSEUDONYM
Novice Headteacher Male Isocrates
CYCLEA Instructor Female Elpis
Experienced Headteacher Male Kallias
Experienced Headteacher Male Miltiades
Novice Headteacher Male Demosthenes
CYCLEB Deputy-Head Female Chrysanthe
Instructor Male Nereus
Experienced Headteacher Female Eudoxia
Experienced Headteacher Male Aristodemos
CYCLEC Experienced Headteacher Male Herakleios
Novice Headteacher Female Apollonia
Deputy-Alpha-Head Female Eutychia
Experienced Headteacher Female Sappho
CYCLED Experienced Headteacher Male Philotheos
Experienced Headteacher Female Xanthe
Experienced Headteacher Male Theodotus
Professional developm ent o f school leaders: 
Learning to lead
Working with the data from Phases One and Two, it becomes evident 
that Cypriot secondary education headteachers seem to be arguing 
that they learn how to lead based on both formal and informal ways. 
Their views are presented next.
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Learning to lead — Formal learning
It is widely appreciated amongst participants that learning form ally  
how to lead equates to the mandatory in-service training programme. 
Their views of the programme vaiy with most of them being a critique 
of various aspects of it. This research study’s purpose was not to 
evaluate the current programme. Participants’ critique regarding the 
programme is presented in the Macro-level Politics section.
Miltiades’s view of formal learning is illustrated in the following 
quotation:
“Formal education is the education which occurs in a 
foundation, in a school, in a university [...] following a 
structured programme [...] in which the instructor has 
certain tasks, has a schedule... distributes written 
material [...] What is this knowledge? This is formal 
knowledge... since you are participating in this 
seminar, and you are behind the desk and you have a 
certain schedule [...] this is formal learning 
experience.”
The introduction of a mentoring scheme, which was added in 2013- 
2014, was a significant change in the programme. Under this scheme, 
four to five novices were grouped with an experienced headteacher.
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This was also a suggestion from Elpis, in her interview in 2011, long 
before the introduction of the initiative. She suggested that:
“Experienced headteachers or inspectors could act as 
mentors to them: (i) they can follow; (ii) they can ask 
for advice; (iii) their schools would become a network 
and share examples of good practice and share 
learning and become a learning community.”
Four whole day group meetings in non-sequential occasions in the 
mentor’s school discussing leadership practice were incorporated in 
the training. Philotheos, a mentor, stated:
“I let the day flow in normality without taking into 
consideration that today I am the mentor of four 
headteachers. If on that day I have a teachers’ board 
meeting or a meeting with the leadership team they 
get to participate so as to understand how it works.”
L earning to  lea d  — In form al learn in g
Nereus suggested that informal learning could be very promising and 
more effective than formal learning during the induction phase. He 
stressed though that informal learning should have a certain structure 
into the formal programme: “We need to put some limits, what we 
mean informal [...] for example, a laissez faire approach without any
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limits might have its usefulness, but not for a programme which has 
tasks.”
Data identify a number of ways were learning occurs informally: by 
shadowing previous headteachers, through reflection, through 
socialisation, by sharing examples of good practice between fellow 
headteachers, through informal apprenticeships, from incidental 
learning events and through self-directed learning. These forms of 
learning are presented below in detail.
Shadowing previous headteachers
Shadowing previous headteachers seems to be a veiy common way of 
development practiced at length from aspirant school leaders. 
Chrysanthe argued that “some of my previous headteachers and 
deputy-heads were bright examples”. Likewise, Eudoxia argued that 
“the best teacher for the headship is the example of previous 
headteachers”. Similarly, Isocrates stated that he learned to lead 
significantly by shadowing previous headteachers he served with. He 
acknowledged that “each one had her/his own leadership style” and 
that he “tried to get the best from everyone”. Therefore, he stated that 
he developed “a range of leadership experience derived from other 
colleagues” which he “reinforced with” his “own personality”.
Participants seemed to be arguing that knowledge is gained through 
shadowing unsuccessful headteachers as well. Kallias stated that he 
shadowed a headteacher for two years who dealt with mundane
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things such as discipline issues and regulations regarding school 
uniform or hair cut all the time. He claimed that “the low results of 
that headship” helped him develop. Moreover, Demosthenes stated 
that “all headteachers had their positives and their negatives” and 
that he “tried to get the positive elements out of the experiences” he 
had.
Eudoxia expressed the view that every headteacher is potentially a 
role model. She argued that these school leaders:
“Act as potential instructors of the next leader... as 
others have worked for me as a role model [...] Of 
course it has to do with your ability of understanding... 
let's say it is an informal form of transfusion of 
experience of the current school leader to the 
aspirant.”
Reflection
Another way of learning to lead by deriving knowledge from informal 
learning as data indicate seems to be reflection. As participants 
argued, reflection occurs when there is a stimulus, which offers them 
the opportunity to recall past experiences. Isocrates highlighted the 
importance of reflection in the following quotation:
“We start a conversation; we analyse the problems we 
face; our routine is analysed; even while having a
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cookie and a coffee in the corridor. [...] These stories 
make me reflect: W hat is my impact on my school to 
change things? How do I proceed? How could I 
perform better?”
Chrysanthe admitted that she had some incidents at the start of the 
school year which led to increased friction and tension. It seems that 
she was able to implement what Schon (1983) named as reflection- 
on-action as she kept a professional diary where she used to write 
down everything which happened in school and how she reacted. In 
this way she tried to grow professionally, because of her inner need to 
be closer to her colleagues. Her thoughts are illustrated in the 
following statement:
“I caught myself communicating with colleagues in a 
wrong way, especially at the beginning of the school 
year. Then I did it again [...] then I reflected, I had a 
confessional monologue... and I decided that I must 
be a better colleague.”
Socialisation
Socialisation was also a recurrent theme during the interviews. 
Apollonia admitted that what she understood from all she had 
learned during her two months of apprenticeship experience with an 
experienced headteacher about how to lead a school, was that the 
most important thing she had to do was to be “humane”. This proved
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to be a challenge for her because her predecessor was beloved by his 
colleagues and students. She stressed that to be humane means to be 
“kind”, “caring”, “gentle”, “compassionate” and “civilised”. The 
following quotation from Aristodemos illustrates the notion of being a 
“humane” headteacher:
“I don’t  teach what I know, I don’t teach what I have 
learned, but I teach what I am. In all situations 
during headship I will pass on to others what I am 
[...] if I do not have values, if I am not ethical, if I do 
not have a vision, [...] then, I have nothing to offer.”
Being a leader is evident by one’s actions which are interrelated with 
people’s perceptions, emotions, way of thinking, beliefs, attitudes etc. 
Participants expressed their commitment and their understanding of 
their professional role placing students in the centre. Chrysanthe 
expressed that:
“You have to show the way. Who you are and what 
you do, so that they respect you, they appreciate you 
and they love you. A mirror effect is active and you 
have to show them that you act with fairness and you 
support everyone in need.”
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Sharing examples o f  good practice
Headship was considered by the participants in this study as a lonely 
leadership journey, since the headteacher does not have many 
opportunities to interact with fellow school leaders. The importance 
of this interaction is evident in a statement from Nereus, identifying 
not only instructive but also affective support:
“Actually, the school leader is alone at school [...] the 
result is that s/he can’t  interact with a fellow 
headteacher, to ask for support: Am I doing well? Am 
I doing wrong? When they interact with a fellow 
headteacher, this is therapeutic.”
Elpis talked about sharing between headteachers during the training 
sessions, aknowledging that there are very few opportunities for them 
to interact. She claimed that during the programme:
“I provoke them to start talking and sharing [...] 
sometimes during their arguments they have 
extremely conflicting views. But this is the nice thing 
about the programme, because they don’t have the 
time in another situation to be outside their schools 
with colleagues to get together and talk and share.”
Eudoxia stressed that the sharing of experience between novice 
headteachers is important because “since every school leader was
appointed in a different school they carry different experiences”. She 
also argued that during programme sessions “sharing between school 
leaders in group activities could lead to more important knowledge 
than from standard lectures”. Demosthenes agreed that “sharing 
experiences is something [...] we consider as essential”.
Almost all of the participants in the interviews noted the importance 
of sharing experience and they admitted that they frequently asked 
experienced headteachers for their piece of advice in solving difficult 
problems and/or ‘translating’ a directive from the Ministry for the 
benefit of their school. What they claimed was that they were 
building a network of colleagues to support each other; as a result, 
novice and experienced headteachers seemed to be building informal 
communities o f  practice.
Aristodemos pointed on the importance of building trust between the 
supportive experienced and the novice headteachers. He argued 
about the need for a collegiality spirit:
“You will have constant contact with old colleagues; 
especially during the first year... this is not something 
to be ashamed about... I have this problem, what shall 
I do? How shall I act... the same happened to me after 
two -  three years... they asked me what to do.”
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Nereus referred to his efforts to support the theoretical sessions with 
experiential insights. He used to invite experienced headteachers to 
participate in the sessions. He argued: “When I taught about 
leadership or about successful meetings, I used to lecture first and 
then invite an experienced headteacher to talk about her/his 
experience”. He also supported that headteachers need to develop 
professional networks, which could serve them in various phases of 
their leadership career. This was clearly captured in his words as 
follows: “Networking could be developed in every stage either prior 
promotion or after promotion, and could be through meetings, or 
could take the form of communication through the internet.”
Informal apprenticeships
Two of the participants in Cycle C interviews were involved in a two- 
month informal apprenticeship because of the retirement of the 
experienced headteacher after five years in headship. The novice 
headteacher was informed by the District Office that she would take 
over two months after the beginning of the new school year. She was 
at the time appointed at a second chance evening school. Therefore, 
she could be at her new school in the mornings. The experienced 
headteacher accepted the challenge to have her next to him during his 
last two months of service.
Two of the most important issues for a successful apprenticeship 
mentioned by these participants were ‘access’ and ‘trust’. Apollonia, 
the novice headteacher, argued that for such an initiative to succeed
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there is a precondition. That “the retired school leader should not feel 
threatened”. Knowing each other for several years was a positive 
element for their apprenticeship relationship and they were very 
enthusiastic about this opportunity. As a result, any consideration for 
this unusual situation was not an issue in this case. Aristodemos 
explained the issues of ‘access’ and ‘trust’ as follows:
“[Apollonia] had been with us for two months. Who 
of the other headteachers would accept this 
condition? Maybe no one... this is wrong... She 
wanted to manage things, to get informed, to get 
organised [...] she learned how to keep a balance 
between staff. [...] It was an apprenticeship 
relationship. She asked: Why did you act this way? 
Shouldn’t it be that way? Be careful, I had to act this 
way because of that... oh yes, you are right! Two 
headteachers; one was making decisions while the 
other was watching.”
The result was splendid. It was a “smooth” transition as Aristodemos 
argued:
“What we experienced was unusual. The result was 
excellent because transition was smooth and no one 
was negatively affected actually... I kept telling 
everyone from the first day that they had a new
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headteacher... they were not affected by my absence 
when I left.”
Apollonia explained that these two months were an “amazing learning 
experience”. Being next to Aristodemos with an open agenda and 
participating in every meeting he had with the teachers’ board, 
teacher committees, with parents and students was an exceptional 
experience.
“By watching how he handled certain situations, I 
recognised things I did before and things I hadn’t 
thought of or I didn’t  know how to handle... the most 
important learning curve was that during these two 
months I realised that it is important to see things 
from the headteacher’s point of view... it’s a 
completely different angle of viewing reality.”
Apollonia also stressed that she had the chance to talk with everyone 
from a non threatening position; that she got familiar with staff, with 
pupils, with the parents’ board. This experience, including what 
Aristodemos passed on to her regarding who to trust, who to count on 
and what issues were problematic, issues about the building, about 
children who needed special handling etc. was a must for a 
newcomer.
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Incidental learning
Incidental learning refers to learning experiences that occur when the 
learner did not have any previous intention of learning something and 
it is unintentional but conscious. As participants claimed, these 
learning incidents may occur from a very small and insignificant 
event up to a crisis problem or an ethical situation, which are 
considered complex and significant.
As Eudoxia admitted “problems are never the same”. Thus, she 
stressed that claiming that you know the exact decisions and actions 
to solve a problem might sometimes be misleading. She follows a 
process. Learning will come as a reflection, but this will not come if
the headteacher does not follow an evaluation process. It is
important that the headteacher engages others in this process 
because then different angles of the same incident will be identified. 
Eutychia claimed that:
“After a crisis situation we evaluate with the 
leadership team; what we did and what would have 
been a better way of acting? What was a wrong 
action? Who helped us the most? [...] This process is
very important because through this you might 
handle a new challenge better.”
The most challenging situations are those which give rich learning 
experience. Aristodemos shared a stoiy which had to do with a
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teachers’ lack of classroom management skills, with students 
uploading videos and photos on the web with vulgarities and 
obscenities. He faced a dilemma illustrated in the following 
quotation:
“The news were publicised in no time and a 
disciplinary investigation was ordered by the 
Ministry. Looking back into his professional career 
there hadn’t  been any accusations from anyone. The 
dilemma was the following: to have the teacher 
dismissed [...] the headteacher had to accuse him 
officially. Six-seven headteachers from previous 
years had never expressed a negative comment about 
the specific teacher.”
Likewise, Apollonia stressed her consideration about how a 
headteacher should handle efficiently difficult situations like “a death 
of a student in a classroom or the fatal accident of a parent... what you 
should not do... you never know when you may face such situations 
and it is very important to know how to handle them”. Similarly, 
Demosthenes argued about decisions the headteacher must take 
which have a high risk, because of regulations. He referred to the 
situation of a serious injury of a student. He stressed his worries in 
the following quotation:
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“Taking into consideration that it is forbidden to use 
a teacher’s car to take the student to the hospital, 
then in such a case I should call for an ambulance, 
but by the time the ambulance comes to the school it 
might be too late. Regulations [...] say you should 
inform parents. But parents might be at work or far 
away, and unable to come. The responsibility lies on 
the headteacher... what about my conscience? W hat if 
something happens to the student?”
Apollonia admitted that they need more preparation on how to 
handle a crisis or a conflict, for which as she claimed “no one trained 
us how to deal with such issues”. So, as a conclusion someone might 
argue that handling efficiently situations that are very uncommon and 
with high risk efficiently lies upon the headteacher’s personality. The 
emphasis on personality can be captured in the words of Isocrates:
“It has nothing to do with how much training you had 
or how many degrees you hold [...] the headteacher 
should have charisma. For example, to take 
initiatives, to take risks, to have a good approach, to 
be pleasant or strict as appropriate... so there are no 
standards, everything depends on the person, how he 
will implement what he has learnt.”
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Self-directed learning
“I don’t  believe that we will ever find a system which 
will educate us well. What is left, from my judgment, 
is self-directed learning. I have the feeling that it is 
solely an obligation of each individual.” (Kallias)
The above is indicative of the motivation to learn. Self-directed 
learning refers to learning projects undertaken by individuals without 
the assistance of an instructor, with the purpose of learning 
something which is important for the individual.
Eudoxia suggested that as far as the content of the formal programme 
is concerned, the “theoretical part may arise through a self-directed 
learning process” and complemented by arguing that this depends on 
the individuals’ “interest”, “commitment” and “needs”. It is personal, 
individualistic and it concerns the self-directed learner. It is a self­
development process. Miltiades stressed a word of warning that “the 
rate of acquisition of the offered knowledge varies between people”.
Reflecting is also a self-directed learning process as Chrysanthe 
argued. Recording reflections from practice in her professional diary 
helped her to improve:
“When you record your daily experiences, your 
thoughts, some bad moments you had... the time you
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got upset, when you got sad and why, when you 
distressed others [...] you reflect through self- 
evaluation... and then through that you tiy  to get 
better, to adjust, and to improve.”
Building school leaders’ professional identity
This section outlines findings which emerged regarding headteachers’ 
perception of the way they build their professional identity including 
their views about their role and about the key qualities/characteristics 
for successful school leaders in Cyprus. Building professional identity 
is a developmental process which has to do with the school leaders’ 
conceptualisation of their role and understanding about the 
responsibilities which derive from headship, about the appropriate 
professional behaviour which should guide their actions as 
headteachers, and about a personal engagement for professional 
development through formal and informal ways to achieve the 
transition to the headteacher’s role.
Furthermore, professional qualities/characteristics including values, 
beliefs, attitudes and feelings are important aspects for a successful 
headship. This transition does not happen in isolation; instead it 
happens through interaction and socialisation of the headteacher with 
teachers, students, parents, with other headteachers or system 
leaders.
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Leading role
The participating headteachers in this research study, perceived their 
role as the most significant and crucial position in schools, which will 
lead the school either into improvement or failure. They stressed that 
their responsibility is high and everyone expects from them, that it is 
a hard and stressful job, because their decisions and actions affect 
people. They recognised that it is a complex role because they stated 
that leading a school is a multi-level leadership process which 
includes interaction with students, teachers, parents, other staff, and 
people from the Ministry in relation with change, with initiatives, 
with everyday problems, with complex issues and with difficult 
decisions they are forced to make.
The headteacher’s leading role was seen differently by three 
participating headteachers in this study. They stated the following:
“There are some parents who do not understand 
school regulations [...] they come into a conflict with 
the school so as to keep their kids happy... so, the 
headteacher should try to inform them, to make them 
compromise... headship is a tough job.” (Isocrates)
“It is extremely charming and attractive to be a school 
leader [...] things are easy [...] surely it takes too 
much time [...] but I am calm, I control my temper, I
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always listen and I do not get anxious with every 
single matter.” (Kallias)
“There were cases which in the end made me feel that 
I wanted to leave, that I couldn’t  stand it anymore. I 
still have nightmares.” (Aristodemos)
The contradictions between the views of the headteachers which are 
presented in the above statements have obviously to do with the 
complexities of the school environment and with headteachers’ 
perceptions regarding their professional role and their commitment, 
which in any case affect them emotionally. Moreover, the 
headteacher should have the ability to demonstrate multiple roles 
because of complexity. Apollonia explained this by saying that the 
headteacher “has to act in multiple ways with issues involving either 
teachers, students, the ministry, assistant staff, the school building, 
parents... it’s a multi-level job”. The above statement reinforces the 
view that headteachers should be prepared to respond to the 
expectations, needs and demands of multiple audiences in multiple 
contexts.
The most demanding period of headship is the first year in post, as 
headteachers argued. During their first appointment, the novice 
headteachers have a tremendous field of demands and issues to 
attend to. The fact that they have limited experience in the post in 
combination with their demanding transition from the deputy-alpha-
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head’s role to the headteacher’s role, which will need considerable 
time to develop, then what is evident is that they will either fail or 
learn to lead the hard way. The need to be well prepared is stressed 
emphatically by Aristodemos:
“Being unprepared is a disadvantage. The system 
throws us into the ocean telling us to swim [...] the 
difference between this role and my previous position 
as a deputy-alpha-head is huge; there is no similarity 
[...] when the time comes to take over the
responsibility of the school, then the role changes.
You are alone and everyone expects from you.”
A learning domain in their journey to build professional identity is the 
realisation of their role in terms of the responsibility and 
accountability they have, which as they stated is extremely high. 
Eutychia argued that “everything seems to be easy... but, when the 
time comes to take charge then you face a mountain of issues... and 
your stress level is high”. Likewise, Eudoxia admitted that “there is 
too much stress and responsibility puts a strain on you”.
Demosthenes also argued about the issue of responsibility saying that 
“the deputies have no responsibilities; they have duties delegated by 
the headteacher and obligations, but the responsibility lies on the 
headteacher, and the headteacher is the one held accountable to the
Ministry”. Apollonia explained why she was attracted to the
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headteacher’s role, but at the same time she expressed her worries. 
Quoting her words:
“I enjoy being a headteacher because I can work and 
change the school culture, I can make changes, and I 
can initiate innovations [...] the only thing that scares 
me personally [...] is that at any time you may face 
responsibility issues and even if you are not directly 
involved you find yourself accountable.”
In contrast to this, Kallias stressed his optimistic view that “headship 
is not difficult when you are not afraid of responsibilities, when you 
have the courage to take difficult decisions and when you feel 
confident and efficient”.
Participating headteachers agreed that novice headteachers in their 
first appointment or even experienced headteachers who are 
transferred to a new school, will face dispute and challenges, mainly 
from teachers and parents; facing the “institutional hurdles of 
succession” (Gronn, 1999, p. 36). The newcomers need to prove that 
they are capable, that they care and that they are supportive. They 
have to employ a repertoire of identities positioning themselves in 
multiple ways so as to negotiate the complex expectations from 
everybody and build trust. Eutychia stressed that “people are 
barriers” and that “when the new headteacher arrives s/he will want 
to communicate a message, a vision... but s/he will face reaction,
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because teachers do not cope with changes easily”. She argued that 
the headteacher should try to find ‘allies’ between staff. She claimed 
that “if the headteacher finds support from the leadership team, then 
things will get better soon, or else s/he will need between six months 
to one year to convey her/his philosophy. But everything becomes 
smoother in the second year”. Isocrates talked about leading by 
example as a mean to make others succeed in their own role. He 
argued: “The headteacher has to have worthy colleagues, and should 
engage them into leading by example, so as to make everyone meet 
the expectations of their role”.
The headteacher will need to face successfully the existing school 
culture, which calls for tremendous effort and interpersonal skills so 
as to be able to convince, to make others follow her/his vision, to 
make them respect and honour their headteacher. The following 
statement from Herakleios revealed the above issue:
“Headteachers need approximately two -  three years 
to be able to change [...] the school’s culture. It will 
take some time for the teachers to accept the new 
headteacher, to appreciate him /her for what s/he is 
[...] time is also needed for the headteacher so as to 
be able to get familiar with her/his teachers [...] to 
infuse confidence and trust to them.”
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The headteachers stressed that to change the school culture for the 
better they need to build successful relationships with everyone. 
Herakleios emphasised on relationships between the headteacher and 
the staff in the following quotation:
“You have to be there for them, you have to be 
communicative, talk with staff, and be close. You 
need to have the ability to support them, to prove 
your abilities to them, so that they trust you and 
follow you. [...] You must also prove that you are 
honest, that you are sincere and that you are fair.”
Demosthenes argued that the teachers also need support in their 
teaching practices: “They need support in their pedagogy [...] in 
teaching and learning”. Likewise, Aristodemos stressed that the 
headteacher should be able to inspire teachers, support them so as to 
try initiatives in their teaching practice and accept that they might 
fail, without being negative about failure: “They should know that the 
headteacher will support them anyway [...] they might fail or make 
mistakes [...] but we want them to tiy, we want them to feel nice when 
they come to school, to feel at ease to enter the headteacher’s office”.
Apollonia supported the view that the headteacher should do 
whatever possible to infuse a positive school climate because “it will 
make the teachers feel well in their school and perform better”. 
Likewise Herakleios argued in favour of a good school climate
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including the students: “If I can’t  make students feel happy about 
coming to school, then I have failed”. Aristodemos supported further 
that “from the moment you feel that the students trust you -  which is 
not easy because it is very difficult to earn their respect -  but if it’s so, 
then they can do amazing things for you and their school”.
Knowing who you are and where you are going is something that the 
participating headteachers recognised as important for the 
development of a successful headteacher. Based on one’s personal 
and professional philosophy regarding education, based on values, 
beliefs and feelings, they stressed their commitment to lead change 
and lead their schools to success. Everyone stressed that they were 
visionaries, dedicated and loyal to their life mission. Communicating 
their vision to teachers and students was seen as a priority by 
eveiyone. Herakleios stressed that “vision should be defined by the 
school leader in collaboration with the teaching staff’. Kallias 
expressed that his vision includes students and teachers’ happiness 
and satisfaction, a “school with freedom, democratic, humanistic [...] 
and open to the society”. Similarly Eudoxia stressed that “the school 
mission is to educate students but also to build their moral, which is 
closely interwoven with learning”. Aristodemos emphatically 
expressed his vision saying that his efforts were “to give opportunities 
to all students [...] to reveal their potentials”. Demosthenes combined 
vision with citizenship, in a political statement. He stated:
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“To succeed the goals of paideia [the rearing and 
education of the ideal member of the polis in ancient 
Greece], namely, to create students who will be good 
citizens of the Republic, is the most significant. 
Therefore, we emphasise on humanistic education to 
build democratic citizens.”
L eaders’ key q u a lities/ch a ra cter istics
Data from Phase Two gave rise to twenty-one qualities/characteristics 
(see Table 4.3, p. 118). Findings identified a total agreement on 
behalf of the participants on two key qualities/characteristics: to take 
initiatives and risks and to inspire respect. Even more important is 
that the two experienced headteachers in Cycle C categorised the 
quality to take initiatives and risks as their first choice and that all 
four participants categorise it on their top five, stating clearly its 
importance to them. As far as the quality to inspire respect is 
concerned, this was also chosen by all four of them. It shows that 
they value students’, teachers’ and parents’ opinion on them and on 
their headship, which definitely has an impact on their professional 
role.
These twenty-one qualities/characteristics are separated into two 
groups: the professional identities and the technical skills (Scribner 
and Crow, 2012). Ten professional identities and eleven technical 
skills were identified (see Table 5.2). Qualities/characteristics with
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higher than one (l) level difference in the Likert scale between 
‘developed through informal events' and ‘developed through form al 
activities' were categorised into the professional identities group, 
whereas the qualities/characteristics with lower than one (l) level 
difference in the Likert scale were categorised into the technical skills 
group.
Table 5.2: key qualities/characteristics of successful school leaders in 
Cyprus separated into professional identities and technical skills
professional identities
l.take initiatives and risks (+1.6)
2.inspire respect (+1.6)
4.have the courage to make difficult decisions (+1.6)
6.not getting anxious or nervous (+1.5)
9.be fair with people (+1.6)
10.be enthusiastic (+1.9)
I3.face challenging circumstances efficiently (+1.3)
lS.admit mistakes (+1.6)
18.be committed (+1.8)
19.face dilemma situations efficiently (+1.2)
technical skills
3.have communication skills (+0.8)
5.be efficient with time management (+0.5)
7.be able to delegate responsibilities and duties efficiently (+0.5)
8.create change for improvement (+0.8) 
li.listen to followers (+0.8)
I2.manage public relations successfully (+0.7)
14.be democratic (+0.6)
16.be people-oriented (+0.6)
17.be organised (+0.4)
20.be able to develop a school improvement plan (+0.2)
21.be able to organise a school self-evaluation (0.0)
Note. Numbers presented before the statements show the place of the 
qualities/characteristics in the questionnaire (see also Table 4.3, p. 118) 
Numbers in the parentheses show the difference between Informal versus Formal 
learning presented in Table 5.4 (p. 182)
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One level difference was employed as a criterion because it is the 
difference between the overall means of the twenty-one 
qualities/characteristics in terms of the ‘developed through informal 
events' versus ‘developed through form al activities' results (see Table 
5.4, p. 182).
Herakleios stressed that to be a leader requires certain 
qualities/characteristics which are developed in a life-long process 
during personal and professional life. In his words: “Without 
possessing these qualities it is difficult to develop them in training. 
Some skills might get developed, but you will never become a great 
leader.” These qualities distinguished by Herakleios are definitely 
those which are grouped into professional identities, whereas the 
mentioned skills are those which are grouped into technical skills (see 
Table 5.2, p. 161). Quotations from the interviews from Cycle C about 
the key qualities/characteristics are presented in Appendix I.
M acro-level politics
This section outlines findings which emerged regarding headteachers’ 
perception of macro-level politics including their views about leaders’ 
development policy in Cyprus. Macro-level politics seem to have a 
great impact on headteachers’ professional development.
Informal learning contributes to the professional development of
headteachers in various ways as described earlier in this chapter
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answering the question “In what ways do school leaders learn how to 
lead?” Still, there is no central monitoring of these informal learning 
processes, but rather this is left to the individuals’ interest and/or 
access and/or willingness and/or enthusiasm. No one could claim 
that the situation as it is currently develops successful headteachers 
who will lead successful schools. On the contrary, the catholic 
criticism from the participants of this study towards the educational 
system and the provided training, call for immediate changes in 
leadership development in Cyprus.
What was apparent from the interviews was that there is a realisation 
from participants that the system lacks a leadership culture, which 
acts as a barrier to the development of headteachers in a holistic way. 
The most significant barriers mentioned were: (i) the lack of a holistic 
professional development, since training is provided only during the 
induction phase, without any preparation before the post or any 
continuous development after the first year, and (ii) that the provided 
training is inadequate given that it is mostly theoretical, which fails to 
connect theory with practice.
In this section the participants’ criticism towards the educational 
system and the provided training is presented first. Suggestions for 
the future are presented next.
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Criticism: the system
Centralisation and bureaucracy
“There is a culture of centralisation from the Ministry 
of Education and Culture... a complete commitment 
to regulations, which is not the essence of schooling.”
(Kallias)
The centralisation issue was stressed by experienced headteachers in 
an emphatic way, since teachers are appointed centrally by the 
Educational Service Commission and the District Office, and the 
headteacher of the school has no power on these decisions. The 
following quotation from Herakleios revealed the problem from the 
appointment of an inadequate deputy-head:
“They appoint an inadequate deputy-head, and s/he 
will stay for five years before being transferred to 
another school. [...] The deputy-head is 55 -  58 years 
old and is ineffective, inadequate and the Ministry 
preaches that the headteacher of the school is 
responsible. Either I have to report the deputy-head’s 
inefficiencies to the Ministry or I must build a 
procedure to improve the deputy-head. But the 
system has left this teacher for 30 or 20 years without 
any improvement [...] these are the system’s 
weaknesses.”
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The bureaucracy within the system was blamed by participants as a 
barrier for successful leadership, which as they claimed, does not help 
them to work as the leaders would like to become. As stressed by 
Demosthenes:
“The system forces us to be in our office because of 
bureaucracy and mundane routine administration, 
which keep us away from where we should be.
Namely, near students infusing learning passion, near 
teachers spending time discussing about problems.”
Seniority
In the Cyprus Educational System a teacher can apply for promotion 
only if s/he has served the system for several years. Therefore, this 
affects the age of those who will eventually be promoted to 
headteachers. Then, seniority (Pashiardis, 2004a) is a fact. Nereus 
argued that this is one of the system’s weaknesses:
“They are promoted at an age and at a professional 
stage just before retirement. This is one of the major 
weaknesses, because when someone is promoted at 
the age of 59 [...] the issues of developing a vision and 
a strategic planning comes second on their list of 
priorities. [...] they pay attention to administration, 
not leadership.”
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Selection
It is evident that to have successful headteachers in charge of schools 
the system should have the procedures to identify and develop 
teachers with leadership characteristics. In Cyprus there is not such a 
selection procedure, which creates a problem when the time comes to 
offer promotion to deputy-alpha-heads. Deputy-alpha-heads must 
serve for a year in the position before being able to apply on their 
second year, to enter headship the year after. Nereus revealed that 
due to lack of a selection process in the stages of the teacher or the 
deputy, in which there is a larger audience, there is no actual selection 
of the next headteachers. In his words:
“A few years ago the number of available headships 
was larger than the number of the applicants. Thus, 
there was no selection at all.” (Nereus)
Let me be a leader
Herakleios expressed his worry regarding leaders’ and leadership 
development because he argued that there is no vision from the 
people who decide the policies: “With these people dealing with the 
development of the next headteachers, we can’t  develop leaders”. He 
also stressed that what novices need is to be networked with 
successful headteachers who will help them become leaders. 
Moreover, he claimed that the system is the most significant barrier 
in someone’s struggle to become a leader:
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“They have sent headteachers to give seminars to the 
newly promoted who do not believe in the 
headteacher as a leader; instead they act themselves 
as militaiy commanders [...] This is because the 
system wants headteachers who will just do the job; 
not leaders, because leaders will challenge the 
system.” (Herakleios)
Development o f  school leaders
In Cyprus during the induction phase of newly promoted 
headteachers a mandatory in-service training programme is offered. 
This is the only programme offered, which leads to the conclusion 
that there isn’t any preparation before promotion to headship or any 
continuous professional development after the first year. Apollonia 
complained about the lack of preparation saying that “they throw you 
in the middle of the ocean and they ask you to swim ashore; they do 
not provide you with any support to deal with such a multi-task 
environment”. Kallias agreed that “the system does not prepare the 
new headteachers for headship”.
Nereus separated headteachers’ development into three stages:
(i) prior promotion , (ii) induction, and (iii) continuous professional
development. He stressed that each stage has significance into the
whole development, but also to the next stage. Specifically, he
supported that the first stage provides aspirant leaders with
professional knowledge and development, which will give them the
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opportunity to realise if they like this job and prove if they are 
capable. He also stressed that during the induction stage:
“There is a process of adaptation where the emphasis 
is on the practical dimension. We are not interested 
in theory in this stage; rather we are interested in the 
practice of headship, so as to gain experience. This is 
the first stage of the professional, which is the 
induction in the job; the need here is to get the 
experience from others and this is the time for the 
mentor to transfer experience.”
Finally, Nereus argued that the third stage of continuous professional 
development has to do with “improvement needs and new facts from 
the educational field”. Lack of training during the first stage will 
eventually lead to problems during the second stage. For example, if 
theoiy in leadership is not embedded to the aspirant leaders during 
prior promotion  stage, then a lack of theory during induction will be 
a reality. This might lead to integration of theoiy into induction 
stage, which changes the whole purpose of that specific 
developmental stage.
C riticism : th e  tra in in g
Herakleios argued that “there is a need to find a new way, a new
system to prepare headteachers” and he claimed ironically that “the
Ministry preaches for an Academy for Leaders which has been in the
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design process for several years now”. Moreover, Eutychia argued 
that the scope of the in-service training programme provided during 
induction phase is not to develop successful headteachers:
“It’s only a seven-eight month programme. Its 
purpose is to give some information so as to help 
headteachers in their headship; its scope is not to 
develop them holistically, which can’t  happen in such 
a short period of time.”
Practical instead o f  theoretical
The participants stressed emphatically that the training they received 
was not what they needed, because emphasis was given on theoretical 
knowledge than practice. Therefore, they argued that training was 
inadequate and not successful. Aristodemos expressed his 
disappointment:
“I will re-phrase your question: Did the training you 
had as a newly promoted headteacher help you in any 
way for the headship role? No, it didn’t. What was the 
reason? [...] there is a need to change the delivery 
format. [...] those instructors presented theories from 
articles or from books. We had four meetings each 
month. The most essential part occurred in just three 
meetings in a school where a headteacher [...] shared
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his experiences: he told us what he had experienced 
and what we should do.”
The two instructors agreed on the theoretical approach of the 
training. Elpis said that “the most significant criticism towards the 
programmes is that they were too theoretical and academic. They had 
no practical applicability”. Moreover, she stated that the participants 
argued that “nothing of what we have learned was actually broken 
down to meet the requirements, the practicalities and the special 
features that we find within the educational system”. Nereus 
explained that:
“The programme offers mainly theoretical knowledge 
than skills and practice. This is the main weakness.
For example, which is the natural place to develop 
new headteachers? It’s the school. Unfortunately, 
there are no school visits this year.”
Time and place o f  delivery
The mandatoiy programme is offered during working hours for a day 
every week, from the beginning of the new school year on September 
up to April. The training is provided during working hours due to the 
Teacher’s Union demands. Two novice headteachers expressed their 
difference with the time of delivery stating also that they would prefer 
training to be at their school. Quoting their words:
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“Being away from your school once a week when you 
have so many things to do... Let’s do the training in 
the afternoon.... Do you want to get into headship?
Then you should devote time. Even before you apply, 
or during the summer after promotion.”
(Demosthenes)
“The biggest problem was that the training was 
provided during working hours. The headteacher’s 
mind is back at the school, even unconsciously.”
(Isocrates)
Content and delivery fo rm a t
Apollonia argued that some domains were absent from the 
programme, which as she stressed are very important for a successful 
headship. As she argued such a domain is “how to handle difficult 
situations or crisis situations or conflicts”. Demosthenes stressed also 
that “culture and school climate” was scheduled for November, which 
he considered wrong since it is very important to have this subject 
prior headship. He stressed that: “we should have had this subject 
before taking over headship, before we crashed our face into the 
existent school culture”.
Apollonia suggested that if the training is going to happen outside 
schools, which is the natural place of learning to lead, then the 
programme should move from lectures to case studies:
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“Out of the school I would use practical approaches, 
case studies... For example, let’s take an incident, give 
it to four headteachers and ask them how they would 
handle it. Another group of four... and another 
group... Then we could have a discussion between 
groups, with the assistance of an expert professional 
as a facilitator, so as to come up with successful 
strategies.”
Instructors
Elpis argued that the instructors are not engaged into a certain type 
nor a certain form of teaching. She indicated that “there is no central 
planning or monitory of the instructors because they are all external 
instructors in the majority of them ”. She continued saying that “there 
is an outline and a handbook but there is no module description, what 
the content of each module should be, what the aims are”. Likewise, 
Nereus admitted that “the instructor should transfer his experience, 
not just scientific knowledge, because experience is more important 
in that level”.
Suggestions for the future 
B uild ing lead ersh ip  cu lture
“When you sit behind the desk you behave like a 
student. Can we finish the lesson earlier without a
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break? Can we leave earlier? [...] There is noise; you 
can’t  follow the instructors’ lesson.” (Demosthenes)
What Demosthenes revealed was that some of the participants in the 
training were completely apathetic. Their stance might have been the 
effect of certain facts. Firstly, because being active in the training is 
not a presupposition for the headship, secondly, due to the fact that 
there is no assessment incorporated into the programme, actually 
only physical presence counts, and, thirdly, because of the theoretical 
nature of the training which is not what they needed in the induction 
phase.
W hat someone would claim is that there is lack of leadership culture 
throughout the Cyprus Educational System. Building a leadership 
culture should be considered as one of the most crucial changes which 
are urgently needed. Still no one understands why nothing has 
changed all these years. If the vision is to have successful 
headteachers leading successful schools then changing the leadership 
culture would have proved valuable. Surely the system will not 
change in a day. Participants in the interviews suggested some 
practical improvements.
Demosthenes suggested that training for headship should be provided 
to the deputy-alpha-heads who are a step away from being promoted 
to headteachers and this training should be obligatoiy for those who 
wish to apply for headship. He argued: “Let’s say you are a deputy-
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alpha-head, you should attend the training in order to be eligible to 
apply for the post. Then you are promoted and you are already 
trained”. He also argued that since the deputy-alpha-heads are 
promoted to headteachers before the end of the school year, they 
could attend training for preparation during the last month of the 
school year. As he stressed:
“June is a ‘dead’ month. Basically they have some 
duties, exams etc., but someone else could handle 
that. Since you got the promotion, then you can be at 
the Pedagogical Institute for a ten-day continuous 
preparation training, which will help you in 
September when taking headship.” (Demosthenes)
Moreover, Aristodemos who had an apprenticeship relation with 
Apollonia, suggested that the promoted deputy-alpha-heads could 
have an apprenticeship with the retiring headteacher if the 
appointment is announced early. As he claimed:
“The same happened with Apollonia. We had our first 
meeting in June. [...] I suggested having her with me 
from the beginning of the new school year. I told her:
You will come from the 1st of September. If you want 
you can take over from the 1st of September, and I 
will be accountable.”
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Likewise, Eudoxia suggested networking and sharing of experience
between headteachers. Quoting her words:
“This year we have ten new headteachers [...] What I 
propose is that these headteachers could be the 
responsibility of one or maybe more, two or three 
experienced headteachers, so as to have the chance to 
discuss with them issues from practice; this would be 
a practical channel of sharing experience from the 
more experienced to the less experienced. And I 
believe that everyone would have benefited, because 
even the experienced could learn from those who are 
in the induction and adaptation phase.”
S ch ool-b ased  learn in g
W hat almost all participants stressed as a necessity was to turn  the 
training into a school-based programme. Elpis stressed that this 
initiative could create more opportunities for successful experienced 
headteachers to get involved. She proposed:
“We have instructors in the programme that are 
active headteachers and they are highly qualified [...].
So, one suggestion was that a big part of this 
programme could become practical and school- 
based.”
Eudoxia also agreed with Elpis. Quoting her words:
“What we experienced through those seminars was 
that the most important part was the communication 
with fellow headteachers and school visits [...]. We 
should reinforce the practical part, meetings should 
be organised in schools.”
S ch ool auton om y
School autonomy is the opponent of centralisation. If school 
autonomy is put into practice then there is strong evidence that the 
system could be forced to change. School autonomy could give the 
appropriate ground for the holistic development of the school leader, 
because centralisation is definitely holding back headteachers’ 
development. Aristodemos argued about lack of autonomy:
“I do not have the autonomy I would like to have. If I 
had autonomy I would have decided not to have the 
same general yearly tasks which come from the 
Ministry.”
Decision making and autonomy were revealed by Herakleios who
stressed that there is an issue of power and conflict because the
System holds the headteacher solely accountable, but even for the
simplest issues the headteacher must ask for permission from the
Ministry. He argued that “the headteacher should have the power to
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make decisions without being obliged to send written requests to the 
Ministry”.
C om m unity o f  sch o o l lead ers
Headteachers in Cyprus use various informal ways to develop 
themselves so as to succeed in their role. Despite that, there is no 
community of school leaders developed yet. The only case of a 
community is when the headteachers are gathered for a formal 
meeting once a month. Two experienced headteachers had 
contradictory views regarding the effectiveness of these formal 
meetings: Miltiades had a negative view whereas Eudoxia was 
positive. Their statements are presented below:
“All headteachers have a meeting together [...] once a 
month, but this is only for organisational issues. The 
agenda is not open so as to give the chance to discuss 
problems we face in schools... [...] mostly what is a 
fact is that time is not enough.” (Miltiades)
“Headteachers present their personal experience in 
various educational issues which have as a subject the 
instructions from the Ministry, the endorsement of 
the yearly tasks, problematic situations we face in a 
daily base in schools, like students’ appearance, their 
absences etc. As these are presented, personal 
experiences and criticism is revealed.” (Eudoxia)
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Elpis argued that during the training the year before the interview she 
taught a group of novice headteachers who were very well literate in 
computer software. Some of them were very enthusiastic discussing 
the possibility of an online community of practice between them. She 
stated: “They would very much appreciate a forum where they could 
actually sit together and discuss and coach each other.” During the 
school year 2012-2013 an online platform was incorporated in the 
professional development programme without successful engagement 
of participants in peer interaction. It was used mainly by instructors 
to post lesson material.
Phase Three quantitative data results
In the following section data gathered from the quantitative 
questionnaire will be presented. These will be presented in two parts. 
Part A includes the participants’ views regarding ‘Macro-level politics’ 
which affect their professional development and consequently their 
learning to lead. Part B includes the participants’ views regarding the 
way the twenty-one qualities/characteristics of successful school 
leaders are developed through formal and/or informal learning.
The first part does not include the participants’ views regarding the
scales ‘Professional development o f  school leaders’ and ‘Building
school leaders’ professional identity’ because of low coefficient of
reliability in the participants’ answers (Cronbach’s Alpha was lower
than 0.70). An attempt to explain this should take into consideration
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the participants in the quantitative survey; for example, when the 
participants were asked to reply on the statements regarding training 
on the theme ‘Professional development o f  school leaders' the 
problem might have been that 45% of them were on their third to 
sixth year in the post, thus two to five years after the in-service 
training they participated in, a fact which might have had an effect on 
their responses explaining the presented inconsistency. Knowing also 
that the programme received some significant changes during the last 
years then this may explain this issue further. Table 5.3 below shows 
the coefficient alphas for the scales presented in the next section.
Table 5.3: Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficient
Scale nam e Scale
Reliability
Macro-Level politics 0.738
Leading Relationships -  Informal Learning 0.841
Leading Relationships -Formal Learning 0.819
Leading Decisions and Crisis Situations - Informal Learning 0.757
Leading Decisions and Crisis Situations - Formal Learning 0.834
Leading the Organisation - Informal Learning 0.743
Leading the Organisation - Formal Learning 0.805
Leading Knowledge and Understanding - Informal Learning 0.796
Leading Knowledge and Understanding - Formal Learning 0.856
Part A: M acro-level p o litics
Decisions from the Ministry of Education and Culture are considered 
very important for the development of the new headteachers in view
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of the fact that the Cyprus Educational System is a highly conservative 
and highly centralised educational system (Pashiardis, 2004b). Thus, 
decisions are enforced from the centre to the periphery most of the 
time without using a needs analyses or any other evaluation 
procedure. In this section, results regarding type and content o f  in- 
service training and continuous leadership development will be 
presented.
Type and content o f  in-service training
Through the headteachers’ responses it became evident that 
headteachers in Cyprus prefer school based activities (statem ent 16, 
x=4.4, SD=o.6), the exchange of experience between them and 
experienced headteachers (statement 14, x=3.9, SD=o.9), and a 
mentoring scheme with an experienced headteacher as a continuous 
developmental activity (statement 17, x=3.8, SD=o.9). Furthermore, 
they expressed the view that the instructors should be people who had 
previously worked in secondary education and who can combine 
theoiy with practical matters they face (statement 12, x=4.4, SD=o.7). 
Moreover, they stated that the subjects taught in the training do not 
cover what is needed to support them in their headship (statement 11, 
x = 2 . 8 ,  SD=i.o). These findings come in contrast with the existing 
situation in Cyprus because the programme is mainly offered in 
premises away from schools and networking between experienced 
and novice headteachers is limited to one or two presentations from 
experienced headteachers before the beginning of the new school year 
in a meeting with Ministry inspectors.
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Continuous leadership development
The headteachers’ overall views regarding continuous leadership 
development were also investigated. The results indicate that there 
are not many opportunities for participation in leadership 
programmes in Cyprus (statement l, x=2.5, SD=i.o), that the system 
should prepare the deputy-alpha-heads for headship before 
promotion to headship (statement 26, x=4.2, SD=o.8), which is not 
the case since the offered programme for headteachers comes after 
promotion. They also expressed the view that promotions to 
headteachers should take place earlier and new headteachers should 
be appointed into their new school before the end of the current 
school year (statement 28, x=3«9, SD=i.i). Furthermore, the 
participants indicated that the System should find a way to identify 
future leaders from their early steps in education (statement 27, 
x=4.o, SD=o.9) and should develop them from early stages 
(statement 32, x=4.o, SD=o.9).
Part B: F orm al and  in form al learn in g  d evelop m en t
The participants in the questionnaire were asked to respond to the 
key qualities/characteristics statements stating the degree to which 
each quality/characteristic is developed through formal and informal 
learning (definitions of formal and informal learning were given in 
the questionnaire, see Appendix E) from one to five in the Likert 
scale, with one (1) stating 1not a t all\ two (2) choosing 'to some
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extend', three (3) selecting 'somewhat', four (4) stating 'to a great 
extend' and five (5) for ’absolutely' (see Table 4.5, p. 121).
The results of this part revealed a strong tendency of the participants 
towards informal learning (see Table 5.4).
Table 5.4: Difference between means of Informal versus Formal of Key 
Qualities/Characteristics of school leaders in Cyprus
ST Likert Scale
2  3  4 5 . . _
INF F INF-F
1 \ take initiatives and risks 4.2 2.6 +1.6
2 ) have communication skills 4.2 3 . 4 +0.8
3 ( create change for improvement 4-1 3  3 +0.8
4 > be efficient with time management 4 - 2 3 - 7 +0.5
5 r have the courage to make difficult decisions 4-3 2 .7 +1.6
6 I not getting anxious or nervous 4 - 3 2.8 +1.5
7 \ listen to followers 4-3 3-5 +0.8
8 J manage public relations successfully 4.2 3-5 +0.7
9 c inspire respect 4-4 2.8 +1.6
10 ) be fair with people 4-5 2.9 +1.6
11 ( admit mistakes 4 - 4 2.8 +1.6
12 > be people-oriented 4.2 3-6 +0.6
13 < be enthusiastic 4-5 2.6 +1.9
14 > be organised 4.2 3-3 +0.4
15 <■s be committed 4-5 2 . 7 +1.8
16 be able to develop a school improvement plan 4 . 2 4-0 +0.2
17 be able to organise a school self-evaluation 4-1 4.1 0.0
18 / \ be able to delegate responsibilities and duties efficiently 4-3 3-8 +0.5
19 face challenging circumstances efficiently 4-5 3-2 +1.3
2 0 \ face dilemma situations efficiently 4-5 3-3 +1.2
21 \ be democratic 4.2 3-6 +0.6
Overall m ean 4-3 3.3 +1.0
Note. Black line = participants’ view regarding formal learning, Red line = participants’ view 
regarding informal learning, ST= Statements, INF=Informal, F=Formal, INF-F= Difference 
between Informal and Formal. The qualities/characteristics are ordered as these are in Part B 
of the questionnaire.
In almost all statements the mean of the ‘developed through informal 
events' was extremely high with the lowest mean being 4.1 and with 
the highest mean being 4.5, whereas there was also a difference from 
the means of the ‘developed through form al activities’ scale with the
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lowest difference being 0.2 (statement 16) and the highest difference 
being 1.9 (statement 13). Only in the case of ‘statement 17: be able to 
organise school self-evaluation’ was there an equal mean of 4.1. 
Particularly, the ‘statement 13: be enthusiastic’ quality/characteristic 
had the highest mean for ‘developed through informal events’ with 4.5 
(SD = 0.7) when at the same time it had the lowest mean on the 
‘developed through formal activities’ with 2.6 (SD = 1.2), creating as a 
result the highest difference between means with 1.9 in the Likert 
Scale.
Furthermore, the mean of all twenty-one key qualities/characteristics 
means of the ‘developed through informal events’ was 4.3, whereas the 
mean of all twenty-one key qualities/characteristics means of the 
‘developed through formal activities’ was 3.3, thus presenting a 
difference of 1.0 level in the Likert scale, which is significant. Another 
important result is that the means of ‘developed through formal 
activities’ are far from one (1) ‘not at all’ in the Likert scale, which 
might show the importance of formal approaches in headteachers’ 
training. The above may suggest that the training should employ a 
blended approach combining formal activities with informal events.
In the next section, results will be presented regarding the four scales 
consisting the Part B of the quantitative questionnaire which are the 
following: (i) Leading relationships; (ii) Leading decisions and crisis 
situations; (iii) Leading the organisation; and (iv) Leading knowledge 
and understanding.
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Leading relationships
The importance of development o f ‘statement 2: have communication 
skills’ through ‘informal learning’ (x=4.2, SD=o.8) rather through 
‘formal learning’ (x=3.4, SD=i.o) was presented by the participants. 
Likewise, ‘statement 7: listening to followers’ received a mean of 4.3 
(SD=o.7) in favour of ‘informal learning’ while in ‘formal learning’ a 
mean of 3.5 (SD=1.2), the ability to ‘statement 8: manage public 
relations’ received a mean of 4.2 (SD=o,7) in favour of ‘informal 
learning’ against 3.5 (SD=i.o) of ‘formal learning’, the ability to 
‘statement 9: inspire respect’ had a mean of 4.4. (SD=o.7) for 
‘informal learning’ though 2.8 (SD=i.o) for ‘formal learning’ and, 
finally the quality/characteristic ‘statement 12: be people-oriented’ 
collected a mean of 4.2 (SD=0.8) for ‘informal learning’ in opposition 
to a mean of 3.6 (SD=i.o) regarding ‘formal learning’ (see Figure 5.5).
In form alI s Form al
I ■ ■ ■
Figure 5.5: Leading Relationships
Note. Axis-x = position of the statements in the questionnaire.
Axis-y = Likert Scale
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What these results might reveal is that ‘leading relationships’ require 
qualities which are more difficult to be developed in a formal process 
than using an informal procedure. Additionally, policy makers should 
consider including types of informal events in the formal programme 
changing the way of delivery for developing this kind of 
qualities/characteristics. Particularly, ‘statement 9: inspire respect’ 
has a difference of 1.6 between informal events versus formal 
activities, making the argument that there is a need to identify and 
employ the best way to develop it.
L eading d ec isio n s and  cr isis situ a tio n s
‘Informal learning’ scored higher than ‘formal learning’ in all five 
statements of this group (see Figure 5.6). Particularly, ‘statement 5: 
have the courage to make difficult decisions’ (x=4.3, SD=o.7) and 
‘statement 6: not get anxious or nervous’ (x=4.3, SD=o.8) share 
almost the same difference from ‘formal learning’ with 1.6 and 1.5 
respectively. Furthermore, ‘statement 20: face dilemma situations 
efficiently’ received a mean of 4.5 (SD=o.6) in favour of ‘informal 
learning’ against 3.3 (SD=i.o) of ‘formal learning’ and the ‘statement 
19: face challenging circumstances efficiently’ collected a mean of 4.5 
(SD=o.7) for ‘informal learning’ in opposition to a mean of 3.2 
(SD=i.i) regarding ‘formal learning’.
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Leading decisions and crisis situations is a demanding domain which 
might create tension and emotional pressure because of the 
complexities and challenges of young people growing up in an 
individualistic manner, also taking into consideration that the 
headteachers take all responsibility of decisions on them. Therefore, 
the participants’ view is that the above qualities/characteristics can be 
developed better using a blended learning model with priority given 
to informal ways.
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Figure 5.6: Leading decisions and crisis situations
Note. Axis-x = position of the statements in the questionnaire.
Axis-y = Likert Scale
Finally, ‘statement 18: be able to delegate responsibilities and duties 
efficiently’ scored a mean of 4.3 (SD=o.7) on ‘informal learning’ and a 
mean of 3.8 (SD=i.o) on ‘formal learning’ with only a 0.5 difference 
between them, which might state that the participants recognise that 
this characteristic could be developed in a formal approach with the
11 111■  In form al■  Form al
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same success as in an informal environment or also that a blended 
approach of equal value could give maximum results.
L eading th e organ isation
It is worth noting that participants gave equal means to both ‘formal’ 
(x=4.i, SD=o.8) and ‘informal learning’ (x=4.i, SD=o.8) for 
‘statement 17: be able to organise school self-evaluation’ (see Figure 
5.7).
■  In form al
■  Form al
Figure 5.7: Leading the organisation
Note. Axis-x = position of the statements in the questionnaire.
Axis-y = Likert Scale
This was also almost the case in ‘statement 16: be able to develop a 
school improvement plan’ quality/characteristic (‘informal learning’ 
mean=4.2, SD=o.8, ‘formal learning’ mean=4.o, SD=i.o). What is 
evident is that the participants gave an equal value to both, thus 
stating that they need guidance and support to design and implement
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a school self-evaluation which will gradually lead to a school 
improvement plan. They might believe that they cannot do it without 
having expertise which they seek to get through formal learning 
activities.
In ‘statement 14: be organised’ quality/characteristic, the difference 
between means was as low as 0.4 and in ‘statement 4: be efficient 
with time management’ the difference was 0.5, which could indicate 
the equal importance of ‘formal activities’ and ‘informal events’ to 
develop these characteristics. Actually, in a bureaucratic system such 
as the Cyprus Educational System, this perception sounds reasonable. 
Furthermore, ‘statement 1: take initiatives and risks’ received a mean 
of 4.2 (SD=o.8) in favour of ‘informal learning’ while in ‘formal 
learning’ a mean of 2.6 (SD=i.i) and ‘statement 3: create change for 
improvement’ received a mean of 4.1 (SD=o.9) in favour of ‘informal’ 
against 3.3 (SD=i.i) of ‘formal learning’. What is obvious is that for 
the two above qualities/characteristics the respondents believe that a 
more informal approach could work out better.
L eading k n ow led ge and  un d erstan d in g
Informal learning scored higher than formal learning on all five 
statements of this group (see Figure 5.8). ‘Statement 13: be 
enthusiastic’ was the quality/characteristic with the highest mean for 
‘developed through informal events’ with 4.5 (SD=o«7) when at the 
same time it had the lowest mean on the ‘developed through formal
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activities’ with 2.6 (SD=1.2), thus creating the highest difference 
between means with 1.9 in the Likert Scale.
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Figure 5.8: Leading Knowledge and Understanding
Note. Axis-x = position of the statements in the questionnaire. 
Axis-y = Likert Scale
Likewise, ‘statement 15: be committed’ had a 1.8 difference between 
means (‘informal learning’ mean=4.5, SD=o.7, ‘formal learning’ 
mean=2.7, SD=1.2). The difference between ‘informal’ versus ‘formal 
learning’ means were also high in ‘statement 10: be fair with people’ 
and ‘statement 11: admit mistakes’. In both the difference was 1.6 
with high means close to ‘absolutely’ (number 5 in the Likert scale) of 
4.5 (SD=o.7) and 4.4 (SD=o.7) respectively for the ‘developed 
through informal events’ notion against means of 2.9 (SD=1.2) and 
2.8 (SD=i .2) in the same order for the ‘developed through formal 
activities’.
■  In form al
■  Form al
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These qualities/characteristics, according to the participants’ 
responses, are likely to be developed better using more ‘informal 
events’ than ‘formal activities’, which is something the policy makers 
should take into consideration when designing professional 
development programmes. ‘Statement 21: be democratic’ collected a 
mean of 4.2 (SD=o.7) for ‘informal’ in opposition to a mean of 3.6 
(SD=i.i) regarding ‘formal learning’. This result might show that the 
headteachers acknowledge the importance of a high standard of 
knowledge and understanding of the law and the regulations 
governing the educational system and schools, in which the people 
acting (pupils, teachers, assistant staff etc.) have obligations and 
duties under the law, but they also have rights. Therefore, someone 
aiming to ‘be democratic’ in leading a school will definitely need 
expert direction and advice.
In d ep en d en t Sam p les T est and  P aired -sam p les t-test
Independent samples test was conducted to understand whether the 
results from the responses of the participants differed (i) based on 
gender, and (ii) based on years in post, more particularly between 
novices -  on their first year in headship -  and experienced 
headteachers. Analysis of variables revealed no statistically 
significant difference in terms of the gender or the years in headship. 
More specifically, it seems that the views of the participants regarding 
‘macro-level politics’, ‘leading relationships’, ‘leading decisions and 
crisis situations’, ‘leading the organisation’ and ‘leading knowledge
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and understanding’ did not differ significantly between male and 
female headteachers in the Cyprus Educational System. Neither did 
views from novice and experienced headteachers reveal any 
significant difference.
Also, paired-samples f-test (Appendix H) was conducted to compare 
the means between the scales in Part B of the questionnaire regarding 
the formal and the informal element of the variables. The views of the 
school leaders regarding development through formal learning 
activities or through informal learning events of their responses 
means in the themes ‘leading relationships’, ‘leading decisions and 
crisis situations’, ‘leading the organisation’ and ‘leading knowledge 
and understanding’ revealed statistically significant difference in the 
scores for formal and informal learning (pc.ooi). Specifically, results 
seem to suggest that participants believe that the 
qualities/characteristics for successful headship can be developed 
better through informal learning events rather than through formal 
learning activities in all above themes.
Phase Four confirm atory qualitative data collection
Analysis of data from the interviews from Phase Four of this study
with four experienced headteachers aimed at confirming or
discontinuing tentative conclusions reached at previous data analysis
stages. Findings from Phase Four interviews revealed confirmations
and expansions to previous findings/results, whereas no
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contradiction was identified from data, which adds to the 
trustworthiness of the previous findings/results. Direct quotations 
from the interviewees are used in this section as well.
P rofessio n a l d evelop m en t o f  sch o o l lead ers: L earning to  
lea d  
L earning to  lea d  — Form al learn in g
During the four interviews with the experienced headteachers some 
very useful findings were revealed for the provided training, especially 
from Sappho and Philotheos. Sappho had two years of experience as 
an instructor and Philotheos was appointed as a mentor for four 
novice headteachers. Some ‘odd’ statements are presented below.
Sappho's experience
During her participation in the programme she was asked from the 
Cyprus Pedagogical Institute to work as an instructor, due to the fact 
that she was a PhD holder and at the same time a headteacher. She 
admits that the odd thing in their proposal was that they wanted her 
to present “good practices” which as she admitted she could not 
achieve, because she had limited experience as a headteacher. As she 
argued the contrast was that: “I gave a lecture, because this was what 
they asked from me [...] they do not consider the practical part of 
training”. What she stated further was that in her second year as a 
headteacher they asked her to present “good practices” about “school
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self-evaluation”. Having the experience from the previous year she 
stressed that:
“I tried to present some practical ways. They had 
never before heard anything regarding school self- 
evaluation; therefore, I had to start with a theoretical 
part and then some practical ideas one can use to 
develop an action plan.”
She also argued that the headteachers should be prepared well before 
headship through training with emphasis on personality, on stamina 
and on character. She argued that “peoples’ character and attitude 
should be criteria to reject them from headship. [...] it is unacceptable 
for someone to be promoted to headteacher just because of typical 
qualifications lacking commitment”. She stated further that “there 
are no prescriptions in training. Years in headship will develop the 
headteacher. There are good suggestions [...] how you understand 
those and how you implement them is a personality issue”.
Philotheos’s experience
In his fifth year in headship he was appointed by the Ministry as a 
mentor to four novice headteachers. He stressed that:
“We have an agenda from the Cyprus Pedagogical 
Institute with the subjects for the discussions. We 
follow the agenda, but not dogmatically [...] during
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the discussions we have an open dialogue and we also 
discuss rising issues.”
He also argued that “mentoring is a two-way process. You can benefit 
yourself if you are willing to listen”. Moreover, he stated that there 
was no training provided to the mentors. As he highlighted:
“I haven’t  trained to be a mentor... If being a mentor 
means that there are techniques I should employ and 
that someone could teach me how, then yes. But if I 
can be an effective mentor or not it also depends on 
what I have to offer to the mentees.”
L earning to  lea d  — In form al learn in g
The findings from interviews during Cycle D confirmed the previous 
phase’s findings/results that learning to lead occurs mostly through 
shadowing previous headteachers and through sharing between 
headteachers, novices and experienced.
Xanthe argued that during her previous post as a deputy-alpha-head 
shadowing previous headteachers “I had gained fruitful experiences”. 
Sappho revealed that sharing between headteachers is important to 
be built in trust and honesty. She illustrated this in the following 
statement:
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“To be able to share you have to be willing to speak 
honestly, to be ready to admit your mistakes, to be 
ready to share experiences without claiming that 
everything is ideal in your school. [...] you have to be 
able to discuss problems and through the others’ 
experiences to find the solution to your own 
problem.”
Philotheos admitted that “quite a lot of times I called another 
headteacher to share views, so as to see whether the way I handled an 
issue was the proper one” and he also claimed that “there is no secret, 
you know which school is performing well and the successful 
headteachers, then if I call that headteacher asking for an advice [...] I 
will benefit”.
This sharing between fellow headteachers was evident during the 
training programmes either as discussions in the taught lessons or 
during breaks. Xanthe confirmed Elpis arguing that “during breaks 
in the coffee shop [...] we shared experiences; and that was an 
excellent way of informal learning”. Likewise, Sappho referred to the 
same approach saying that during the training “we were all novice 
headteachers. We benefited the most from experiences transferred 
from school to school, admitting mistakes”. Theodotus expressed the 
importance of conversations with experienced headteachers during 
the first appointment into headship. This confirmed the preference of 
the respondents in the questionnaire for a mentoring scheme with an
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experienced headteacher as a continuous developmental activity 
(Statement 21, x=3.8, SD=o.9).
B u ild in g sch o o l lea d ers’ p ro fessio n a l id en tity  
L eading ro le
Findings confirmed the complexity of the headship which as they 
claimed is a stressful job. Philotheos argued that “headteacher’s 
duties are multi-tasked. The headteacher is involved with every aspect 
of the school”. Xanthe referred to the “loneliness” of the headteacher. 
“You are alone and you have to take the decisions and you have to 
dare”. In addition, Sappho stressed that she tried to build successful 
relationships even if she suffered inside:
“I could lose control in a moment of pressure from 
stress. I was at that situation many times [...] I suffer 
inside, but I never break the interpersonal relations 
part, because I see how important it is.”
Theodotus agreed with Aristodemos that the most demanding period 
of headship is during induction. He argued that “always in the first 
year as a headteacher you are lost trying to keep up with eveiy single 
issue the school faces and with all the role duties, before being able to 
handle these duties”. Sappho agreed also that:
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“You have learning experiences happening eveiy day, 
because it’s a job with many challenges. If you [...] 
always have your eyes open [...] you learn 
continuously using informal ways.”
Xanthe revealed that when her colleague deputy-alpha-head was 
thinking of applying for headship he asked for her opinion. She gave 
him a straight answer:
“You are not made for this post, I told him [...] 
because headship requires strong nerves and you are 
too sensitive, you need to be ready to face conflicts 
and to take difficult decisions [...] He lacked some 
leadership characteristics [...] once, while he was 
replacing me [...] he had a difficult situation to handle 
and he failed; it turned to chaos.”
Philotheos confirmed Aristodemos’ claim that there is a significant 
difference from the deputy-alpha-head’s role to the headteacher’s 
role. He stressed that there is a gap and a transition phase. He 
argued that “you can ask your deputy-alpha for an opinion, but no 
one can realise [...] the demanding duties and the responsibility of the 
headteacher”. Moreover, he argued that during a critical incident 
with an anonymous phone call to the police that there was a bomb in 
the school building when he was away for a district meeting, the 
deputy-alpha-head who was replacing him didn’t  take up
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responsibility of the actions. “The deputy-alpha called me right away 
asking what to do; he didn’t take the responsibility... he transferred it 
to me. [...] Thus, when I ask another headteacher for an opinion, I 
have on my mind that her/his answer is based on responsibility.” 
Likewise, Xanthe confirmed Aristodemos’ claim. She argued:
“It’s not the same to be a deputy-alpha-head 
replacing the headteacher from being the 
headteacher. The responsibility is on the headteacher.
I used to say that as a deputy-alpha I felt the burden 
of responsibility, but this is not the case. I was in 
charge of everything, but I slept calmly at night.”
Findings confirmed that a novice headteacher in the first headship or 
even an experienced headteacher transferred to a new school will face 
dispute and challenges. Sappho explained that:
“Context is different, the culture is different, and 
peculiarities are different [...] Being well trained will 
help you interpret situations and utilise what you 
have learned in formal training with what you have 
learned informally, so as to be able to give the best 
solutions.”
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L eaders’ key q u a lities/ch a ra cter istics
The twenty-one leaders’ qualities/characteristics were presented to 
the participants, firstly as a list, and secondly in the form of Table 5.4 
(p. 182), during Cycle D interviews. Participants confirmed that the 
qualities/characteristics list is very comprehensive, that these 
qualities/characteristics are considered of great importance to build a 
successful leader and that some of those are developed better in an 
informal environment, whereas others could be developed better in a 
formal setting.
Sappho identified that “these are twenty-one very important 
characteristics...they are not ranked hierarchically, surely because 
every headteacher could rank them differently based on experiences 
and on the leadership model one follows”. She also pointed that 
“some of these qualities are taught and some are innate and are being 
developed” and that “some of these characteristics are obtained 
through a formal activity [...] but in their greatest degree these are 
obtained through informal learning and from the development of 
qualities you already have and these [...] construct your personality.” 
Philotheos stressed also that:
“The only characteristics you can teach are: to 
develop a school improvement plan and to organise a 
school self-evaluation. In the sense that: you need to 
have some skills so as to be able to build an
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improvement plan. But also in developing this plan... 
planning is in the mind, in vision and I am aware that 
these are not taught qualities. [...] Can you teach 
someone to have the courage to make difficult 
decisions? [...] This comes with the years in post.”
In the same way, Theodotus was thinking-aloud about the difficulty to 
develop some of the presented qualities/characteristics, namely the 
professional identities group. He stated:
“How can ‘being enthusiastic’ be developed? We 
should agree that it is difficult to develop someone to 
be enthusiastic because this is something which is 
innate. [...] you can’t just point a gun to teachers to 
change their character. In training what could be 
done is to present enthusiastic school leaders.”
Philotheos argued that enthusiasm is connected with leading by 
example. He stressed that:
“You definitely need to be enthusiastic but at the 
same time you should work harder than everyone, so 
as to give the right example; then they feel 
embarrassed to be left behind.”
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Sappho argued that the interpersonal relations factor has the most 
important impact on a successful headship. She stated that:
“Regarding interpersonal relations [...] this is one of 
the most leading dimensions a headteacher should 
take into consideration [...] for me this is the key. The 
most difficult problems a headteacher could face are 
those having to do with peoples’ character.”
Theodotus interrelated interpersonal relations with the headteacher’s 
vision. He stated that:
“A visionary headteacher [...] to succeed [...] should 
make teachers to love him. And how will s/he 
accomplish this? If s/he is fair and at the same time 
protective against any outside force aiming at 
teachers [...] then you build allies who are 
overreaching, who are engaged in your vision.”
M acro-level p o litics
The system
The extensive criticism from the participants during the first three 
phases for the educational system and for the provided training was 
confirmed from the findings in Phase Four. These confirmed that 
macro-level politics, which construct the context and the culture of
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the educational system, could act as barriers or levers in developing 
successful school leaders.
System centralisation and bureaucracy are considered as the most 
significant barriers in the Educational System. Sappho stressed that:
“The system does not facilitate your development [...] 
on the contrary, when you become a headteacher you 
enter a certain context in which you are obliged to 
act, and the system blocks your creativity because it is 
directive and because of bureaucracy.”
Seniority was identified as another barrier. Theodotus argued that 
the present teachers’ evaluation system is false, because through the 
years in service everyone ends up with top grades. Then, by the time 
they apply for headship they all have the same grades. Therefore, this 
fact misleads the selection of teachers with leader’s characteristics. 
Theodotus argued about the need to select the right people:
“How would you be able to select those teachers with 
leader’s characteristics? [...] To direct education into 
improvement you should have the right people in 
leading positions. [...] You should choose the right 
leaders, those who can engage teachers in their 
vision; those who can be innovators.”
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The professional development programme
Participants confirmed findings from previous phases that the 
received training did not meet their expectations, that it was too 
theoretical and that in contrary what they actually needed was to deal 
with practical issues so as to gain complete understanding of their 
role. Sappho stressed that:
“After promotion the system sends you once a week 
to be tra in ed ... you leave your school to participate in 
a theoretical training, without any practical 
application. Therefore, you are alone; you swim alone 
[...] your personality and your experiences [...] will 
help you lead.”
Moreover, Theodotus agreed that “the practical part of such a 
programme is missing”. Philotheos, in line with Demosthenes, stated 
that “five years ago the training was 99% theoretical. Nowadays, it 
has become a bit more practical with the addition of the mentoring”. 
Therefore, he acknowledged the improvement efforts to meet the 
participants’ needs. Xanthe also criticised the provided training 
because the lessons taught were not useful. She argued that what she 
favoured were the “opportunities to exchange experience with fellow 
headteachers, because we had different experiences at the beginning 
of the training and different after six months.” The above findings 
confirm results of the type and content of the offered training 
showing that headteachers prefer school based activities (,Statement
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16, x = 4.4, SD = 0.6) and that they benefited most by exchanging 
experience between them and experienced heads during induction 
(Statement 14, x = 3.9, SD = 0.9).
Xanthe stressed the ineffectiveness of instructors from the university, 
coming into a complete agreement with Demosthenes. She stated 
that “the most useless lessons were taught by academics giving 
prescriptions without any prior experience from secondary 
education”. The above confirmed the statement in the questionnaire 
that the instructors should be people who had previously worked in 
secondary education and who can combine theory with practical 
matters they face (Statement 12, x=4.4, SD=o.7).
Philotheos confirmed Nereus who identified a gap since there is no 
preparation before headship. He argued that:
“It is oxymoron; you take over the headship of the 
school and training starts one week after. [...] The 
first fifteen days are the most difficult days for the 
school to get organised. If you do not have experience 
how are you going to make it? [...] Surely, the training 
programme should be provided prior to appointment 
and not after.”
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Suggestions
Aristodemos’s suggestion that the promoted deputy-alpha-head 
should have an apprenticeship relation with an experienced 
headteacher was also supported by Philotheos, who stated: “During 
the training programme the headteacher should be appointed for 
some days in a school next to another headteacher to see in action 
those things which no preparation programme could ever teach”.
The necessity to turn training into a school-based programme 
developing the next headteachers in schools from the deputy’s post 
was proposed from Eutychia. In line with the above proposal, Sappho 
stated some preconditions:
“You can develop as a leader from the deputy-head 
post if you have a supportive headteacher giving you 
enough autonomy, delegating important duties to 
you. [...] if you have the qualities then you develop 
further to build your leadership profile.”
The above statement comes closely with the statements in the 
questionnaire that the system should find a way to identify future 
leaders from their early steps in the educational field (Statement 27, 
x=4.o, SD=o.9) and that it should develop them from early stages 
(Statement 32, x=4.o, SD=o.9).
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Lack of autonomy, identified in the interviews from Aristodemos and 
Herakleios, was also mentioned by Theodotus. He argued that the 
Ministry preaches for autonomy “but they want the school leader to 
obey and follow their rules”. He also blamed some headteachers 
because they do not try to earn autonomy: “many headteachers do not 
know how to handle autonomy. Rather, with any minor incident they 
call the district office or the Ministry asking: What shall I do?”
The formal meeting which is organised once a month is a first step for 
the development of a community of leaders. Theodotus shared 
Miltiades’s negative opinion for this formal meeting stating that: “we 
share views [...] but time is limited for everyone to express their 
opinion. [...] The scope of the meeting is informational and directive 
from the Ministiy.” Xanthe suggested building a network of schools. 
She reflected: “Why should headteachers gather all together? We 
could arrange small regional meetings.”
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CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
In trod u ction
This chapter provides a discussion of the findings presented in 
Chapter Five. Each research question is addressed in turn  with the 
intention of responding in depth through the findings. By doing so, 
this chapter (i) provides a framework, to reflect the new knowledge, 
(ii) it presents and explains a proposed Formality -  Informality 
model, and (iii) it presents a blended-learning model for the design 
and implementation of a professional development programme for 
school leaders.
L earning to  lead
In  w hat ways do school leaders learn how to lead?
Data strongly indicate that secondary education school leaders in 
Cyprus learn to lead in relation to both formal and informal ways. 
These are discussed next.
Formal learning: The professional development programme
Even though it is clear from the participants’ responses that they
consider their participation in the mandatory formal professional
development programmes inadequate to prepare them for headship,
they consider it as the only form of formal preparation available to
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them. Regardless of this, they criticised considerably the training 
provided by arguing that it is too theoretical and of no use in relation 
to their practice. These findings concur with Nicolaidou and Petridou 
(2011a, p. 75) who reported that “in participants’ views, the 
programmes were too theoretical, had no practical nature, and were 
not made part of their everyday life in their individual schools”.
What participants in this study stressed was that the current formal 
training programme offers them knowledge which they could develop 
themselves through self-directed learning, especially if they had a 
facilitator in a mentoring relationship. The importance of mentoring 
as a personalised form of professional development is well supported 
by Nicolaidou and Petridou (2011b, p. 732):
“Participants indicated that in-service programmes 
need to include a mentoring scheme as well. It is 
considered very important by newly promoted 
headteachers and deputies to have experienced 
colleagues next to them who will provide them with 
support, with whom they will discuss school issues in a 
friendly and informal manner and who will be for them 
a constant source of information as they have been in 
similar situations before.”
Similarly, Duncan and Stock’s (2010, p. 307) findings reveal that the 
majority of the participants in their study, considered mentoring
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important for novice (96.88 %) and also for experienced headteachers 
(79 %)•
Participants in this study referred extensively to the existing 
mentoring scheme, as part of the mandatory development 
programme. They argued that trust, confidentiality and respect, 
openness and value of sharing, should be embedded in a mentoring 
relationship and in sharing experience between headteachers so as to 
give the chance for learning to lead to occur between novice and 
experienced school leaders or also between fellow headteachers. 
These findings agree with those of Barnett and O’Mahony (2008, p. 
235) who state that: “for mentoring [...] processes to succeed, solid 
relationships based on trust, confidentiality, and mutual respect must 
be developed between partners”.
At this point, it is worth to explore further particular elements of a 
mentoring scheme such as ‘group’ trust and confidentiality. First, it 
can be argued that the more people you involve in a mentoring 
relationship the more intensified are the problems of establishing 
trust and confidentiality between the mentor and each mentee. 
Moreover, the group might have an effect on the content and the 
depth of the discussions. In contrast, group mentoring may resolve 
the problem of the selection and matching of mentoring pairs.
Besides, for the pilot phase of the group mentoring initiative mentors 
were appointed centrally by the Ministry of Education and Culture.
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As the mentors’ participation was not voluntary, one can argue that 
this may lead to lack of commitment on their behalf to assist novice 
headteachers. Furthermore, the lack of mentors’ training is another 
issue for further discussion. The providers of the training invited the 
appointed experienced headteachers for a half-a-day seminar to 
inform and guide them regarding the requirements of the role and the 
expectations from the Ministry, which was surely inadequate for the 
preparation of those experienced headteachers (i) to conceptualise 
the mentor’s role and (ii) to develop strategies needed to support the 
role’s demands. The importance of training of the mentors is well 
documented in literature. Barnett and O’Mahony (2008, p. 240) 
inform us that:
“Training should focus on how to use developmental 
analysis strategies, develop growth plans, and 
encourage reflective practice. Observation, 
communication, listening, and feedback skills also 
should be highlighted and program’s needs to address 
organizational norms, values, and expectations in order 
to provide mentors with a common language and 
understanding about the process of mentoring.”
Duncan and Stock (2010) further suggest that:
“Rather than setting up formal mentoring programs, 
which can be time consuming and expensive and
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depend on careful matching of mentor to mentee, 
districts can promote principal collaboration and 
collegiality to form informal support networks. Such 
networks require creating a district climate of trust and 
a culture that focuses on resource sharing rather than 
interschool competition.”
(Duncan and Stock, 2010, p. 307)
Informal learning: Networking
The headteachers in this study argued that they facilitate their 
learning through networking between experienced and novice 
headteachers, something they actually do in a small scale with 
headteachers who are friends and relatives or headteachers they have 
worked with in the past; in these cases there is an ease to discuss 
without any confidentiality issues arising. This is also highlighted by 
Pashiardis (2004b, p. 664). He argues that “for some principals a 
beneficial source of training is the good fortune of having worked with 
good and supportive principals and the chance this gives to learn 
from them ”.
These networks could be characterised as informal communities o f  
practice (Wenger, 1998) since they are non-institutional and they are 
not developed intentionally from the providers of the training; 
instead, these communities of practice between experienced and 
novice headteachers seem to emerge (Busher et al., 2014) from the 
novice headteachers’ needs to get professional help, or they seem to
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occur naturally (Mittendorff et al., 2006) as a natural supportive 
mechanism from experienced to novice headteachers. Since the 
experienced were in the novices’ position, they understand their 
situation and also their own contribution. Definitely, to have 
successful informal communities of practice the key element is trust; 
without it the community can not exist. Then, through legitimate 
peripheral participation novice headteachers learn practices and build 
their identities (Lave and Wenger, 1999), which will lead them to a 
more successful headship.
Informal networks were also identified by Daresh and Male (2000, 
pp. 97-98). In their comparative study between British and American 
headteachers the authors argued that “in both settings, respondents 
tended to look toward professional colleagues in neighboring schools, 
LEAs or school districts for personal support”. Also, Crawford and 
Cowie (2011) who researched for three years Scottish novice 
headteachers participating in the Scottish Qualification for Headship 
programme state:
“Over a year later, these informal networks were still 
maintained through email and telephone contact and 
occasional meetings, but the networks have become 
social networks and fell well short of what can be 
characterized as communities of practice.”
(Crawford and Cowie, 2011, p. 183)
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Bush and Glover (2014) conceptualise networking or clustering 
between headteachers from different schools as the System  
leadership model, which extends headteachers’ remit beyond their 
own school, in a struggle to bring “a wider range of leadership 
experience and expertise to help in addressing educational challenges 
and problems” (Bush and Glover, 2014, p. 567). They also claim that 
“this model is underpinned by the notion that values can be shared 
across groups of schools” (Bush and Glover, 2014, p. 563). The 
importance of networking and collaboration between headteachers 
from different schools, even from different districts, is highlighted by 
Fullan (2005, p. 94) who states that through these processes “the 
sense of community and commitment enlarges. One’s identity to a 
larger common purpose amplifies [...] the collective capacity to 
system think, and thus to system change, is advanced”.
Informal learning: Reflection
Networking between experienced and novice headteachers raises 
their reflections helping them identify role expectations, abilities and 
strengths, weaknesses and challenges and how to overcome. By 
reflecting on their personal and professional self, headteachers can 
develop their professional learning. It is what Gronn (1999, p. 69) 
argues of “a developmental self [...] as constantly becoming and as 
having been”. Therefore, reflecting is seen as an important self- 
evaluation process, which provides fruitful learning outcomes. 
Zimmerman (2011) argues:
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“Principals lead their schools through learning, 
beginning with their own learning. Principals need to 
identify which of their attitudes, behaviors and beliefs 
might help or hinder their own professional learning 
and the effectiveness of change initiatives in their 
schools. The first step in principals’ learning might be to 
reflect on their unproductive behaviors.”
(Zimmerman, 2011, p. 109)
Schon (1983) distinguishes between “reflection-in-action” which is 
situated in the context of action and “reflection-on-action” which 
occurs after the action. Bond (2011, p. 2) argues that reflection 
situated in action “emphasizes its practical nature and potential 
usefulness for professionals”. The headteacher should be ready to 
respond to a situation if an immediate decision is needed; therefore 
reflection-in-action is a process employed so as to help make the best 
decision under circumstances, adjusting the action taken during the 
incident. This is a process which is itself a learning event of creating 
meaning. Schon (1983, p. 68) supports the above arguing that “when 
someone reflects-in-action, he becomes a researcher in the practice 
context”.
Despite the importance of reflection-in-action, Schon (1983, p. 61) 
warns that “as a practice becomes more repetitive and routine, and as 
knowing-in-practice becomes increasingly tacit and spontaneous, the 
practitioner may miss important opportunities to think about what he
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is doing” and therefore he draws “into patterns of error which he 
cannot correct”, which gradually may lead to decisions that “do not fit 
the categories of his knowing-in-action”. This comes to an agreement 
with participants of this study who claimed that not every incident is 
the same like a similar other they faced before, and that each time 
they need to investigate all parameters of a situation before final 
decision is taken.
In a situation where an immediate action is needed, what might occur 
is the use of tacit knowledge which directs one’s actions without 
explicitly being aware of this knowledge. Swartz and Perkins (1989, 
p. 52) described this as “tacit metacognition”, which is unconscious 
thinking about a strategy or decision making. It is the integrative 
learning, Bennett’s (2012) extension on Schugurensky’s conceptual 
model. Eventually, reflection-on-action and reflection-in-action offer 
the grounds for “profound learning” (West-Burnham, 2009, p. 14). 
Participating headteachers in this study stated that they use both 
forms of reflection. It depends on the importance of the case and 
urgency of actions whether they will decide in-action or choose to 
postpone for specific reasons. Mostly, they use reflection-on-action 
which allows complete examination of each case.
Informal learning: Socialisation
Participants argued that learning to lead also occurs through a 
socialisation process during various interactions. Participants stated 
that by having experiences from different schools in their long
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teaching career and also from various management posts in different 
schools -  since eveiy promotion comes with a transfer to a new 
school -  helped them build understanding and conceptualise the 
demanding role of the headship through a socialisation process. 
Moreover, novice headteachers claimed that sharing with other 
novice headteachers was also of worth since they have different 
experiences from other school environments. It is the variety versus 
similarity concept described by Crow (2006, p. 321) where the degree 
of learning experiences "impoverish or enrich the experience and 
ability of the new principal to work in a complex, ambiguous, and 
diverse environment”.
Weindling and Dimmock (2006, p. 334) citing Merton’s (1963) 
socialisation theory, argue that socialisation is constituted by two 
overlapping phases:
(i) Professional socialisation, which involves learning what it 
is to be a headteacher, prior to taking up the role, from 
personal experience of schooling and teaching and from 
formal courses; and
(ii) Organisational socialisation, which involves learning the 
knowledge, values, and behaviours required to perform a 
specific role within a particular organisation after 
appointment.
Organisational socialisation begins upon appointment and is specific 
to the context of the school. The “how things are done here” (Crow,
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2007, P- 52) view is evident in the first months of the headship. The 
new headteacher learns to make sense of the new environment, 
creates interpersonal relations with school stakeholders, learns to 
manage ambiguous situations and is gradually stabilised in the new 
position (Pashiardis and Brauckmann, 2008).
An experienced headteacher stressed that due to continuous transfers 
of the personnel there is a nonstop process on behalf of the 
headteacher to initiate newcomers into the school environment, into 
the processes, into norms, values and vision, which is a stressful and 
time consuming process of organisational socialisation. Bush (2011, 
p. 138) supports the above, stating that “individuals bring their own 
values and meanings to their work and interpret their roles in 
different ways according to their beliefs and experience”. Therefore, 
the headteachers have to face not only their own socialisation process, 
but to facilitate the socialisation of others as well. It’s a negotiation 
and bargaining process of work-related values, beliefs and goals 
between the headteacher and the teachers (Bush, 2011) through their 
interactions in particular situations (Giddens, 1991; Jam es et al., 
2015), which will lead them “to construct and reconstruct the cultures 
of the communities or the organizations of which they have 
membership” (Busher, 2006, p. 71). The above processes involve 
issues of influence and power in a struggle to form a collective 
identity (James et al., 2015).
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Stoll (2013, p. 232) argues that for headteachers to succeed in 
developing a learning community, they need to promote “evidence- 
based learning conversations” between them and their followers, so as 
to “reflect and challenge their existing practice; to rethink what they 
know and do”, which involves the negotiation of trusting 
relationships. Then, mutual and reciprocal relationships might create 
a leader’s reliance on followers, with influence stemming not only 
from the headteachers, but also from the teachers towards the 
headteacher (Anderson, 2004).
Internationally, organisational socialisation is mostly addressed 
successfully through an apprenticeship model (Browne-Ferrigno and 
Muth, 2006; Crow, 2006; Scribner and Crow, 2012) using the 
“authentic workplace” (Huber, 2008, p. 171) since “some skills cannot 
be taught through talk alone” (Bennett, 2012, p. 27). Rogers (2003, p. 
31) argues that “it is not through the formalised learning that 
individuals come to be activists or reflectors, to be theorists or 
experimenters; rather, it is through the unconscious learning which 
goes on in all situations”. He also claims that “one objective of 
formalised learning is to lay down some elements of tacit knowledge 
and comprehension as well as more conscious learning and to provide 
cues and structures to access that tacit knowledge” (Rogers, 2003, P- 
31). Similarly, Athanassiou and Nigh (2000) argue that there is a 
need for tacit knowledge to become explicit, so as to be transferable. 
Moreover, they claim that “the transfer of tacit knowledge depends on 
the credibility of the transferor because tacit knowledge rests in the
transferor’s deeper awareness of the meaning of communicable 
details” (Athanassiou and Nigh, 2000, p. 474).
In Cyprus there is not any policy in favour of such relationships; 
rather what is evident is that aspiring leaders learn to lead by 
shadowing their headteachers in an informal manner. It is a process 
situated into a long teaching career (Gronn and Ribbins, 2003) before 
applying for promotion; the “seniority” (Pashiardis, 2004a) found in 
the Cyprus Educational System.
As detailed in Chapter Five, an unusual event of a two-month 
informal apprenticeship took place in a high school between a novice 
and a retiring headteacher. These two months were a fruitful learning 
period for the novice because she was next to an experienced 
headteacher: shadowing, discussing, acting, getting familiar with the 
teachers, the administration, the parents’ board, with students; all 
these helped her to get socialised into the culture, values and norms 
of the school from a non-threatening position. The “stage 1 -  entry 
and encounter” (Weindling and Dimmock, 2006, p. 336) of the 
socialisation process was completed without actually being into the 
headship; it was a period with no pressure and no stress.
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Contribution o f inform al learning
In  w hat ways can informal learning contribute to the professional 
development o f  school leaders?
This research study revealed that the ways through which informal 
learning can contribute to the professional development of school 
leaders are (i) familiarising with the leading role, and (ii) developing 
their leadership characteristics/qualities.
Leading role
Data seem to strongly indicate that informal learning events and 
processes are those which contribute to the holistic development of 
the school leaders in a more comprehensive way, than formal 
activities alone during the professional development programme. It is 
therefore clear that participants recognise their need for development 
during processes of organisational socialisation. This involves the 
understanding of the headteacher’s role and the learning of the 
knowledge, values, and behaviours required performing the role; is 
the construction of their professional identity (Gronn, 1999).
When promoted into headteachers climbing up on the top of the
school pyramid they realise that they are alone in a very complex,
demanding and stressful post, because everything stems from the
headteacher who is held accountable for everything. Gronn (1999)
informs us that with appointment to more senior leadership positions
“comes even greater responsibility and accountability, more
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confidential information, increased visibility, a greater likelihood that 
one will be the object of scorn and criticism, and [...] the feeling of 
being constrained to pretend that all is well and to try to keep up 
appearances” (Gronn, 1999, pp. 181-182). Thus, the headteacher 
should be in a position to negotiate the complex expectations from 
stakeholders in different levels and overcome difficulties.
There is research evidence from the literature which support these 
findings. Daresh and Male (2000, p. 99) argue about the “alienation, 
isolation and frustration” of those leading schools, which might lead 
them to failure “to reconcile their identities with their job and had 
either taken the decision to retire early, resign, or had experienced 
long periods of stress-related illnesses” (Day et al., 2006, p. 609); it is 
Day and Bakioglu’s (1996) ‘Disenchantment’ (from stress and from 
losing control), or Gronn’s (1999) ‘Divestiture’ (as retirement 
processes) developmental phases. Moreover, Daresh and Male (2000, 
p. 98) inform us of constraints in dealing with relationships with the 
staff and between staff:
“A continuing issue faced by all who take on the 
duties of campus leadership remains the prevailing 
sense of isolation from others. The fact is that 
headteachers and principals are and will remain the 
‘boss’ of their schools; they will serve as final arbiters 
in many disputes where winners and losers emerge 
within their staffs.”
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Furthermore, Weindling and Dimmock (2006, p. 326) studying newly 
appointed headteachers in England, Scotland and Wales over a period 
of twenty years, came to the conclusion that “beginning a headship 
[...] for the first time is an exciting, exhilarating, but complex and 
difficult experience”; a “hot seat”. Additionally, Duncan and Stock 
(2010, p. 295) stress the complexity of the role arguing that 
headteachers “require high levels of communication and relationship- 
building skills as they negotiate the needs of students, parents, 
teachers, district office officials, unions, and state and federal 
agencies”.
Data strongly indicated that informal learning through organisational 
socialisation can support school leaders in addressing the complexity 
of their role through minimising the negative effects of issues like 
stress. Complexity of the role and raising demands are seen as a 
stressful experience for every participating headteacher in this study, 
especially for the novices. Research in Cyprus revealed a high 
proportion of headteachers reporting a considerable amount of 
occupational stress (Englezakis, 2002; Tsiakkiros and Pashiardis, 
2006). Englezakis (2002) found that the top four sources of 
headteachers’ stress were the following: (i) reprimanding staff; (ii) 
managing a teacher’s absence; (iii) coping with a shortage of well- 
qualified teachers; and (iv) taking on too much responsibility. These 
four sources were also identified in the interviews’ data in this 
research study; especially the ‘taking on too much responsibility’ was
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found in every single interview. Tsiakkiros and Pashiardis (2006, p. 
112) suggest that:
“Within this context, occupational stress should be 
confronted by headteachers as a test that will lead 
them to professional maturation and as a result it 
should be regarded as a creative challenge which can 
lead through its proper management to productive 
results.”
A gap between the roles of the deputy-alpha-head and the 
headteacher was revealed from this study. Despite the fact that the 
deputy-alpha-heads occasionally replace the headteacher, this is a 
completely different role from actually being the headteacher of the 
school. Data seem to indicate that transition to the headteacher’s role 
could only occur during their induction throughout organisational 
socialisation. One has to be in the post to understand its nature in 
depth. This gap is what Daresh and Male (2000) refer to as the 
‘culture shock o f  the transition’. They claim that nothing could 
prepare their study’s aspirant headteachers for the intensity of the 
headship. They state that “the feeling of not really knowing the 
breadth and scope of the role was echoed by the respondents” and 
that “they did not realize the full extent of what the job entailed until 
after they had taken up the post on their own” (Daresh and Male, 
2000, p. 96).
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Likewise, Gronn (1999, pp. 179-180) argues that promotion to 
headship “marks an important personal developmental shift from 
being the young woman or man of promise to the person exercising 
formal responsibility. [...] this change will likely have entailed a 
prolonged internal self-appraisal of existing commitments, talents, 
values and priorities”. Therefore, to lead and have a vision to 
succeed, an aspiring headteacher needs to be aware of the demanding 
position of headship, so as to consider deeply if s/he is capable or/and 
willing to take the post.
The participants in this study call for a personalised professional 
development scheme within school premises covering all stages: 
preparation, induction and continuous professional development. 
This finding concurs with Huber’s (2008) argument that due to the 
increased complexity of the school leaders’ role “the emphasis has 
shifted from focusing on a specific role to a broader concept that 
concentrates on personal learning and one’s needs in terms of 
knowledge, dispositions, and performance that would be useful in a 
more complex environment” (Huber, 2008, p. 169).
Developing leadership qualities/characteristics 
Participants in this study stressed their need to develop key 
qualities/characteristics, which they consider as presuppositions for 
an aspirant to develop into a successful headteacher. Results revealed 
that these qualities/characteristics are developed and learned better 
through a blended-learning approach using both formal and informal
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ways with the emphasis on the informal end of a continuum. What 
the results showed further was that those grouped as professional 
identities (see Table 5.2, p. 161), are developed better through 
emphasis on informal learning events. These qualities/characteristics 
address the development of the leader’s personality and need to be 
developed within the school premises.
There is considerable literature to support the above outcomes stating 
the importance of developing such qualities for the success of 
headteachers. Particularly, Crawford (2012, p. 288) argues that 
“qualities, attributes and skills can be learned and developed over 
time”. Thus, it can be argued that the development of these 
qualities/characteristics should start from the preparation phase, 
continue through the induction phase, carry on to the continuous 
professional development phase, and finally reach Huber’s (2008) 
reflective phase. Therefore, it is obviously a life-time learning journey 
during form ation  and accession stages (Gronn, 1999).
Moreover, in a research study conducted in 1998 in Cyprus, Pashiardis 
(2004b, p. 667) identified that “qualities (such as caring, sharing, 
crying, showing emotions and feelings) were evident in all 49 
principals (both male and female) interviewed” and also that “it seems 
that one characteristic that these principals had in common was the 
exaggerated humane and emotional characteristics that they 
exhibited”. The humane notion is also present in this research study. 
All headteachers stressed their efforts to develop a positive school
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climate with emphasis on good relationships, being supportive to the 
staff, and caring about students. West-Burnham (2009, p. 68) refers 
to the humane approach in leadership arguing that “there is no 
difference between moral leadership in education and being a moral 
person -  a course in ethics does not make people ethical”. There is 
definitely a need to develop qualities from early stages.
Giancola and Hutchison (2005, p. 14) claim that “the challenge for any 
leader [...] is to enhance the role of manager and elevate his or her 
thinking, wondering, and aspiring to a higher level”. They propose 
that headteachers should move between the Managerial Domain and 
the Humane Dimension, so as to move from management to 
leadership without neglecting the importance of both in a holistic 
approach of school leadership through personal and organisational 
transformation. They relate the following four components to their 
approach:
(i) Communication Based on Trust: The leader emphasises 
horizontal networks between and among levels of power, share 
information, and create openness in communication.
(ii) Empowering Relationships: The leader emphasises the 
importance of group deliberations, power shared with people, 
and self-awareness.
(iii) Other-Centred Purpose: The leader shows compassion for 
people, believes in democratic leadership, and protects the well­
being of people.
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(iv) Personal and Organisational Transformation: The leader 
emphasises personal development, promotes habits of the heart, 
and espouses school transformation over reform or 
restructuring.
(Giancola and Hutchison, 2005, pp. 14-15)
Furthermore, Tornsen (2010, pp. 94-95) in a study of secondary 
school principals in Sweden came into a “broad spectrum of qualities”; 
“factors that promote or inhibit success”. Her comprehensive list has 
some common qualities with this study’s key qualities/characteristics. 
Namely, the qualities ‘being democratic’, ‘being communicative’, 
‘taking risks’, ‘being a listener’ and ‘enjoying working with people and 
respecting them ’ match with this study’s list. She also stresses that: 
“how a principal is as a person affects his or her possibility to succeed 
and a successful principal is described as being confident and self- 
aware as a person and as a professional” (Tornsen, 2010, p. 95). 
Importantly, Pashiardis et al. (2012, p. 492) in a study in the 
secondary education in Cyprus argue that future research in Cyprus 
needs to focus on “the personal and professional values espoused by 
principals in their schools which influence their leadership practices”.
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A  h o listic  m od el o f  p ro fessio n a l develop m en t fo r  sch o o l 
lea d ers
In  w hat ways could informal learning he incorporated into a 
holistic model o f  school leaders' professional development 
programme?
The findings of this research study, are in agreement with other 
research findings in Cyprus (Pashiardis, 2004b; Pashiardis et al., 
2011; Nicolaidou and Petridou, 2011a; 2011b; Michaelidou and 
Pashiardis, 2009; Gronn and Ribbins, 2003), giving rise once again to 
the participants’ disappointment for the conservatism, the 
centralisation and the stagnation in almost all educational matters in 
Cyprus. Participants were also strongly critical regarding the absence 
of a coherent leadership development framework within the Cyprus 
Educational System. Moreover, there is an appreciation that the 
existing training is not what is needed for the holistic professional 
development of the school leaders, since it provides training only 
during induction and without any other strategic planning involved.
‘Macro-level politics' were found to have a great impact on the 
professional development of headteachers and consequently on their 
learning to lead efforts. These macro-level politics are related to the 
centralised and conservative educational system, which has existed for 
decades. Despite the on-going dialogue for initiatives and changes, 
there is no evidence that the leadership policies will change 
significantly in the near future. Therefore, in proposing a new way of
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doing things in terms of school leaders’ and leadership development 
in Cyprus (and everywhere else) it is important to be aware of the 
existing cultural and contextual factors (Gronn, 1999; Busher, 2006). 
The participants’ views focus on the need to build a new leadership 
development framework, emphasising in school-based learning 
processes, school autonomy and the creation of a community of 
headteachers.
What the participants revealed through their responses in the 
interviews and the questionnaire was their preference for informal 
ways of learning. They also expressed their strong belief that informal 
learning is the knowledge body which helps them overcome 
complexity and lead successfully. Therefore, they argued that 
focusing only in formal activities will cover only one part of the whole, 
suggesting that the informal part is significant for their success. As 
referred to in Chapter Two, the importance and significance of 
informal learning is illustrated in Coffield’s (2000) iceberg metaphor: 
the submerged two thirds of the iceberg cover informal learning 
whereas the remaining one third above the surface of the water is 
sufficient to cover formal learning. This concept makes explicit the 
notion that learning is not just formal, and that formal and informal 
learning are complementary concepts of what makes a whole.
The Iceberg Metaphor (Coffield, 2000) presented in Figure 6.1 
provides the conceptual framework revealed in this study regarding 
the development of the school leaders in the Cyprus Educational
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System. In the part above the surface formal learning is presented. 
Formal learning occurs through participation in formal learning 
activities in training programmes, studying for university degrees, in 
seminars and conferences in which the main delivery format used is 
lectures, in structured meetings where there is a fixed agenda and 
certain tasks to be accomplished, and in any other formal activity. 
Participants in formal activities learn strategies, procedures, 
competences and skills: the technical skills (Scribner and Crow, 2012).
Strategics
Procedures
Competences
Skills
Training Programmes 
University Degrees 
Seminars/Conferences 
Structured Meetings 
Any formal Activity
FORMAI 
L E A R N IN G
Values Shadow ing previous heads 
Reflection 
Socialisation
A t t i t u d e s
Beliefs INFORM AI
L EA R N IN GFeelings
Em otions
Qualities
Sharing examples 
o f  good practice
Informal apprenticeships
Incidental learning
Self-directed learning
Anv Informal Event
Figure 6.1: Conceptual Framework 
The Iceberg Metaphor: Formal and Informal Learning
Note. The concept is adopted from Coffield (2 0 0 0 )
Then, informal learning occurs by shadowing previous headteachers, 
through reflection in-action and on-action, through organisational 
socialisation, by the sharing of good practice between novice and
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experienced headteachers, participating in informal apprenticeships, 
from incidental learning events and from self-directed learning. 
Practitioners through informal arrangements conceptualise, 
understand and make their values, attitudes and beliefs solid, 
negotiate feelings and emotions, and develop their qualities: the 
professional identities (Scribner and Crow, 2012). On the left side of 
the framework the “Building Professional Role” heading illustrates 
that through the development of professional identities and the 
learning of technical skills the school leaders conceptualise the 
headteacher’s role and create the necessary ground to build a 
successful headship. On the right side of the framework the “Macro­
level Politics” heading demonstrates the system’s policies impact on 
the different formats of learning, both formal and informal.
What is evident in the framework is the importance of informal 
learning for the holistic professional development of the school 
leaders. With informal learning events individuals develop their 
moral self in terms of values, attitudes, beliefs, feelings and emotions, 
while it is obvious that no formal activity would be able to grow such 
qualities. West-Burnham (2009, p. 68) emphatically asserts that 
“moral leadership cannot be taught, it is part of a process of personal 
development -  an ‘intellectual and spiritual’ struggle -  which moves 
towards personal authenticity, intuitive understanding and so to 
action based on a sophisticated model of personal meaning”.
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School leaders need to build their professional identity (Gronn, 1999; 
Busher, 2006) which will guide their decisions and actions. Formal 
activities will provide the way of developing strategies, procedures and 
competences, which are very important for the development of a 
professional, and informal events will develop the leader’s personality.
Through the qualitative data analysis the importance of informal 
learning was evident. Through the quantitative data analysis two 
results were enlightened. First, a confirmation of the significance of 
informal learning for the development of the headteacher, and 
secondly, the importance of formal learning, which despite the fact 
that it received a lower preference in the five-level Likert scale than 
informal learning, this was not in any case near “1 -  not at all”. On the 
contrary, the overall mean for formal learning was 3.3 whereas for 
informal learning was 4.3 (see Table 5.4, p. 182), revealing a 
difference of one level in the Likert scale between the two notions. 
What the above suggests is that both forms of learning were 
considered significant by participants for their holistic professional 
development. Consequently, a blended-learning approach is more 
appropriate for addressing the challenging area of headteachers’ 
professional development in Cyprus.
In a blended-learning environment qualities/characteristics are 
developed using both formal activities and informal events. An 
outcome of this study is that qualities/characteristics are developed 
better with mutual contribution of both forms of learning. The above
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argument is illustrated in The Formality-Informality Model (see 
Figure 6.2).
The model draws on the Yin-Yang concept from the Chinese 
philosophy, which suggests that apparently opposite or contrary 
forces are actually complementary, interconnected and 
interdependent in the natural world (Fang, 2011; Li, 2008). As Fang 
(2011, p. 34) argues, the Yin Yang principle suggests the following 
philosophical underpinnings: (i) that “Yin and Yang coexist in 
everything, and everything embraces Yin and Yang”, (ii) that “Yin and 
Yang give rise to, complement, and reinforce each other”, and (iii) that 
“Yin and Yang exist within each other and interplay with each other to 
form a dynamic and paradoxical unity”. Therefore, both elements give 
rise to each other as they interrelate to one another and they interact 
to form a dynamic system in which the whole is greater than the 
assembled parts, as in the case of formal and informal learning.
The Yin-Yang duality referred to by Li (2008) implies a “worldview 
[which] is holistic, dynamic and dialectical” (Li, 2008, p. 416). The 
concept of duality is also found in Wenger’s (1998) learning theoiy of 
Communities of Practice. In agreement with Li (2008), Wenger 
(1998, p. 66) states that “a duality is a single conceptual unit that is 
formed by two inseparable and mutually constitutive elements whose 
inherent tension and complementarity give the concept richness and 
dynamism”.
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The Formality- Informality Model, presented in Figure 6.2, is 
separated into two parts; one part represents ‘Formal activities’ 
whereas the other represents ‘Informal events’. Lines ‘a’, ‘b ’ and ‘c’ 
were drawn on purpose; one can draw numerous lines in this schema. 
These lines represent the qualities/characteristics which a school 
leader should develop to achieve success. Positions ‘a i’, ‘b i’, ‘cl’ 
represent the form al end whereas positions ‘a2’, ‘b2’, ‘c2’ represent 
the informal end of a continuum (Eraut, 2004).
Formal
activities
Informal
events
Figure 6.2: The Formality-Informality Model
Therefore, quality/characteristic ‘a’ could be developed better by 
adopting more formal activities and less informal events, 
quality/characteristic ‘c’ could be developed better by adopting more 
informal events and less formal activities and quality/characteristic ‘b ’ 
could be developed better by adopting equally both formal activities 
and informal events. The Formality-Informality Model guide the 
construction of a blended-learning professional development
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programme for headteachers taking into consideration formal and 
informal learning as cumulative figures. The Blended-Learning 
Model fo r  the Professional Development o f School Leaders is 
presented in Figure 6.3.
VALUES/AITITUDES/BELIEFS/FEELING S/EM O TIO NS/Q UALITIES
Leading
Relationships
Ixading decisions 
and crisis situations
Holistic
professional
development
r
Leading Knowledge 
and Understanding
Leading 
the organisation
CONTEXTUAL/CULTURAL l-ACTORS
Figure 6.3: The Blended-Learning Model for the Professional Development
of School Leaders
The model draws from the conceptualisation presented by The 
Formality-Informality model, focusing on the scales in Part B of the 
quantitative questionnaire regarding the key qualities/characteristics 
of successful headteachers. These scales are: Leading Relationships; 
Leading Decisions and Crisis Situations; Leading the Organisation;
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and Leading Knowledge and Understanding. Consequently, each 
scale consists of particular qualities/characteristics to be developed, 
which should be developed in a blended way using both formal 
activities and informal events, but in different percentage, as it is 
analytically explained in The Formality-Informality Model.
The Blended-Learning Model for the Professional Development of 
School Leaders is an integrated model, because as it is grounded in 
research data it takes a dynamic perspective. Blending is done in a 
twofold way: (i) in terms of the degree of formality of each presented 
task, and (ii) in terms of the different formats used, for example 
mentoring and networking as presented in the model. This moves the 
model in another direction, as it reinforces the need to develop trust, 
honesty, collegiality and feedback in the training processes and 
interactions between headteachers so as to promote learning as 
suggested by participants. Findings revealed that some headteachers 
stepped back when they were asked to participate into group-activities 
or to be open to support novices. Therefore, it is important to address 
contextual and cultural factors building a community of practice 
(Wenger, 1998) in which the main scope should be to give these 
people access to participation and sharing through legitimate 
peripheral participation (Lave and Wenger, 1991). Newcomers will 
gradually move from partial to fu ll participation  (Lave and Wenger, 
1991, p. 37) through a developmental process of growing involvement. 
Then, they will become experienced reaching the “reflective phase” 
(Huber, 2008).
CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
This final chapter aims to discuss the findings of this study in relation 
to the implications arising for secondary education school leaders’ 
professional development in Cyprus and for policy makers in this 
field. A New Leadership Professional Development Framework for 
School Leaders in Cyprus is proposed and discussed in this section. 
Also, the contributions of the study to policy and practice in the 
educational field are presented next and possible implications for 
further research are also discussed. This chapter also includes a 
reflective section focusing on what the researcher has learnt 
throughout this study and what could be done differently if all were to 
start from the beginning.
Developing school leaders in  Cyprus: Im plications 
for policy
Participants raised the need for a new framework for leaders’ 
development, which is in line with other research evidence from 
Cyprus. In particular, Nicolaidou et al. (2013, p. 7) stress that 
“adhering both to national and international trends and demands, 
national authorities in Cyprus need to develop an overarching 
framework for conceptualising leadership development encapsulating 
the depth and complexity of thinking on leadership”. Therefore, 
based on this study’s findings a New Leadership Professional
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Development Framework fo r  School Leaders (see Figure 7.1) is 
proposed, which could be used to change the current situation in 
Cyprus. This framework is developed drawing on the concepts 
presented in Chapter Six. Particularly, this framework is based on and 
works in parallel with The Iceberg M etaphor, The Formality- 
Informality Model, and The Blended-Leaming Model fo r  the 
Professional Development o f  School Leaders. The proposed 
framework adopts Huber’s (2008, p. 168) developmental phases: (i) 
teachers’ continuous development, (ii) orientation, (iii) preparation,
(iv) induction, (v) continuous professional development, and (vi) 
reflective.
Sophocleous (2013) identifies five paradoxes regarding the 
professional development of school leaders in Cyprus: (i) there is a 
teacher’s preparatory programme provided before appointment, 
whereas there is no preparation provided before any other promotion; 
(ii) there is no written or any other form of assessment of the provided 
training in the induction phases either for deputy-heads or 
headteachers; (iii) deputy-heads’ induction programme is not 
provided immediately after promotion but in a time period of 1-3 
years; (iv) a professional development programme is provided during 
induction to the deputy-heads and the headteachers, but not to the 
deputy-alpha-heads who are left unprepared to meet the challenges of 
their new role after promotion into headteachers; and (v) there is no 
further professional development provided to the headteachers after 
the induction phase.
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Figure 7.1: New Leadership Professional Development Framework for
School Leaders in Cyprus
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To address the above paradoxes the proposed framework considers 
time fra m e  as the first parameter and the three leadership posts after 
promotion as the second parameter. Thus, it proposes five levels for 
leadership development: (i) Level l  initiative, the emphasis is on the 
teachers with a time frame of twenty years, (ii) Level 2 initiative, the 
emphasis is on the deputy-heads with a time frame of ten years, (iii) 
Level 3 initiative, the emphasis is on the deputy-alpha-heads with a 
time frame of five years, (iv) Level 4 initiative, the emphasis is on the 
headteachers as a continuous professional development phase tailored 
to their needs and their schools’ needs for school improvement, and
(v) Level 5  initiative, the emphasis is on the headteachers’ reflective 
phase (Huber, 2008) where they can act as mentors (or masters) in 
apprenticeship relationships, they can support fellow headteachers, 
both novice and experienced, and they can teach as instructors in the 
leadership professional development programmes. The num ber of 
years needed for moving from Level 4 to Level 5 depends on the 
individual’s needs and aspirations, their remaining years of service 
and the needs of the educational system. Not everyone will succeed 
moving from Level 4 to Level 5 in their career, since they retire from 
active service at the age of sixty three.
The processes employed for the development of the individuals 
depend on the leadership post one is at and the individual’s aspiration 
for stepping up the leadership ladder. Then, formal activities in 
training programmes, shadowing, mentoring, and reflection are the 
learning formats which should be used in the first two levels. The
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difference between the developmental strategies employed in each 
leadership level should be the degree of formality of the offered 
activities and events. This study’s findings proposed that individuals 
in the beginning of their career need more theoretical background and 
formal activities, so as to build their leadership personality on solid 
ground. Therefore, the emphasis should be on the form al end of the 
formality-informality continuum. Then, in the upper leadership 
levels, namely the deputy-alpha-heads’ and the headteachers’ levels, 
more informal events are proposed. Brauckmann and Pashiardis 
(2012, p. 23) claim that “beginning school leaders need training on 
technical issues”, for which the answer might be more formal 
activities, while “experienced school leaders seem to need more 
training on instructional and strategic leadership skills”, for which the 
answer might be more informal events. What this study’s findings 
propose is that a blended-learning approach strategy with both formal 
activities and informal events in order to address individual needs in 
each phase of leadership development is appropriate.
This study’s findings suggest that an apprenticeship relationship is 
essential in the case of the deputy-alpha-heads both prior promotion 
and after promotion before headship. Prior promotion the deputy- 
alpha-heads could have an apprenticeship relationship with their 
headteacher. Participants suggested that newly promoted 
headteachers should be able to follow up their new school right after 
the promotion, thus linking them in an apprenticeship relationship 
with the retired or transferred headteacher for the remaining period of
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the school year (one to two months). This was the case with 
Aristodemos and Apollonia who had a two-month informal 
apprenticeship with fruitful results. The overall scope of the 
framework presented in Figure 7.1 is to develop leader capacity and 
build leadership capacity for improvement and sustainability.
Therefore, the critical issue for the Cyprus Educational System is to 
develop the headteachers to reach Huber’s (2008) reflective phase, 
the Level 5 initiative. These Level 5 headteachers will act as mentors 
throughout the system, providing their knowledge and understanding 
not only to the aspirant headteachers (Level 1 up to Level 3), but also 
to those headteachers in the induction phase and those experienced 
headteachers who continue their professional development to also 
reach the reflective phase, located in Level 4 initiative.
Hence, there is a need for the Cyprus Educational System to develop a 
critical mass of Level 5 headteachers in an attempt to reinforce 
change. Level 5 headteachers will act to develop not only the aspirant 
school leaders’ capacity to lead, but also to build leadership 
throughout the school system. The ongoing process of development of 
aspirant school leaders through mentoring and apprenticeship will 
enhance their leadership identity development throughout the 
different roles they are taking during their professional career. The 
Level 5 headteachers have a complete view of how the educational 
system works and what the obligations, duties and requirements for 
the different leadership posts are; they are able to see the forest, not
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just the tree; during their professional career they have been in all 
previous posts developing their leadership qualities/characteristics; 
they are the ‘old-timers’ who will facilitate the development of the 
‘new-comers’ (Lave and Wenger, 1991).
Moreover, cultivating an informal community of practice is essential 
to cover the need ‘to create and sustain [leaders’ and] leadership 
capacity within and between schools’ and to develop ‘Leaders [who 
will] help others to familiarise with the characteristics of leadership, 
so that new leaders are born’ (Nicolaidou and Petridou, 2011a, p. 77). 
Therefore, experienced and novice school leaders’ collaboration and 
interaction should be enhanced; the focus should be placed on 
activities such as requesting information, sharing problems and 
solutions, discussing new developments, asking for opinion and 
advice, presenting new knowledge, identifying gaps in practice, and 
discussing about values and moral dilemmas. Through these 
informal events the novice school leaders will negotiate their own 
beliefs, values, emotions and understand the headteacher’s 
demanding role. By learning as increasing participation these school 
leaders will gradually become full participants in the community of 
leaders, reaching Huber’s reflective phase, and help to sustain the 
community of leaders for the future. The cultivation of a community 
of leaders does not restrict the emergent (Busher et al., 2014) or 
naturally occurring (Mittendorff et al., 2006) informal communities 
of practice. These informal communities of leaders should be seen as
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developmental processes, which should be considered as a blessing 
for the professional development of school leaders.
There should be some pre-conditions from the policy-makers site in 
order for the proposed New Leadership Professional Development 
Framework fo r  School Leaders in Cyprus to get successfully into 
implementation. First, policy-makers should realise: (i) the 
importance of successful leadership for change and school 
improvement, (ii) the importance of a leaders’ selection process which 
will ensure that the best are to be selected from those aspirant school 
leaders, (iii) the importance of the preparation phase for leaders’ 
development prior promotion, (iv) the importance of continuous 
professional development so as to develop the ‘reflective’ leader 
(Huber, 2008), and (v) the importance of building a leadership 
culture throughout the educational system, which will emphasise 
collegiality, trust and support. Second, policy-makers should realise 
that there is a need for the establishment of a Leadership Academy, 
which will put into practice the holistic professional development 
programme for school leaders. Third, policy-makers should realise 
that “leadership preparation should be an initiation into identity 
construction and subsequent performance, rather than solely aimed 
at the acquicition of managerial and technical knowledge and skills, 
and a generalized set of values to be applied in educational 
bureaucracies to enable the latter to become more efficient” (Lumby 
and English, 2013, p. 197).
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Contributions o f the research
This study anticipates to have made several contributions to the body 
of knowledge on informal learning as an approach for the holistic 
professional development of school leaders in Cyprus. In particular, 
the contributions of this research study are outlined as follows:
1. The study provides an important starting point in exploring the 
notion of informal learning as a complementary element of formal 
learning strategies for the holistic professional development of school 
leaders. Moreover, this research identifies the ways in which informal 
learning is presented in the Cyprus Educational System, and the ways 
informal learning contributes to school leaders’ learning to lead.
2. The study offers a useful insight into the degree o f  form ality  
(formality-informality continuum), which should guide policy makers 
in the selection of formality for activities and/or events for specific 
tasks in professional development programmes: for example, a 
structured mentoring approach with the power in the hands of the 
mentors is moving on the formal end of the continuum of formality; 
instead, if the approach is more flexible and the decisions are in the 
hands of the mentee, then the approach tends to be on the informal 
end of the continuum.
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3. The study reveals participants’ views that employing a blended- 
learning approach using multiple forms of informal learning events 
and formal learning activities would have better results in achieving 
learning tasks. Moreover, that a blended-learning approach in 
selecting various learning formats, for example networking and 
mentoring, to support the school leaders would lead to a personalised 
approach having more possibility to develop successful school leaders.
4. The study identifies twenty-one key qualities/characteristics of 
successful school leaders in Cyprus, which consist o f professional 
identities and technical skills. These qualities/characteristics are 
important since they could be used to provide to the designing of a 
professional development programme for school leaders.
5. The study presents The Iceberg M etaphor which can act as a 
conceptual foundation for the development of school leaders in 
Cyprus. It provides the distinction between formal and informal 
learning in the forms and the outcomes, stating the importance of 
building the professional identity of the headteacher and the impact 
which macro-level politics have on the development of school leaders.
6. The study proposes The Blended-Leaming Model fo r  the 
Professional Development o f  School Leaders which takes into account 
the formality-informality concept and the qualities/characteristics of 
successful school leaders in Cyprus, so as to present a model which 
could be used to build a professional development programme for
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school leaders. This model could be used in all levels of professional 
development: preparation, induction, continuous professional 
development. The degree of formality and the chosen learning 
formats would be different in different phases to address participants’ 
needs and readiness level.
7. The study presents a proposal for a N ew Leadership Professional 
Development Framework fo r  School Leaders in Cyprus based on 
Huber’s (2008) developmental phases. This framework addresses the 
need for a holistic leadership policy for the development of school 
leaders in the Cyprus Educational System, which currently is not the 
case.
Policy-makers and government agents in Cyprus and elsewhere can 
benefit from the findings of this study by carefully examining the 
advantages of informal learning events for school leaders’ professional 
development.
Im plications for further research
This section outlines a number of areas worthy of further 
investigation. Firstly, data reveal that there is need to 
incorporate mentoring as a developmental strategy on a more 
structured form. Therefore, further research needs to be utilised in 
order to understand better the power relation between the mentor and 
the mentees and the processes they engaged in, in order to elaborate
2 4 7
on the formality-informality aspect trying to distinguish which end on 
the continuum could lead to better outcomes. Furthermore, the 
investigation could move into the school leaders’ reflection processes 
and the effect the mentoring activities have in attitude change.
Moreover, additional research would be beneficial in term s of the 
qualities/characteristics of successful school leaders. Further research 
needs to support the efforts in developing leadership competencies 
which will support the development of structures and measure all 
aims and objectives for each module of the programme. 
Competencies and skills developed can support policy makers in 
devising the profile of school leaders in Cyprus and therefore support 
the selection processes as well.
Lessons learnt
There are surely things to think about when you come to the end of a 
journey like this. What could I have avoided? What could I have done 
better? What would I like to change if I undertook the same research 
study again? Reflecting, I recognise that the move into the mixed 
methods was one of the most crucial decisions I had made during this 
study for two reasons. First, because the addition of the quantitative 
Phase Three after the qualitative Phases One and Two m eant that 
much more time was needed since the data collection was doubled. 
Furthermore, the addition of the confirmatoiy qualitative Phase Four 
added time issues also.
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Of course, the importance of employing mixed methods was high 
since it provided the opportunity to check tentative findings from 
previous phases. Secondly, because quantitative results added value 
to the findings of this study, which means that the decision was the 
right one. Without doubt using mixed methods gives a different 
perspective into a research study, but a suggestion for other 
researchers is that they should decide this from the very beginning of 
their project, which will allow them to schedule the research project in 
a functional way. In this study the decision was taken in the middle of 
the project, which added uncertainty and stress.
As far as the interviews are concerned I should have avoided taking 
the interviews during working time in the school leaders’ offices, in 
which there is no privacy at all. Cycle C’s interviews were 
implemented in a place outside schools, which was a splendid 
experience for the researcher and the interviewees.
As far as the questionnaire of the survey is concerned I should have 
avoided sending this to the deputy-alpha-heads, because the focus 
from the start was on the school leaders and the way they learn how to 
lead. This wrong decision added working hours without any 
significant reason. Moreover, two themes of the part A of the 
questionnaire had low coefficient alpha, which gives the message that 
more time and work was needed to develop a better questionnaire. If 
time was allocated in a more productive m anner from the beginning of 
the study, then things could have been better.
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Final reflection
When you set out for Ithaka 
wish that your way will be long, 
full of adventures, full of knowledge. [...]
Have Ithakas always in your mind.
Your arrival there is what you are destined for.
(ITHAKA, by Constantine Cavafy)
This journey was long, full of adventures and full of knowledge... This 
journey began twenty-one years ago, when a young teacher with a lot 
of insecurities and lack of experience was appointed in a small village 
school with twenty students as a teacher... and as a headteacher! The 
journey started with enthusiasm. Ithaka  was the destination. Every 
arrival created a new challenge. Every discovery created a new 
destination, a new Ithaka. Now, I know what Ithakas mean.
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APPENDIX A 
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
STATEMENT
I would like to thank you for accepting the invitation to participate in 
this interview which is conducted as part of the doctorate research 
project: ‘Contribution of informal learning to the professional 
development of school leaders in Cyprus’. Your valuable experience as 
an educational leader can contribute to the investigation of the 
subject.
This research intends to investigate the following questions:
• In what ways do school leaders learn how to lead?
• In what ways can informal learning contribute to the 
professional development of school leaders?
• In what ways could informal learning be incorporated in a 
holistic model of school leaders’ professional development 
programme?
Everything stated in this interview will only be used for the 
completion of this doctoral dissertation and will remain 
CONFIDENTIAL and inaccessible to others. The interview will be 
recorded using a digital audio device. A PSEUDONYM will be used in 
order to protect the personal information of the interviewees. No real 
names will be used on data stored. A summary of the interview data 
will be sent to your email address should you wish so, in order for you 
to add to or change your statements. You have the right to withdraw 
your statements from the research at any time you wish so by 
contacting me on my phone 99779937 or email afoplistis@gmail.com.
Regards,
Andros Sophocleous 
Doctoral Student 
The Open University
For completion by participant:
I have read and understood the information in this form. I voluntary 
participate in this interview and all my questions and concerns have 
been answered by the researcher. Also, I have a copy of this consent 
form. Therefore, I consent to take part in this research project.
Signature: Date:
APPENDIX B 
INTERVIEW SCEDULES
In terv iew  Schedu le — P hase One: Cycle A  
P erson al in form ation
I will ask him /her to present himself/herself (years of 
experience as a teacher, as a deputy headteacher, as a deputy- 
alpha headteacher, qualifications, training etc.) -  [or we will 
provide an easy to fill information sheet with all the requested 
questions]
A follower might say - who is this person standing here before 
my eyes? And what kind of person is she or he? What would 
you reply? (in Gronn, P. (1999). The making o f  Educational 
Leaders. London: Cassell, p. 66)
Why did I become an educator in the first place? What do I 
stand for as a leader? What legacy do I want to leave? (Livsey 
and Palmer, 1999, cited in Fullan, 2003)
L eading fir st tim e
Which is the greatest challenge of all you had faced up to now 
in your career?
Which particular barriers -  personal, organizational and social 
-  have had to be surmounted in order to attain leadership 
status? (Gronn, P. (1999). The making of Educational Leaders. 
London: Cassell, pp.viii)
What kinds of opportunities have opened up along the way for 
leaders to exploit and to display their particular brand of 
leadership? Gronn, P. (1999). The making of Educational 
Leaders. London: Cassell, pp.viii
L eader and  L eadership  D evelop m ent
Do standards frameworks enlighten us about leadership or 
have we justification to be sceptical about them? How clear are 
the assumptions about leadership on which standards 
frameworks are constructed? (MacBeath, J. and Dempster, N. 
(Ed.) (2009). Connecting Leadership and Learning: Principles 
for Practice, Oxon: Routledge, p .2 0 )
How well-equipped are leaders in this new dispensation to 
learn and to lead the learning of others? Gronn, P. (1999). The 
making of Educational Leaders. London: Cassell, pp.viii 
Which is the best way for a headteacher to learn how to lead?
Is learning a personal strike?
What is the importance of the experience new leaders have 
gained from their former headteachers for their Leadership 
practice? Do they have any stories to tell from the past?
11. What is the effect from formal-structured professional 
development program (leadership programs) to your belief and 
your practice as a leader? What is the effect of the professional 
development programs that the Pedagogical Institute is 
offering?
12. Is their evidence for individual cognition, if we know that 
explicit knowledge and implicit knowledge are both socially 
constructed and socially mediated? What factors are likely to 
affect the mode of cognition employed by a particular 
practitioner in a particular context?
13. Is there a need to bring together novice and expert leaders? 
Will this be proactive?
D. In form al L earning
14. What is the importance of informal learning for the 
development of new school leaders?
15. Can informal learning contribute to the effectiveness of school 
leaders’ practice?
16. How could informal learning contribute to a holistic 
professional development model for school leaders?
17. In what ways can informal learning be incorporated in formal 
training sessions?
18. How do you develop and sustain a greater number of system 
thinkers in action? (Fullan, M. (2005). Leadership and 
Sustainability: System Thinkers in Action. Thousand Oaks, CA: 
Corwin Press, pp.ix-x)
E. D evelop m ent o f  an  o n lin e  C om m unity o f  P ractice - 
CoP
19. Is there a need for an online platform which will have as scope 
to bring together novice and expert leaders?
20. How to develop an online community of practice which 
supports dissemination of knowledge and enhance 
development of professional practice of school leaders? Should 
we have anonymity between the members?
21. Which role should have: the experts, the novice, the 
facilitators, and the coordinator in this online platform?
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Interview Schedule — Phase One: Cycle B
A. In trod u ction
1. Why did you become an educator in the first place? W hat are your 
key educational principles?
2. What made you decide to become a Headteacher? What is your 
vision?
B. P erson ality  as a L eader
3. How you will describe yourself: as an administrator, as a manager 
or as a leader? Why?
4. What is your greatest strength? What is your greatest weakness?
5. What are the main domains you give importance and priority in 
your daily routine?
C. L earning h ow  to  lea d  and  lead ersh ip  D evelop m ent
6. Is your satisfaction in your work high or low? Why?
7. What strategies would you employ to ensure that teachers are 
motivated and committed and able to fulfil the tasks required of 
them? What do you do with those that do not follow?
8. Do you keep a reflective diary? If yes, how this is helping you in 
your future decisions/planning?
9. What is the importance of the experience you gain daily from 
your practice for your future decisions? Do you have a story to 
tell?
10. What is the importance of the experience you have gained from 
your previous posts for your practise as a headteacher? Do you 
have a story to tell?
11. What knowledge and what skills do you need to have to be 
successful in your job?
12. What is the importance of the experience you have gained from 
your former headteachers for your practice? Do you have a story 
to tell?
13. Is there a need to bring together novice and expert leaders? Will 
this be proactive?
14. How learning to lead occurs? Is learning to lead a change in 
behaviour or understanding? Is it a process?
D. Form al and  In form al L earning
15. What is the contribution of your training/studies so far to the 
success of your practise?
If s/he participated in the formal training the Cyprus Pedagogical
Institute is offering:
16. What is your opinion about the success of this formal 
programme?
17. What new knowledge and skills that you have learned made a 
difference in your professional practice?
If not:
2 77
18. What do you expect to gain from this formal programme? Did 
you ask others who were trained before you for information?
19. Do you believe that these professional development programmes 
could make you an effective headteacher? If yes, how? If not, 
why?
20. Is formal and informal learning equally important? Give us your 
own definition of these terms.
21. Can informal learning contribute to the professional 
development of school leaders?
22. Do you believe that informal learning can be incorporated in 
formal training sessions? In what ways?
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Interview Schedule — Phase Two: Cycle C
In trod u ction
1. How did you decide to become a teacher?
2. What made you decide to apply for promotion to headteacher?
3. In which domain do you feel more successful as a headteacher?
4. Do you feel you need professional development in any field?
S u ccessfu l sch o o ls/su ccessfu l sch o o l lead ers
5. What are your criteria for a successful school?
6. Which are the most important areas which a school leader should 
develop within the Cyprus Educational System in order to be more 
successful?
7. Which are the characteristics of a successful school leader within 
the Cyprus Educational System?
8. What are the difficulties faced by a school leader during the early 
years in post?
9. What is needed so as to become more successful?
L eadership  q u a lities/ch a ra cter istics
10. The list of characteristics mentioned by the interviewees during 
cycles A and B is presented. The interviewee is asked to choose the 
ten most important and rank them by order of their importance 
starting from the most significant (number l) to the least (number 
10).
P ro fessio n a l D evelop m en t P rogram m e
11. Is a school leader born or made?
12. How successful is the current Programme for the professional 
development of school leaders?
13. In what other ways could the professional development of school 
leaders work?
L esson s from  th e  fie ld
S ix  scen a rio s and  th e  “th in k  a -lou d ” p ro cess are p resen ted
14. Are these scenarios possible to happen in schools in the Cyprus 
Educational System?
15. Rank them in order of importance/significance from one to six 
from the most significant (number l) to the least (number 6).
16. Choose one and comment including your possible actions to solve 
the issue.
17. What would you have done as a headteacher to deal with this 
situation successfully? Please try to “think a-loud”.
18. Which qualities/characteristics should a headteacher possess in 
order to deal successfully with the given scenario?
19. Could you please recall/share a past experience which you faced 
complexity. How did you handle it?
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In terv iew  Schedu le -  P hase Four: Cycle D
1. The interviews and the survey responses revealed a negative view 
from participants towards the Cyprus Educational System, in term s of 
bureaucracy and centralisation, and towards the Professional 
Development Programme offered, which it seems to be inadequate 
and too theoretical. W hat is your opinion?
2. In what ways can the professional development of school leaders 
change for the better?
3. In what ways school leaders learn how to lead?
4. What is the effect from experience?
5. Is it possible to incorporate informal events in the Professional 
Development Programme so as to make it more successful? In what 
ways?
6. From the interviews twenty-one qualities/characteristics of 
successful school leaders were identified. These are the following:
• take initiatives and risks
• have communication skills
• create change for improvement
• be efficient with time management
• have the courage to make difficult decisions
• not getting anxious or nervous
• listen to followers
• manage public relations successfully
• inspire respect
• be fair with people
• admit mistakes
• be people-oriented
• be enthusiastic
• be organised
• be committed
• be able to develop a school improvement plan
• be able to organise a school self-evaluation
• be able to delegate responsibilities and duties efficiently
• face challenging circumstances efficiently
• face dilemma situations efficiently
• be democratic
Which qualities/characteristics do you rank as more important for a 
successful school leader? Why?
7. These twenty-one qualities/characteristics of successful school 
leaders were used to build the Part B of the survey questionnaire. The 
results showed a preference in informal events as is showed in the 
following Table 5.4 (p. 182). May I have your comment on the 
results?
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8 . Analysis of variables revealed no statistically significant difference 
in terms of the gender and years in post. More specifically, it seems 
that the views of the participants regarding ‘macro-level politics’, 
‘leading relationships’, ‘leading decisions and crisis situations’, 
‘leading the organisation’ and ‘leading knowledge and understanding’ 
did not differ significantly between male and female school leaders in 
the Cyprus Educational System. Neither did views from novice and 
experienced headteachers revealed any significant difference. What is 
your opinion for the above?
Table 5.4: Difference between means of Informal versus Formal of Key 
Qualities/Characteristics of School leaders in Cyprus (p. 182)
St Likert Scale
1 2 3 4 5 ___ INF F
INF-F
1 \ take initiatives and risks 4 . 2 2 . 6 +1 . 6
2 s have communication skills 4 . 2 3-4 +0 . 8
3 create change for improvement 4-1 3-3 +0 . 8
4 > be efficient with time management 4 . 2 3-7 +0 . 5
5 r have the courage to make difficult decisions 4-3 2 . 7 + 1 . 6
6 I not getting anxious or nervous 4-3 2 . 8 +1-5
7 \ listen to followers 4 3 3-5 +0 . 8
8 / manage public relations successfully 4 . 2 3-5 +0 . 7
9 ( inspire respect 4-4 2 . 8 + 1 . 6
10 be fair with people 4-5 2 . 9 + 1 . 6
11
V
admit mistakes 4-4 2 . 8 + 1 . 6
12 be people-oriented 4 . 2 3-6 +0 . 6
13 X J be enthusiastic 4-5 2 . 6 + 1 . 9
14
<j
7 t be organised 4 . 2 3.8 +0 . 4
15 <\ be committed 4-5 2 . 7 +1 . 8
16 s ( be able to develop a school improvement plan 4 . 2 4-0 +0 . 2
17 be able to organise a school self-evaluation 4-1 4-1 0 . 0
18 be able to delegate responsibilities and duties efficiently 4-3 3-8 +0 . 5
19 { face challenging circumstances efficiently 4-5 3-2 +1.3
2 0 \ face dilemma situations efficiently 4-5 3-3 + 1 . 2
21 \ I be democratic 4 . 2 3-6 +0 . 6
Overall mean 4-3 3-3 +1 . 0
Note. Black line = participants view regarding formal learning, Red line = participants view 
regarding informal learning, INF=Informal, F=Formal, St=Statements. The
qualities/characteristics are ordered above as these are used in Part B of the questionnaire.
2 8 1
APPENDIX C 
SCENARIOS USED IN PHASE TWO -  CYCLE C
S cen ario  A
You have been informed that a teacher has been having difficulties in 
maintaining discipline within his/her classroom, which has as an 
effect the loss of instruction time. You have received complaints from 
pupils and parents. The deputy headteacher in charge and subject 
leader has already offered his/her support. However, the teacher 
refuses to acknowledge the problem, arguing that this is a very 
common situation in public schools.
S cen ario  B
The ministry of Education and Culture published the students’ 
national examination results by educational district, school and 
subject. Unfortunately, your school, which has lost its former 
prestige, has produced bad results and is ranked in the middle of the 
ranking board and way below the preceding schools. The school’s 
Parents Association has expressed their dissatisfaction in relation to 
the results. During an immediate board meeting they have asked for a 
meeting with you in order to discuss the m atter and decide further 
actions.
S cenario  C
A fight between two students in the school yard during break has left 
one of them seriously injured on the face with a bleeding nose and 
mouth. As you are approaching the scene, one of the teachers who 
had attempted to stop the fight with no success, informs you that the 
injured student has already contacted his father by phone informing 
him of the incident. His father sounded really angry and is on his way 
to the school.
S cenario  D
A female teacher has informed you that a female student confided in 
her that a male teacher has been behaving inappropriately towards 
her, that he continuously asks her during breaks to have meetings to 
discuss her academic performance and has touched her on the hand 
and elbow a number of times. He has her mobile phone number and 
calls her almost every day during school or on afternoon hours. He 
has not however been offensive or vulgar but shows extreme interest 
in her. The pupil feels uncomfortable and wishes for this to end. She 
lacks however the self-confidence to ask him not to call her since she 
is afraid of his reaction. She has assured the female teacher that 
neither her parents nor her best friends know about the situation 
because she wishes to avoid making things worse.
2 8 2
Scen ario  E
You have recently been promoted to a headteacher. Your first 
appointment is in a new school which has a tradition for exceptional 
academic results. Students are often winners in competitions 
organised by the Ministry of Education and Culture. Your predecessor 
had been in the current post for eight years. He is acknowledged by 
parents and teachers as an exceptional school leader. There have been 
no major changes within the leadership team or the teaching staff. 
You face negativity from the very start. All decisions you have taken 
are discussed by the teachers in informal gatherings. In a meeting 
with the leadership team some of them expressed openly their dispute 
to the changes you propose.
S cen ario  F
You have been informed that some cigarette butts with suspicious 
content have been found in the students’ toilets. Also, there are 
suspicions that a student is a drug user who might also be acting as a 
drug dealer in order to earn his dose.
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A PPE N D IX  D  
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
PART A:
Please state the degree you agree with the following statements. 
Circle the number next to each statement which expresses your 
view.
i=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=neither agree nor disagree, 4=agree, 5=
strongly agree
str
on
gl
y 
di
sa
gr
ee
 
di
sa
gr
ee
ne
ith
er
 
ag
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e 
no
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gr
ee
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re
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st
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e
1 The Cyprus Educational System offers many professional development 
opportunities to its headteachers.
1 2 3 4 5
2 H eadteachers’ professional development should be directly connected to 
the schools.
1 2 3 4 5
3 The training offered through the headteachers’ professional development 
program m e is of a high level.
1 2 3 4 5
4 The offered Professional Development Programme succeeds in 
developing successful headteachers.
1 2 3 4 5
5 The headteachers’ absences once a week so as to participate in the 
professional development program m e creates problem s in their schools.
1 2 3 4 5
6 The instructors of the Professional Development Programm e are fully 
qualified to teach.
1 2 3 4 5
7 Headteachers better develop their leadership personality through self­
directed learning processes.
1 2 3 4 5
8 The Professional Development Programme for secondary education 
headteachers needs to change with emphasis in practical ways.
1 2 3 4 5
9 The training should be offered prior promotion. 1 2 3 4 5
1 0 The headteachers should have professional development for all years in 
the post.
1 2 3 4 5
11 The subjects offered in the training cover the participants’ needs for a 
successful headship.
1 2 3 4 5
12 The instructors should have a firsthand experience of secondary 
education.
1 2 3 4 5
13 Socialising both within and out of the school environm ent is a dynamic 
process which can provide the headteachers with great knowledge and 
skills.
1 2 3 4 5
14 Novice headteachers need support from experienced headteachers in 
their first years of headship.
1 2 3 4 5
15 Experience from the deputy head and the deputy-alpha-head position is 1 2 3 4 5
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im portant for the development into a successful headteacher.
i 6 The professional development of headteachers should focus on school 
practice.
1 2 3 4 5
17 The professional development of headteachers through a mentoring 
relation with an experienced headteacher can have positive results.
1 2 3 4 5
18 I have confidence in knowledge and skills derived through my experience 
so as to run my school successfully.
1 2 3 4 5
19 During my first year as a headteacher I faced many difficulties. 1 2 3 4 5
2 0 Teachers and students tru st and respect my efforts to run the school 
successfully.
1 2 3 4 5
21 Experienced headteachers acting as m entors can prom ote successfully 
the professional development of the new school leaders.
1 2 3 4 5
2 2 The Professional Development Programm e offered was useless; on the 
contrary my school experience was w hat helped me in leading 
successfully my school.
1 2 3 4 5
23 The Professional Development Programm e for secondary education 
headteachers aims in developing school leaders.
1 2 3 4 5
24 I had higher expectations from the Professional Development 
Programme.
1 2 3 4 5
25 The Professional Development Programm e for secondary education 
headteachers offered me the skills to lead the teachers and students of my 
school to great achievements.
1 2 3 4 5
2 6 The Cyprus Educational System should offer a professional development 
program m e to the deputy-alpha-heads so as to prepare them  for 
headship.
1 2 3 4 5
27 The Cyprus Educational System should have a selection process so as to 
identify the future school leaders from the early stages of their career.
1 2 3 4 5
2 8 Promotions to Headteachers should be made before the end of the school 
year and the new school leaders should be appointed directly to their new 
school.
1 2 3 4 5
29 Headteachers develop their leadership skills better through experience in 
leadership positions, as deputy-heads and as deputy-alpha-heads.
1 2 3 4 5
30 The Professional Development Programm e for secondary education 
headteachers prepared me efficiently so as to face successfully the 
problem s during my first headship.
1 2 3 4 5
31 I accomplished to deal with the dem anding first headship because of the 
support I had from an experienced headteacher.
1 2 3 4 5
32 The Cyprus Educational System should develop the processes for the 
professional development of new school leaders from their early years.
1 2 3 4 5
2 8 5
P a r t  B :
Before proceeding to the completion of this part, please read and consider 
the explanations provided below about Formal and Informal Learning.
What is formal learning? It is learning which has the following 
characteristics: it is obligatory, it aims at specific results, it is offered by an 
educational institution, it has a specific curriculum and evaluation, it is 
organised and it is conducted by an instructor, leading to a certificate or 
diploma.
What is informal learning? It is learning which does not involve any of 
the above characteristics of formal learning. It is rather everything which 
pursuits the development of understanding, knowledge and skill which can 
occur w ithout the application of external factors. It has no set objective in 
term s of learning outcomes. It can be accumulated in the following ways: 
self-directed learning through relevant books or web pages, learning 
through the experience on headship, learning through an apprenticeship or 
through a m entoring relationship with an experienced headteacher etc.
Complete in both scales the degree of development of each 
statement either through Formal Activities or Informal Events.
i=not at all, 2=to some extent, 3=somewhat, 4=to great extent, 
5=absolutely
Developed 
through 
Formal Activities
Statements Developed 
through 
Informal Events
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1 2 3 4 5 1 . The ability to take up initiative and risk in order to lead 
school improvement.
1 2 3 4  5
1 2 3 4 5 2.  The ability to communicate successfully in order to 
handle the multi-levelled relationships with ministry 
officials, inspectors, teaching staff, parents, pupils and 
other staff members.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 3 . The ability to create school change so as to prom ote 
school improvement.
1 2 3 4  5
1 2 3 4 5 4 . The ability to use tim e efficiently, so as to lead 
successfully.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 5 . The courage to make difficult decisions, even when 
those would leave some of the people involved 
displeased.
1 2 3 4  5
1 2 3 4 5 6.  The ability to react calmly and wisely to any problem 
which shall occur at the school.
1 2 3 4 5
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1 2 3 4 5 7. The ability to be a good listener and open to his/her 
subordinates, pupils, parents etc.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 8. The ability to manage public relations for the school 
benefit.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 9. The ability to inspire respect in order to achieve the 
support of his/her vision.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 10. The ability to be fair to people whether they are 
teachers, parents or pupils.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 11. Admitting mistakes/wrong decisions in order to set an 
example for the formation of culture and ethos within the 
school.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 12. The ability to be people oriented in order to be able to 
maximise the benefits achieving school’s goals.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 13. The ability to be enthusiastic and to be able to share 
his/her vision for school success.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 14. The ability to be organised in order to be able to 
handle successfully the multi-levelled - multi-topic 
situations taking place at school.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 15. The ability to be committed so as to promote learning 
for students, teachers and him/herself.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 16. The ability to develop an action plan for school 
improvement.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 17. The ability to develop and implement a school self- 
evaluation plan in order to acknowledge the areas in need 
of improvement.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 18. The ability to delegate duties efficiently in order to 
achieve success of school activities.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 19. The ability to face challenging circumstances 
efficiently.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 20. The ability to face difficult cases where a moral 
dilemma lies efficiently.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 21. The ability to be democratic so as to ensure that 
everyone is equally subjected to the same regulations and 
equally enjoy the same rights.
1 2 3 4 5
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME IN 
COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE
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A PPE N D IX  E
ANALYSIS OF INTERVIEWS
One interview  tran sc rip t w ith analysis is p resen ted  below. 
All the  interview  tran scrip ts  w ith analysis are  included in  
the CD a t the  end of Appendix E.
ISOCRATES: Novice headteacher 
Cycle A
He has 34 years of experience in secondary vocational education: 24 years as a teach er, 7 
years as a Deputy-Head, 2 years as a Deputy-Alpha-Head and he is in his first year as a 
H eadteacher. He has no ex tra qualifications. He partic ipated  in th e  professional training 
program m e offered to  th e  Deputy Heads and he is currently participating in th e  train ing 
for th e  H eadteachers.
codes transcript Them es/other
ideas
improvement
A.2. DW_A0819-A0820- A0821 
O eAu) v a  v icoB s i o k& 0£ auvd6sXc()oc; o n  6 u rA a  to u  
0 a  £X£i s v a v  K a 0 o 6 n Y « m  e v a v  e p ^ u x u ru n , e v a v  
auvEpYO tiri, e v a v  <j>iAo.
Ik o t io c ; t o u  6 l£ U 0 u v th  E iv a i [v a  Txpoac))£p£L cruov 
£KTxai6 £UTiK0  oAec; tic ; 6 u v a i6 ir|T£c;] [a xo  | i£ ip o  
t o u  S uvaTO u] i j g t £  v a  E K nA npw aE iTO  £ pyo  t o u  t o  
£KTtai6 £UTlKO KOI TO T ia ib o iy U J y iK O . O T l6 r|TlOT£ 
a v a A a p p a v E T a i 0 a  t tp e t ie i v a  s iv a i  [aT a  n A a ia ia  
x r \q  £KT ia i6 £UTiKnc; v o p o 0 £ a ia c ; K a i tcov vopcov] 
n o u  6 i£T iouv Tqv o p a A ri AE iTO upYia evoc; 
a xo  Ae lo u .
Qc; veoc; 6 l£ u 0 u v t h (; oto  x^po auTO n Tipoan:d0 £id
MOY £ iv a i  [v a  PeAticuou) thv K a T a a ra a r i] ...
TiavTOTE UTtapxei Tt£pi0 u)pio PsATUjdanc;, 6 ev 
pnopoupE va TtoujiE otl ctrcdaapE... av rcoups otl 
c()Tdaap£ TOTE £Ct>r|CJUXd^ OUp£ Kai UTtELQEpXOVTai 
aAAa KpaYpaTa, onooq opaAnq AsiTOupYiac; tou 
oxoAelou...
not an instructional 
leader, supportive to his 
teachers to teach 
he talks about 
limitations
the system is highly 
centralised
refers to the rules and 
regulations that he is 
obliged to follow and 
see that everyone 
follows
to improve the situation 
-  he is not happy with 
the situation as it is -  
sets high tasks
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results
demands
art and advantage
A.2. DW_A0822
'Hpouv aTioc|)OLioq TexvtKqc; IxoAqq, ano piKpoq 
pou apeae, EpXsTtaxouc; KaGnYn^ ec; pou, aav 
napaSeiYpa, unapxouv aKopn, EKXipcb aKopn, 
opapa va ylvco EKTiaidEuxiKoc;.
Av£Ka0 sv pou apsoE va EpnXEKopai ora Koiva, 
va avaXapPavca TtpcaxoPouAisc;, crcr|v EGvlkh 
(Dpoupa npouv a^ icapaxiKoc;, EKTtaiSsuxriKa, 
E0 vo(t>uAaKn, [navra etxa nYe™  ^Qecjetq], axa 
jiAaiaia auxa ... va pexacj)epu) yvcjcek; Kai 
epTXEipiEc; Slkec; MOY, va por|0 naca Koapo.
H K X rip o v o p ta  n o u  0 a  nG sAa s iv a i  v a  a lp a c a  
KaXa aT ioxE X sa pa xa  a x a  n X a la ia  xcav 
[uT ioxpsw aE cuv K a i xcav a n a ix r|a £ c a v  xr)(; Geapc; 
xo u  S le u G u vxh ], v a  acf>naca K aX uxspo  sp yo , o a o  
ac))opd xo  xp iT ixuxo  xr|c; o uvE p yaa L aq  y o v e i o ,  
EKTtaiSsuxiKoL, pa0r|X£c;, v a  7 ipoa0£aca  K a i c^opsa; 
K at X o lt io  TtpoacaTtiKo xqc; IxoA nc;.
B.4. DW_A0823
H pEyaXuxEpn npOKXnan E iv a i r| T tpoacfjopd , oXoq 
o  K o a p o q  s i v a i  SiacfjopExiKOc;, 0 a  ejxpetie v a  E ip a t
os 0 £ar| va p£xac(>£pca xo pqvupa |VIOY xpc; 
npoacfjopdc; Kaixrn; TipoandGsiac; nou KaxEpaXXa, 
yta va nsxuxca xo o k o t io  MO^  nou 6 e v  sivai aXXoc; 
ano xr|v npoodo xwv pa0 r|xcav jviOY, xpv npoodo 
xcav Ka0 r|YnT^ v MOY[i<aixr|c; opaXpc; XEixoupyiac; 
xou o x o X e lo u . Kai yeviKd o,xi avaXapPava va 
SLEKTXEpaicaaca. A ev  aK£<l>xr|Ka noxs k o t io u  
poxGou xpovou oxr|v TipoaTid0 £Ld MOY va 4>£pca 
xa KaXuxspa anoxsXEopaxa, n avra  axo pdxpo xou 
Suvaxou, yicx xo KaAo xpc; EKnatdsuanc;, xou
X O TIO U .
B.5. DW_A0824
A ev  s i v a i  o A a  p o f i iv a  a x r |v  EK TxaiSsuari, E iv a i  
x£xvr| Kai nXEOVEKxnpa y i a  K a n o io v  v a  p n o p s i .  v a  
avxipsxcaniaEiX EX O iEc; K axaaxaoE ic;, o K o a p o q  
s i v a i  StacfjopExiK oq, [ o i  EpprivEiscj t io u  S lv e l
ndvxa = always 
Inner need to lead
He wants high results as 
his legacy
The heads' position is 
very demanding 
[Cooperation between 
parents, teachers, 
students] where does 
he place himself? As a 
teacher or as someone 
who stands between?
Be in a position to 
transfer 'his message' of 
'his effort'
Not with others?
Always!
Repeats limitations [2] 
High self-esteem, he is a 
Head serving his 
country
leading is an art, an 
advantage, if someone 
can face challenging 
circumstances with
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discipline
Leading by example
K a n o io q  o i l  rcpSTisi v a  y iv e i  p n o p e i  v a  e iv a i  
SiacjjopeTiK ec;].
Av eyiA) empevu) air|v neiBapxia, o aAAoq pnopei 
va 7i£i 6 ev eivai loao anpaviiKO auio, eyw inpw 
Kavoviapouq, elpai Aaipnq Kai Giaaurcnq ir|q 
neiGapxiaq Kanuv Kavoviapwv yia ir|v opaAn 
XeiTOupyla t o u  axoA.ei.ou, 6 ev eivai auioaKonoq, 
aAAa Tuaxeuu) on r| T ie iG a p x ia  aupPdAAei ae oAa
Kai axr|v eTilieu^ n t u v  aroxwv Kamov 
anoTeXeapdTidv, 6 ev p' apeaei va eTtiXeyod tic; 
euKoXeq Auaeiq, va Aeve on eipai KaXoq, va 
avexopai xaAdpa)ar|, va avexopai o,n GeAouv 01 
paGriieq, o,n GeAouv 01 eKTiaiSeuTiKoi., o/ui 
GeAouv 01 yoveLq, undpxouv Kavoviapoi nou 
Tnaieuaj on evaq eKnaideuiiKoq Ga npenei
va avn|i£TU)TtLaei, 6 ev pnopet va eivai apeaioq ae 
oAouq.
n.x. Kanoioi yoveLq 01 onoloi 6 ev Kaiavoouv xouq 
Kavoviopouq, exouv Kai ia 6 u<d tou c;  
npoPAnpaia, auYKpouoviai paft paq yia va eivai 
apearoi ara naidia xouq, exei Kai 
eKTiaiSeuiiKOuq, o SieuGuvinq 0 a npenei va 
TipoaTiaGnaei va evnpepwaei, va oupPipaaei... 
[SuaKoXn n SouXeiaiou 6 ieu0 uvin] ac()ou 
undpxouv npoPAnpaia oiKoyeveiaKa, 
oiKOVopiKa, uyelaq, KouXioupaq eivai evaq 
auvexnq aywvaq, [6 ev pnopel povoq npenei va 
exei Kai a^ iouq auvepyaieq], eivai [pe  to  
n a p a S e iy p a  t o u ] va Kavei oAouq va
avTaTiOKpivoviai auq an an n aeiq  t o u  poAou iouq.
DW_A0825 E6cj avacjjepeiai aio ZuvSeapo 
AnotJ>oiiu)v TexviKiav IxoAwv t o u  onolou eivai 
idpuTiKO peXoq Kai ypappaieaq.
B.6. DW_A0826
KaGqpepiva. Iir |v  npoanaG eia  MOY yia PeXncaan 
to u  axoXeiou, aaxoXr|0nKa pe G epaia  
uXiKOiexviKriq unofiopnq, i a  o n o ia  epnodi^av Kai 
epnodifouv ir|v  opaXri XeiToupyla to u  axoXeiou,
effectiveness 
Interpretation of reality 
-  no one understands 
things the same way as 
the other
Interpretations differ
Highly focused into 
discipline and 
regulations [2]
Discipline as the force 
to achieve more
He is not listening to 
anyone; he knows 
better what shall be 
done. High self-esteem
Loneliness of the 
position
Leading is a hard work
First time he mentions 
colleagues
He asks from everyone 
to be committed and 
respond to the role 
leading by example
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KiripiaKd, eTiOTrciKd pcaa , XcixoupYiKoxrixa 
£^O T iX ia|iou , ETiipopctiijjari TipoaumiKOu, xaKxiK£q 
auv£6pi£c; Kai auvcdpicc; xcjv KAaSwv, vou0£at£c; 
Tipoc; GuvaSEAcJiouc; Kai paOrixcc;, £vnpepu>ar|
vision
Yovicav [a£ auv£pYaata Tiavxoxc \ie xr|
6L£u0uvxiKr| o pada], xouq auvxoviaxcc; xcav 
KXaSwv Kai oXouq xouc; aXXouq 0 a  pnopouaav  va  
Por|0ncjouv.
Oi axoxoi MOY d v a i  va tiex u x u ) va £xw eva 
[axoXdo av0pu)Tuvo, SripoKpaxiKO, p c aa  axo 
o t io io  01  pa0r|X£q Kai oi auvdScXctoi 0 a  0£Xouv 
va  (3pioKovxai]. K citioxe Lawq va  d p a i  X iyo  
[cvxovoq Kai XLyo TucaxiKoq], aXXa auxa 
cmPaXXouv oi auv0r|K£q xpq Ttpoo7id0£idq MOY
Cooperation with the 
management team? 
From statements above 
he seems to control 
everything; asks no one!
Vision: a humanistic and 
democratic school in 
which students and 
colleagues would like to 
be! He is autocratic not 
democratic...
Yia [EYKaipn uXoTtoiriar) xcov axoxwv M 0 |], auxo 
S u o k o Xe u e i , Lacoq va £Ttp£Tt£ va  m aaa) XiYa-XiYa 
xa 0£paxa.
Epa)xnan:'Exex£ ayxoq uXoTiolnanqxcjv crcoxwv; 
A ev pTtopu) va  xo Tta) ayxoq, aYX^vefai Kdnoioq o 
ortoloq d v a i  aviKavoq Kai 6£v d v a i  a£ 0£ar) va 
6ripioupYna£i, eyoj Xoycj xpq xcXciopaviaq M(|§, 
0£Xa) [va c(>£pa) YPnYopdcepa anoxEXeapaxa], 
Lau)q va  4>aivopai aYXwSriq, aXXa xo 0£U)pu)
To accomplish his tasks, 
his vision soon. He 
wants to prove he is 
better than others; 
maybe headteachers in 
the school before him?
It seems that he is 
stressed but he calls this 
creative anxiety.
Creative anxiety SnpioupYLKO a y x o q
Epcbxr|ar|: 6ev d v a i  TtpwxapxiKoq axoxoq xa 
anoxEXEapaxa xojv pa0r|xu)v paq;
07X(ji)a6r|Tiox£ o 6i£u0uvxnq p i to p d v a  
£R£V£pYna£i, d v a i  0  axoxoq, n pdw ari xr|q 
axoXiKnq anoxuxiaq, n ctu^n^n xpq axoXiKnq 
£mxuxiaq, anpaiv£i auxopaxa ETuxuxia axo £pyo 
oXoKXnpn^ inc; axoXiKnq povafiaq, Kai xou 
6i£u0uvxr| o orcoioq nvdxai, 6 ev d v a ix o  axopo, 
av 7i£xuxei xo axoXdo 6 ev  d v a i  epyo xou
Recognizes that he 
needs others, for a 
school to succeed it is 
everyone's work
Collective work 6i£u0uvxr|, d v a i  auXXoYiKO £ p y o , p£ VOU0£Ol£q
Tipoq xouq pa0r|X£q va 6ia|3d^ouv, va  
auvEpYd^ovxai p£ xouq KaBnYH1^  ^ouq, va
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School climate 
cooperation
there are no standards
Development of 
leadership skills
aTioc|)euYovTai oi va  Sni-woupYn^L eva
fsuyapicrco KXiual, auxo 9 a  EnsvEpynaEi Qstlkcx. 
a p a  atYOupa o poXoq xou 6i£U0uvxn Eivai 
anpavxiKoq, duvcpY aaia \ie oXouq Kai \xe xiq
auvxExvicq... auppcxoxn as acpivapia, ...oi 
anoualcq xou npoaconiKOu npETiEi va  
TlEpLOpL^ OVXat.
B.7. DW_A0827
Ie  ucpivdpio xQec; Einapc oxt o 6i£u0uvxnq 0 a  
TipETiEt va  exei o p a p a  Kat o PaaiKoq xou axoxoq 
npETiEi va  Eivai n Emxuxia xtov pa0r|xu)v xou, 
Eivai oi Xs^Eiq KXsiSia. 'OXsq ol EVEpyeisq n p sn s i 
va  SiETiovxat an o  auxo. r ta  va  xo nsxuxei auxo 
RpETiEi va  Kav£L oXa xa aXXa: u Xikoxexvikh 
unoSopn, empopcjxdari npoaunuKou, 
auvEpYaata, £v0ouaiaapoq, npwxopouXiEq.
Epcjdxr|an: A v ylvouv a K a S q p ie q  avdrcxu£;r|<; 
nY^wv;
ItYoupa 0 a  Eivai unoPon0rpu<6, aXXa rloxeucj 
oxl o 6t£u0uvxnq n p sn s i va  exci xap iapa , oao  Kat 
av £Tnpopc()aj0£L Kai va  Ttdpsi nxuxia, va  nspdoEi 
E^Exdasiq, TiiaxEua) oxi npETiEi va  xov SiamxExei 
Kai sva  xap iapa , 6r|X. va  avaXapPavEi 
npwxoPouXiEq, va  nalpvEi piaKa, va  exei 
TipoaEYYLon, va Eivai Euxapiaxoq Kai auaxripoq, 
avaXoya ps xqv nEpinxwari, 6ev unapxouv 
axdvxapx|. 'OXa E^apxwvxai an o  xo axopo, nwq 
0 a  uXonoinoEi auxa tiou Epa0£.
B.8. DW_A0828
fliaxsua) Txajq p sa a  an o  xr|v noXuxpovn sp n s ip la
MOY axpv £Knai6suar), an o  oXa xa noaxa, Kai ps
xpv EpnXoKn MOY ax a  Koiva, oe  ZuvSsapouq, 
pdaa  an o  xiq 0£a£iq MOY axo axpaxo avEnxu£;< 
HYSTiKEq iKavoxnxEq, ps axoxo navxa xpv
a pleasant school 
climate will have 
positive outcomes
He is under training 
thus training quotes 
dominate him now
Complex role of the 
Head -  he is in charge of 
everything 
Does he delegate 
responsibilities?
Charismatic leadership
Leadership profile:
Take initiatives, take 
risks, develop 
communication skills
individual leader 
'to  put in practice what 
he have learnt': what 
does he mean? From 
the training?
In the army! He was an 
officer.
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experience
reflection
personality
Informal
apprenticeships or
ETtiTUXia. Aev MOY ap ea s i va  anoxuYXavcj. 
TepdaxLEc; EpTTEipLsq t io u  p s  p o r |0 o u v  a c ^ d v x a a x a  
v a  a v ia T iO K p iv o p a i ax iq  a m x ix n a E iq  ax iq  B s a s iq  
TOU 6l£U 0U V T r|.
C.13. DW_A0S33
Oa pTiopouas a r a  aEpivapia va  undpxei 
KEpiaaoiEpoc; xpovoq YLa au^nxhaEiq, t o  
psYaAuxEpo TtpopAnpa eivai o n  xa aEpivapia 
StE^aYOVxaL oe axoAiKO xpovo, rj e y v o u x  xou 
6i£u0uvxr| Eivai axo axo As to, 0£Aovxaq Kat pn, 
6 e v  unapxouv auxopaxoi niAoxoi Kat o u x e  o t i  
Eivai avavTiKaxdaxaxoq o 6i£u0uvxnq, aAAa n a s i  
a s  Eva aspivdpio , unapxouv npo(3Anpaxa, 
EPYaaisq va y iv o u v ,  xa a sp iv ap ia  0 a  npEnsi va
Y tv o v x a i Tiptv xr|v  a v a A rp ^ n  xrK 0 e o r |q , o n w q  p s  x o  
u Alko xou  k. rp r iY o p to u , r p a v  o A a  E x o ip a , a n o  xrjv 
n pcjxri p e p a  avaArpJjrK  TWV K aBriK ovxcjv xl n p s n s i  
v a  ylvel, x a  s v x u n a ,  4>uau<d KavEiq 0 a  
X p n o ip o n o in a s i  K d x ix E x o io  axr| P a a n  xcjv 
tSiaLX Epoxnxcjv x o u  o x oAelou K aixriq  K ou A xou p aq  
x o u  oxoAelou , op caq  s l v a i  K axi E x o ip o ,  
u n o (3 o r |0 n x iK 6  K°ti p n o p s iq  v a  ScoaE iq x o  x p o v o  
a o u  a x r |v  u A o n o in a n , a x r |v  £(|>ap p oY n .
O a  npEnsi va  o u y k e v x p c jB e l  x o  uA lko, va Yivovxai 
EPYCxaxnpta nptv xrjv avaA n^n ylol avxipExcaniari 
Sidtfcopcjv KaxaaxaaECJv. T a  a sp iv ap ia  nou 0 a  
Yivouv Kaxa xr\ SiapKEia xou o x o A ik o u  sxouq va
E iv a i yicx npoPA npanapo, y ia  a u x o K p ix iK n ,  y\.a 
svLaxuari xou e p y o u .
C.10. DW_A0829
'O xav n p o u v  uctuaxapE voq, a £ io n o ir )a a  x iq  
Yvcjoeic;, x iq  aup(3ouA £q x o uq, aAAsq u io 0 £ x n a a , 
aAAsq s v ia x u a a  ps  xr| 6u<n M O Y  x r|v  
n p o a w n iK o x r ix a .
'Ex^ KEpSLasi ano  oAouq xouq SisuBuvxsq nou 
unnpexriaa paftxouq, o Ka0£vaq sixe xr| 6u<n xou 
npooEYYLori/ n p o a n a 0 r |a a  va  napco an o  oAouq, 
EXca p ia  YKapa spnEipicjv nou npoqABs ano
Suggestion: training 
should involve more 
conversations between 
participants -  is there a 
need to develop a 
Community of practice? 
Training should not take 
the Headteacher away 
from his own school
Seminars/training jnust 
be done prior post
Suggestions about the
training:
1. Prior the post to 
deal with
practicalities; daily 
practice; what to do 
on the first day of 
school?
2. Training during 
induction should be 
for reflection
3. Experienced 
headteachers could 
help providing their 
strategy
a selection of 
experiences derived 
from other colleagues 
with leadership 
positions
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informal shadowing
Sharing experiences
aAAouq auva6eAcJ>ouq pie nY£TU<d poAo.
0  paKapixnq MixaqA M ixar |A  r p a v  e v a q  
d vG p aR ioq  o  OROioq R p o a cjjep e  x a  R a v x a  a x q v  
8K7iai6euan, n x a v  R a v x a  K ovxa a x o u q  KaGrivn1 ^^ 
x o u , KOVT& axouc; p a G q x eq , a u a x n p o q , R A n a ia ^ e i
crco axuA xo 6 lk o  MOY xqq R e iG a p x ia q  K at xnq
a v 0 p d )R iv n q  R poaeY Y L on^
C .ll. DW A0830
A r o  xn P£XPL Twpa e p R e ip ta  MOY a n d  x a  
a e p i v a p i a  6 ie u 0 u v x u )v  4 > a lv e x a i o x i  KepSi^u) 
GexLKa, p e  xiq a u ^ n tr ia e iq  r o u  a v a R X u a a o v x a i ,  p e  
x a  R a p a S e L y p a x a , p e  x o u q  e ia r iY n ^ ^  P £ xiq  
e p n e ip ie q  xcov aAAiov S ieu G u v x iu v , Y iv e x a i e v a q  
S ia X o Y o q , pLa au ^ r|xr |ar |, a v a A u o v x a ix a
R p o P A r ip a x a x n q  K a G n p ep iv o x n x a q , a K o p n  K ai 
p ex a ^ u  e v o q  Kac|)e kl e v o q  yAu k o u  a x  a  
S ia A e ip p a x a ,  Kat K axa  xr| S ia p K e ia  xcav 
a e p iv a p iw v ,  a u x a  r o u  aKOuu) p e  R p o P A n p a x i^ o u v  
Kai p e  K.dvouvva K avcj pia KpixiKn: eyu ) x i Kavu) 
a x o  a x o A e lo  ^ / I 0 |;  llc jq  x o  K avw ; ricbq 0 a  x o  e K a v a  
K aA uxepa; E i a n Y n ^  ORwq o  k. T priY opiou  
I x a u p o q ,  r o u  n x a v  6 ie u 0 u v x r |q , K a ix o  u Alko r o u  
p a q  e f iu ja e , e i v a i  r o Au U R oP on G n T iK d .'law q  a v  
Y iv o v x a v  R p iv  x n v  a v d A q i|jn  to u  a x o A e io u , e ix e  
K a R o ia  aRO a u x a ,  Laajq v a  P o n G o u a a v  
R e p ia a o x e p o ,  R a p a  x d )p a  K axa xn axoA iK n x p o v ia .
M e a a  aRO xiq e ia n Y H a e iq  t w v  8 l6 lk u )v  ( e x o u v  
K a v ei e p e u v e q )  p exacJ> ep ovxa i K aR O ia p n v u p a x a  
a s  p a q  K ai p e a a  aRO  x o u q  c x o A ia a p o u q  K ai xiq  
a u ^ n T n a eiq , G eujpu) o x i  o A a  e i v a i  U R O p on G n ^ K d , 
K ai n GeojpLa K ai o i  e ia n Y n ^ e iq  K ai x a  G e p a x a  r o u  
a v a A u o v x a ix a  K a G q p e p iv a  S lv e x a i
X p ovoq  aRO x o u q  e i a n Y n ^  K ai a v a R x u a a o v x a i  x a  
G e p a x a  K ai a u x o  e i v a i  r o Au URoPonG n^iK O .
C.13. DW_A0831, DW_A0832
His own leadership 
model is "discipline with 
a human approach"
With the experiences of 
the other Heads, we 
start a dialogue; we 
start a conversation; we 
analyse the problems 
we face; our routine is 
being analysed; even 
between a cookie and a 
coffee in the corridor. 
We do this during the 
seminars as well. These 
stories make me reflect: 
What is my impact on 
my school to change 
things? How do I 
proceed? How could I 
perform better?' (clnh)
He recognises the 
important role of the 
researchers and their 
results. Maybe a system 
change and 
development could 
come from the bottom 
through research?
He has no extra 
qualifications 
he finds both theory 
and practice as helpful 
for his development
to bring together novice 
with experienced Heads
2 9 4
Practical help
Informally 
Time m a n a g e m e n t
Collective learning
OncjaSnTtois 0a  Tipenei va  epxovxai ae e n a ^ n  
veoi pe epneipouq 6 ieu0uvxeq, p e aa  ax a  rcAaiaia 
xpq 87iip6p<t)a)ar|c; ttou auppexexw evaq 8K xcav 
£ianYn™v eivai 6 ieu0uvxr|q, o onoioq SiaYeixo 
xeAeuxalo exoq xr|q uTtnPe a Laq xou, o onoioq pxav 
ttoXu Por|0riTiK6c;, xepaaxio uAlko, o,xl 0eAei Kat 
OTtwq 0eAeixo xpnci-POTCOiei Kavelq, eivai peyaAri
pon08ia, fipaKxiKn Pon0eia, r|6 r| xpnoiporto inaa 
Kai aAAoi auvd6eAc()oi a^ iono inaape  Kat eivai 
KaXo va  epxovxai Kaxa^tajpevoi 6ieu0uvxeq, ol 
okolo l nexuxav axo epYO xouq, va  pexacjjepouv xiq 
noAuxipeq xouq epneipieq. 0  k. rpriYopiou eixe xr|v 
KaXq 6id0ean va Scoaeixo uXlko, eivai KaXo xo 
Ynn va KpaxeLTpdne^a aripeLwaecjv - 
TiXr|poct)Opia)v. Eivai 60 uAeia xou Ynn Kai xou 
naL6aYWYLK°u  Ivaxixouxou ac(>ou Yvcjpl^eixouq 
emxuxnpevouq 6ieu0uvxeq, ...Tpdne^a 
anpeujaeoav aKopn Kat p eaa  an o  xo SiaSiKxuo.
Tivexai Kat aven laripa  peaw au^nThaecav, 
aaxoAoupaaxe pe xa npopXripaxa, aXXa unapxei 
xo TtpopXnpa xou xpovou, eKTipoacojinaetq xou 
axoXeiou, pexac^epoupe SouAeia axo amxi.
C.19. DW_A0834, DW_A0835 
Ity o u p a  n xexvoXoyta prcopel va  por|0naei, aXXa 
auxo 0a  Ttpenei va  eivai p ia  em anpn TipoaTtd0£ia 
va  emKEvxp(ji)0£L va ppet xouq 6ieu0uvxeq Kat xouq 
Tipcbriv, va  auYKevxpa)0et eva uXiko coaxe p e aa  
an o  xo 6 ia 6 tKxuo va  Kpoac|)ep0eL ae onoiov xo 
Xpeia^exai. AvxaXXayn arcoiJjeujv Kat au^rycnaeijdv 
KaXo n koko TipopXnpaxi^ei.
0 a  0eXaxe va exexe avwvupla n ovopaaxiKioq;
Aev exw ifiialxepo Xoyo va napapeivaj avcbvupoq.
C.12. DW_A0836
0  Ka0evaq 0 a  TtpeTiei va  poipa^exai oXeq xiq 
TtAnpoc(>opiEq nou 0a  prcopouaav va
uTioaxrip^ouv xo epyo, n auXXoyiKn pa0r|a r| eivai
UTiopori0r|TiKr|, 6ev Yevviexai Kavelq 6ieu0uvxriq, 
KOupaYiQ; UTiopovn nou Ttpenei va  SiaKaxexexai
should be a m ust
Experience is valuable
There is lack of tim e, 
you have to  r e p re se n t  
school a f te r  school 
hours, w e  tak e  w ork a t  
h o m e
Practical help th rough  
th e  in te rn e t
Collective learning is 
very h e lp fu l , no o n e  is 
born  a leader
He claimed b e fo re  th a t
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k& 0£ £K7iai6£UTiK6c;, Kav£ic; | ia 0 a iv £ L  |i£  i r | v  
£|iTiAoKr| |i£  x a  K a 0 r|K o vxa  x o u , 0 a  p a 0 £ i \xeoa 
an d  t u x o v  n a p a A £ L ip £ L c ;  K a i A a0 r| xo u .
END
th e  one  to  lead has to  
have charisma; now  he 
says th a t  no one  is born 
a leader  claiming th a t  
leaders are  developed  
th rough  experience  
Learning com es th rough  
trial and e rro r
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APPENDIX F:
TRANSLATION EXAMPLES
1st EXAMPLE
Cycle B D em osth en es - GREEK
Apa Kaxaeig maco ajio t o  0pavio oupjiepicpepeaai cog pa0r|xr|g. Kupie 
va pag acprjaexe mo vcopig va pr|v mvoupe 8i&Xeippa. Na pag 
acpriaexe mo ypriyopa. [...] Na yivexai cpaaapia, va pr|v pjiopeig va 
j[apaKoXoo0f|aeig.
G oogle tra n sla tion  (h ttp s://tra n sla te .g o o g le .co m )
Upon sit behind the bench behave as a student. Lord let us earlier not 
to have a break. Leave us faster. [...] To be made a fuss, you cannot 
watch.
E dited tra n sla tio n
When you sit behind the desk you behave like a student. Can we finish 
the lesson earlier without a break? Can we leave earlier? [...] There is 
noise; you can’t  follow the instructors’ lesson.
2«d EXAMPLE
Cycle D P h ilo th eos - GREEK
xo va avaXapPaveig xpv 8ieu0uvar| xou oxoXeioo Kai va  miyaiveig 
uaxepa pia cpopa xr|v eP8opa8a yia va 8 i 8 & o k o u v  k & t i  eivai o^upcopo. 
[...] oi Jipcoxeg 15 pepeg eivai 01 mo 8ucncoXeg yia xr|v opyavcoar| evog 
axoXeiou. Eav 8ev eyeig xr|v epTieipia jtcbg 0a  opyavcbaeig xo oxoXeio 
aou;
G oogle tran sla tion  (h ttp s://tra n sla te .g o o g le .co m )
to assume school management and after going once a week to teach 
something is an oxymoron. [...] the first 15 days are the most difficult 
to organize a school. If you have no experience how to organise your 
school?
E dited  tran sla tion
“It is oxymoron; you take over the headship of the school and training 
starts one week after. [...] The first fifteen days are the most difficult 
days for the school to get organised. If you do not have experience 
how are you going to make it?
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APPENDIX G 
31 QUALITIES/CHARACTERISTICS 
REVEALED FROM PHASE ONE
Instructions to participants: These qualities/characteristics of successful 
school leaders were revealed from interviews during Phase One of this 
research study. On the left side select the ten more important for you and on 
the right side rank them from one (the most important) to ten (the least 
important). You can add to the list what you believe is missing. Please read 
the whole of the list before selection.
take initiatives and risks
do not fear to take responsibilities
have communication skills
create change for improvement
have the courage to make difficult decisions
feel efficient
be strong enough because leading is very demanding and 
exhausting
be efficient with time management
not getting anxious or nervous
stress management
listen to followers
manage public relations successfully
successful staff management
give emphasis on emotions and satisfaction of the teachers
inspire respect
face dilemma situations efficiently
be democratic
be fair with people
have a good approach
admit mistakes
be people-oriented
be task-oriented
help teachers in their teaching practice
be enthusiastic
be organised
have patience
be committed
face challenging circumstances effectively
be able to develop a school improvement plan
be able to organise a school self-evaluation
be able to delegate responsibilities and duties effectively
Note: Qualities/characteristics in red colour are those which were 
chosen by participants in Cycle C during Phase Two.
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APPENDIX H
PAIRED SAMPLES TEST
Paired Samples Statistics
Mean N Std.
Deviation
Std. Error 
Mean
Leading Relationships -  
Formal Learning (FL)
Pair l
Leading Relationships -  
Informal Learning (IL)
3,3636
4,2636
66
66
,79142
,59242
,09742
,07292
Leading Decisions and Crisis 
Situations - FL
Pair 2
Leading Decisions and Crisis 
Situations - IL
3,1576
4,3606
66
66
,85324
,51347
,10503
,06320
Leading the Organization - FL
Pair 3
Leading the Organization - IL
3,5934
4,1692
66
66
,72744
,51763
,08954
,06372
Leading Knowledge and 
Understanding - FL
Pair 4
Leading Knowledge and 
Understanding - IL
2,9273
4,4212
66
66
,91795
,53909
,11299
,06636
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Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences t df Sig.
(2-
tailed)Mean Std.
Deviat
ion
Std.
Error
Mean
95% 
Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference
Lower Upper
Pair 1
Leading Relationships-FL
- ,9 0 0 0 0
Leading Relationships-IL
,8 4 9 4 3 ,1 0 4 5 6 -1 ,1 0 8 8 2  -,69118 - 8 ,6 0 8 65 ,0 0 0
Pair 2
Leading Decisions and Crisis 
Situations-FL
Leading Decisions and Crisis 1,20303 
Situations-IL
1 ,04631 ,12 8 7 9 -1 ,4 6 0 2 4  - ,9 4 5 8 2 -9 ,3 4 1 65 ,0 0 0
Pair 3 Leading the Organization-L Leading the Organization-IL ,57576 ,7 2 3 3 5 ,0 8 9 0 4 - ,7 5 3 5 8  - ,3 9 7 9 4 -6 ,4 6 6 65 ,0 0 0
Pair 4
Leading Knowledge and
Understanding-FL
Leading Knowledge and M 9 3 9 4
Understanding-IL
1,11118 ,13678 -1 ,76710 -1 ,2 2 0 7 8 -1 0 ,9 2 2 65 ,0 0 0
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APPENDIX I 
QUOTATIONS FROM INTERVIEWS REGARDING 
QUALITIES/CHARACTERISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL 
SCHOOL LEADERS IN  CYPRUS
FROM PHASE TWO -  CYCLE C 
P rofession a l id en tities  
Take initiatives and risks
“Being a school leader these days is similar to risk-taking. And if a 
head cannot take risk in all areas of interest, then s/he should not 
continue to be a head. Risk-taking is an everyday process. If you are 
waiting for the Ministiy to take responsibility and tell you what to do, 
then you can’t  move on into improvement and success. Taking risks I 
will succeed, having all responsibility.” (Herakleios)
“The head should take responsibilities; it’s just too important. If you 
are afraid to take risks, if you go always by the letter of the law or if 
you are afraid that others will create problems and act as barriers, 
then you will never succeed.” (Apollonia)
Inspire respect
“You can earn their respect in your every day contact with them, 
students, teachers, parents, in all levels, even with the Ministry. You 
have to be ethical in your actions, you should respect them, your 
decisions affect them, some more, some less... your daily ethical 
actions will lead them to respect you, to appreciate and to love you. 
It’s like a mirror, and you have to try from your position to be fair, to 
act with justice, to be next to people in need. If you want them to 
respect you, then you should respect them first.” (Eutychia)
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“Teachers work hard or not, whether they respect you, and how much 
they respect you. The art is to respect you not because you are the 
head, but because you are (his name). So, if they respect you they 
listen to you easier and they try hard to please you. This works with 
the students as well... and with parents and with ministry officials... 
with everyone. Students will behave well not with punishments, on 
the contrary they will behave well if they respect and love me.” 
(Herakleios)
“It is veiy important that they respect you, but you must earn this, 
you can’t just demand it... you must prove them that you are there for 
them, that you want to be there, that you want to serve them, that you 
want to back-up them.” (Apollonia)
“Respect comes as a physical reaction and is very significant for 
school success. When you infuse them respect the most important 
benefit is that you show the teachers the way, so as to have them act 
in the same way to inspire their students and earn their respect” 
(Aristodemos)
Have the courage to make difficult decisions
“You have to be careful not to assume that this case is the same with 
the other; actually, you have to face each case as a different one 
because different people are involved. So, for example, what I have 
faced yesterday, which was a robbery, today I have to see it differently 
because this student has stolen because he was starving.” (Herakleios)
“To postpone taking decision is bad for people, bad for the school and 
to paideia in general, because there is an impact to the social 
environment and in general tremor... because it is like an earthquake, 
which is going to affect up to a point; the trem or of your decision.” 
(Aristodemos)
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“Difficult decisions are taken from just one person in schools: the 
head of the school. You should take a decision even if is hard. You are 
the head, the Ministry should not take the decision, and the head 
should not find excuses and postpone. There are cases that you might 
hurt people, others with ethical dilemmas, others involving 
relationships between teachers and students, and every problem is a 
different problem, and you should deal with it appropriately, you 
should give the needed care [...] to take difficult decisions you always 
call the management team for a meeting, you even ask for a teacher’s 
opinion, you can even ask a student for an opinion. But you will take 
the decision and you have to be able to support it, because you may 
face reactions. Therefore, you need to have courage to take decisions.” 
(Eutychia)
Not getting anxious or nervous
“Once I was calm in a situation I shouldn’t  be. In my opinion one of 
the characteristics the school leader should posses is to be calm. Be 
calm when the problem arise, so as to handle it properly and take the 
right decisions [...] for example, if you acted with calm in a situation, 
the way you act is transferred with ease to the others, who they 
continue their work as usual. If you get anxious or nervous and you 
begin shouting, then you are creating trouble as well.” (Aristodemos)
“You might get upset because of a situation either with students or 
with parents or with the Ministry or with teachers. You should wear a 
mask, it might be not the right time to tell them your thoughts, and 
we will talk with them afterwards, is the time to think and take 
decisions [...] if you get anxious and nervous, then you can’t be a 
head.” (Eutychia)
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Be fa ir  w ith  people
“It works like a model; you don’t  just talk about justice and about 
proper ways of working and about relationships... because our 
mission is to build student’s personalities [...] To be fair you have to 
have values, and your actions should show who you are. How this will 
reveal? By the way you react and by the way you deal with the 
relations with teachers, and you should know that students observe 
these things. [...] Many times we act unfairly, afterwards we realise it, 
and this is good to admit that you made a mistake, it’s important.” 
(Aristodemos)
“Be fair doesn’t  mean that you should do whatever they want so as to 
have them say you are fair, rather be fair means also to be hard with 
others [...] there are always boundaries and limits [...] you may come 
in a conflict with people [...] some might not like this, but we can’t 
have them all happy, since they know that you act fairly but you have 
limitations also, then they have to accept it.” (Apollonia)
Be enthusiastic
“Your enthusiasm is what it takes to convince them, besides from 
personality. If despite the problems you face you keep having a smile 
in your face, teachers sees that you t i y  to solve a difficult issue with a 
positive way [...] You act with enthusiasm, giving suggestions: why 
not to try this, go on t i y  and then evaluate... you can pass enthusiasm 
to others. [...] and be always positive. My glass is always half-full, 
never half-empty. We t i y  to fill the glass. It is very important in our 
job.” (Aristodemos)
“Students are coming into my office to present their ideas regarding 
the science conference and we discuss... I like making them feel 
enthusiastic and then they want to do well.” (Apollonia)
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Face challenging circumstances efficiently
“Dealing with challenging circumstances efficiently is a very 
important aspect of a successful school leadership, and if you can’t 
handle these issues yourself [...] you must create the procedures so as 
someone else from your management team deals with these; still, the 
head will have the responsibility [...] And is completely wrong to 
blame someone from the management team who was involved. Then 
s/he has lost the game. S/he has to back-up them... it’s a learning 
experience for everyone.” (Eutychia)
Admit mistakes
“I have apologised for my mistakes many times. Either for my 
behaviour either, in general, in handling a particular case with 
students. [...] Admitting your mistakes makes you a better leader, and 
people near you understand that their leader is a human person, not a 
superman. [...] It is important to admit our mistakes.” (Aristodemos)
Be committed
“How shall a leader react facing a crisis situation? If he is not 
committed in his mission, why should bother? But, why you applied 
for headship from first place? If not because you can deal with 
difficult problems [...] It is more than imperative to be dedicated to 
your vision, your cause for which you became a head.” (Herakleios)
Face dilemma situations efficiently
“In my long career I have faced many ethical dilemma situations; is a 
necessity that you must have answers before such situation arise. Of 
course, you should take into consideration your ethical standards, 
which you must not neglect. You should count every single 
consequence, all involved parties, but also what will get out in the
3 0 5
school or in the society. The press is acting with negative way in 
ethical issues, which is not a responsible stance. [...] There was a 
female student who was pregnant... is your duty to support the 
student, you must get closer so as to deal circumstances, you have to 
advise teachers and students, you need to talk to the parents and 
make clear that your are there to support, because we do not want to 
lose this student because of her pregnancy. Ethical dilemmas arise; 
you have to be careful of what you communicate, because there are 
always those who wait for a wrong word at the wrong moment. Your 
actions should be very cautious so as to make others feel 
uncomfortable, and you have to face everything [...] and have always 
in your mind the best interest of the students and the school.” 
(Eutychia)
Technical skills 
Have communication skills
“If you cannot communicate with your colleagues, teachers and 
students, then it is not possible to be a successful school leader. It is 
apparent that you need to be able to convince the teacher so as to 
follow a certain way of doing things so as to have good results. Surely, 
I need to have the ability to convince others [...] ability to 
communicate is a skill. Let’s give you an example. We might face a 
similar problem and someone else might have sent ten letters without 
result, and someone else just makes a call... but I must know to whom 
I shall attend, what I shall tell so as to achieve convincing and have 
the result on the same day, and the other head is been sending letters 
a whole month. This is a skill.” (Herakleios)
“Communicating is difficult, either in face or by the phone. It’s a 
multi-levelled procedure. For example, you might talk with a student 
for an issue and after a minute you have to talk the district inspector
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for another issue. Administration comes to report something and asks 
for direction. A parent calls to complaint for something, and you have 
not to ignore the parent, you should give attention on the issue, 
promise that you will investigate and reply back with what you have 
discovered... all this is not an easy task. The school leader has to have 
developed communication skills and interpersonal relationship skills. 
[...] these are developed through experience.” (Eutychia)
Be efficient with time management
“Communicating with teachers, students and parents, these 
relationships take the most of your time. Then bureaucracy comes.” 
(Apollonia)
“To be successful you need to be manage well time, this is an element 
of success... I can’t  waste three hours a day to talk with parents in my 
office, with the school board or with the cleaning staff. I surely need 
to dedicate time from my schedule, but I need to have time to visit 
classrooms during lessons, to talk with students, have a saying with a 
teacher, support a student... I just can’t  waste three hours a day on the 
phone.” (Herakleios)
B e ab le to  d elegate  resp o n sib ilities and  d u ties e ffic ien tly
“You have to be able to delegate with efficiency responsibilities and 
duties to your colleagues and see that your colleagues respond at the 
degree you expected them to. You know your management team, you 
know that each one has her/his personality, you need to see this issue 
carefully, experience might help you delegate efficiently.” 
(Aristodemos)
“There are colleagues who are very capable and you trust them, you 
don’t need to test them, because you might make your deputies feel 
uncomfortable if you check them with every detail, then what I
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assume is important is to delegate power to people who will manage 
to succeed the mission.” (Herakleios)
“There are deputies you can count on; you give them just a briefing 
and you know they understand... that they will act effectively and the 
job will be done perfectly. There are others who have to be given 
directions from ‘a’ to ‘z’; sometimes you have to hold them by the 
hand and be by their side all the way.” (Apollonia)
Create change for improvement
“We always have to manage change for improvement. I never want to 
do the same things I did last year. I must change that, because I 
understand that I have weaknesses [...] I would try to get better. [...] 
things I wasn’t sure before because of lack of experience or may be 
other weaknesses I have due to the training I had and throughout the 
years, and other priorities. So, managing change for improvement is 
necessary. We should never feel satisfied. [...] We can’t  cope with 
change easily, but we are a living organisation and we try hard to 
follow.” (Aristodemos)
“We have to get improved all the time; if you have succeeded in one 
task, we will be glad, but we need to succeed in the other task as well 
because we might not do well on that. The school leader should create 
a culture of improvement between the teachers and the students. She 
will raise funds from the parents’ association, she will find that extra 
money needed to run some innovative programmes, she will organise 
and support the involved teachers, she will arrange several meetings 
and she will lead change for improvement.” (Eutychia)
Listen to followers
“We haven’t  learnt how to listen. This is one of our major 
disadvantages [...] we often talk about the students, but we never talk
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with the students, we are not listening to them [...] this happens 
everywhere. For example, during meetings everyone is prepared to 
express opinion and ideas, but they don’t listen and may be someone 
else expressed the same just before, and during discussions each one 
is telling her/his story. If we put it in analogy to the society and we 
talk about politicians, then we understand that this is a major 
problem. Very few are those who listen to others’ ideas.” 
(Aristodemos)
Manage public relations successfully
“Eveiy school leader should have the ability to deal successfully with 
public relations [...] should deal well with the local authorities, with 
the municipality, everyone with power, politicians [...] You could have 
difficulties from parents’ association, from school board, from the 
police [...] it depends on the head, s/he should not allow anyone to 
think they can do whatever they like, there are limits; they have rights 
but up to a point. Example, parents do not have any saying in 
teaching [...] the school leader can be democratic, can be humane but 
at the same time the head should be the ultimate king of the school.” 
(Herakleios)
Be democratic
“Democratic leadership does not give the right to others to do 
whatever they want. Act democratically leading a school means to 
listen carefully, to take seriously your colleagues. Leading with tact so 
as not to embarrass people around you [...] one day you might take 
decisions which they don’t  like or is against someone’s interest, but 
you should take the decision. You can take decisions with your 
management team, but the most important decisions you will have to 
take them yourself. Be democratic means also to follow the 
regulations [...] be democratic, does not means to do whatever others 
are telling you.” (Eutychia)
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Be people-oriented
“I will be always a humane head. I have to take into consideration that 
you are pregnant, that you face a problem at home, the humane 
approach is not questionable, but is distinguished from be democratic 
[...] If you let anyone do whatever they like then you surely won’t  be 
effective, to be effective means to have control. I will still be humane, 
but I will tell you that today you didn’t  do your job well, but I will 
embrace you tomorrow.” (Herakleios)
Be organised
“You can be enthusiastic and at the same time be organised, there are 
issues that you should done by the book, whereas others which allow 
an enthusiasm. Let me give you an example. We had an event at 
school today which personally I wasn’t  happy about [...] because there 
wasn’t  any Christmas spirit nor it was something nice to offer to 
students or teachers. I felt that it was a carnival. [...] I believe that 
there was an organisational problem... the students did no mistake, it 
was us, we did the mistake, we had to check from before [...] we 
weren’t organised [...] before I take the headship I witnessed seminars 
and gatherings, and I have told the management team that I won’t  do 
that kind of gatherings, I won’t  allow this, I won’t  gather the whole 
school together because you can’t  come close to six hundred students 
[...] I will pass from classrooms during lessons, I will talk to them in 
small groups, but I will not come in front of them telling them that 
they should not do this and that [...] I want to pass a culture [...] be 
organised.” (Apollonia)
Be able to develop a school improvement plan
“I believe that to be able to develop a school improvement plan is
important. [...] It is more than important to make changes for
improvement. Either regarding teaching or regarding students’
relationships, regarding the school building; this is what we try to do.
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[...] and you have to engage teachers and students [...] it creates a new 
climate, if students understand that we tiy  to make things better for 
them they will adopt and act to improve.” (Apollonia)
Be able to organise a school self-evaluation
“We do an evaluation because we have tasks, and we always have to 
have tasks, and we should to come at the end to see whether we have 
accomplished these, are we there we hoped we would be? If we didn’t, 
why we didn’t? How shall we change that, how shall we improve? [...] 
it is an ongoing procedure not only at the end of the school year, but 
you should evaluate at any time, even for small things [...] if you don’t 
evaluate you don’t  know what to improve, then you are not improved. 
[...] and you should admit mistakes, through these you improve.” 
(Apollonia)
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APPENDIX J 
ORIGIN OF PSEUDONYMS
PSEUDONYM GENDER STATUS
Isocrates
Elpis
Kallias
Miltiades
Male
Female
Male
Male
Means "equal power", derived from isos = "equal" 
and k ratos = "power"
Means "hope" in Greek
Derived from Greek kallos meaning "beauty"
Derived from Greek miltos meaning "red earth"
Demosthenes
Chrysanthe
Nereus
Eudoxia
Male
Female
Male
Female
Means "vigour of the people" from Greek demou = 
"of the people" and sthenos = "vigour, strength" 
Means "golden flower" from Greek chrysos "golden" 
combined with anthos "flower"
Derived from Greek neros meaning "water"
Means "good fame" from Greek ev = "good" and 
doxa = "fame, glory"
Aristodemos
Herakleios
Apollonia
Eutychia
Male
Male
Female
Female
Derived from the Greek elements aristos = "best" 
and demos = "the people"
Means "gloiy of Hera" from the name of the goddess 
HERA combined with Greek kleos = "glory"
From Greek Apollon, the god of prophecy, medicine, 
music, art, law, beauty, wisdom, sun and light. 
Derived from the Greek elements ev = "good" and 
tychi = "luck"
Sappho
Philotheos
Xanthe
Theodotus
Female
Male
Female
Male
From Greek sappheiros meaning "sapphire" or 
"lapis lazuli"
Means "friend of god" from Greek philos = "lover, 
friend" and theos = "god"
Derived from Greek xanthos meaning "fair hair" 
Means "given to god" from theos = "god" and dotos 
= "given"
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